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FIREMAN’S BALL

FACING TERM AT
THOMASTON-ESCAPE

Great preparations are being made
for the ball which the firemen of the
town are planning on for the night
of January 2 in Society Hall.
This is the first time since December
31, 1903 that the firemen have given
a ball for the purpose ol' raising funds
for one of their members who was
injured during the discharge of his
duty, not only that is worthy of the
support of the business men and |
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No. 51

Mrs. McGouldric^ of Presqub Isle
was in town Monday and while here
made arrangements for a Benefit
Dance to lie held in Society Hall on
Thursday evening of this week, Dec.
22

THIN PIN
CHATTER OF THE
LOCAL ALLEYS

Arrangments had been started for
a young peoples dance, but that has
been given up and Paul Burns, who
was interested in the other dance,
very kindly consented to give up that
__ ______
one and devote his energies to th*‘
property owners, but the
j Sawing their wav with an ordinary first break was made from the Auburn
one for the benefit of the Christmas
port 8I.0..W be given them . » the ball
,
three years aR„.
seals, which will include the older
that is to take place on January 2 .1
j and crawling through a hole seven , was later caught and sent to ThoinasThe past week
was
the
most
ones as well as the young people
(A t the urgent request of a number
The Officers at the time of the last
1inches by fourteen between two iron |ton to serve a sentence of from four
«*f readers of the TIMES we are very
Interesting
one
for
local
bowling
fans
and
everyone
should
assist
by
attend
glad to g iv e ,' in a series of articles, ball were: O. B. Buzzell, Chief; Geo.
facing1to eight years. He had not been in
since the season opened.
a few Of the things which were seen by Small, 1st Asst, and W. C. Clark 2nd j window bars, four prisoners
ing and purchasing a ticket.
the editor on his trip to Honolulu,
sentences at Thomaston, made their j the prison eight months before he
Early in the week Doc Orcutt rolled
Tickets will be sold for $1.00 per
where he attended the sessions of the Asst. Amos Putnam is the only mem
escape from the Aroostook County jail j made his getaway. The prisoners
Press Congress of the World during
couple
with
25c
for
each
additional
j
139
in one of his tournament ga'mes
ber
of
the
present
company
who
was
October.)
here Tuesday
morning
sometime I were working in the ears in the yard,
lady, and the Temple orchestra will j at the Dux Club. This gives him high
a member at the time of the last dance.
between six and seven thirty o’clock. Henley secreted himself in the back
After a short night’s rest the Press
furnish music.
Dancing will com- i single and high average to date with
The life of a fireman when he is
According to the custom of the jail ! of one of the cars which was being
party were up early getting a fine called is one subject to many hazards
mence at 9 p. m. sharp and a good j one more week to go.
>l«w of the different Islands that w e , aR{j wliil© there have been no serious all the prisoners are allowed to come j taken out of the yard. As the car time is assured for a most worthy j Ned Joy’s 308 still stands as high
were .pawing on the windward side fireg in Houlton of late yeara, yet out of their cells in the morning to passed the gate the guards noticedcause.
for one match.
They were all out Jsomething moving in theback of the
of the Hawaiian group, the first one th0 flremen are always ready when empty their pails.
“ Stoney” of the Elks Club has high
the driver to
being the island of Molokai w ere
on
any ^jme during the and back in again and the turnkey had Icar and shouted for
The funeral of Chad. W. Perry of single for the local alleys with 148,
to his breakfast. |stop.
By the time the automobile Fort Fairfield, who died on Sunday,
the advanced and incurable cases of twentv.four hours ,of the day and gone downstairs
which he rolled in a scrub game
Lgprosey are taken care of, going by everyone gllould purchase a ticket During the time he was eating had come to a halt it was some dis Dee. 11, at the age of 45, took place recently.
his breakfast with the rest of the tance from the gate. The guard came on Wednesday last and was largely
and the ruKKed coast o___ i when approached by tihe solictors.
But the real interest of the bowlers,
helpers about the jail it is supposed up on one side of the car and Henley attended as was fitting for one of
retching (be beautiful little town of
near bowlers and the fans, was
Good music will be furnished and
that one of the fugitives got out of made out the door on the opposite that town’s prominent young business
mto ion the Island of Hawaii at 6 p.
fanned to a red flame when an
the dance itself will be one of the
his cell by means of reaching around side. He ran into a small growth by men.
m., where we received a royal social events of the season.
elongated gentleman blew into town
through the bars with a key formed the side of the road followed by
welcome and where entertainment was
Gordon and Hackett Iott, who have incognito, modestly appelating him
from a spoon handle, sawed th window |shots from the guard who emptied his been in the Navy stationed at Boston
provided for us during our two days
self as the “ Iron Horse.” His resi
William J. Ryan of Portland is in
bar in two and with his three compan-j gun after him. No trace of him was for some time, are spending a three
stay.
dence has been given as Caribou,
town on his annual trip selling the
As the boat approached the wharf Maine Farmers Almanac. Mr. Ryan ions made their getaway, presumably ! found and the next day he walked by weeks’ furlough with their mother, Gardiner, Portland, Boston and sur
the band was playing and there was is a familiar figure on our streets and into Canada as their footprints pointed i the jail and was free. It was after- Mrs. Thomas Iott. When they return rounding towns.
W e don’t really
wards learned that he had climbed a to duty the first of January they j know of what town or even what
t pint crowd of the citizens ready h&a a speaking acquaintance with that way.
The bar which was
sawed and tree and watched the guards search expect to be stationed in the south.
to anet
after the tonnal reception j
,of HouUon people
state he is a native son of. but he is
measured about three quarters of an ing for him. He was at liberty for
by the committee, we were taken in I
_____________
a pin-picker from Pinviile!
inch square, had been previously tarn- about a year and a half and next came
.automobiles to the Hilo Yacht Club j I l i r v T l C T n V
He headed straght for Golding’s
pered with as was shown by the fact |into the limelight when he was arrestwhere an address of welcome w as|Ngtyf I n U U M K l
alleys and promptly informed the
tliat only a small distance had to bo ; ed in Houlton by Chief of Police
given and this was followed by a
local
Paul Poehler’s and Archie
sawed. There being no dining room in I Hogan and officer Powers in Houlton
concert on a knoll in the grounds of
Walshes that he was prepared, will
jail all prisoners ate in their cells and following a break into the local warethe club by a Hawaian choir which
ing and even eager to roll any gentle
No
P re p a y m e n t
Beyond
N o rth e rn
had won first prize in a contest of ; A Wet Wash L a u n d ry to be Started j naturally have to have the necessary j house of Armour and Company,
man, male or female, white or black
M a in e Ju nctio n after J a n u a ry
different choirs on the islands, and be- ;
on Military S tre e t by D ela ney
! tools. It is supposed that whoever | This man has proven himself by
; for fun, money or Liberty
Bonds,
1, 1922
ing dll native music w a s not only
and S c rib n e r
! did the sawing succeeded in secreting j his resourceful and daring enterprise
i After watching him warm up, the
ia ye
very interesting but entertaining, in
-------one of the knives from his tray and ; in breakinafcjails
to he a man to be
j boys allowed it would be more fun to
The following has been issued by
W> guarded.
ita novelty. This was followed by a
A new b u sin e ss enterprise is in |during the night fsliioned it into a 1feared and Flosely
* roll him, “ just for fun," especially
-dance in the club house, enjoyed not j prospect
for Houlton in a wet wash \sort of saw. The soft iron of which i
A reward of $200 has been offered t lie Freight Dept, of the B. & A. R. R.:
as there is a statute
forbidding
The war tax of 3% paid to the
only by our party but by the citizens Jlaundry
which began operations on the bars are made was easily cut i for information leading to the appregambling and a man was arrested one
as well, after which w e returned to j Tuesdayof this under the proprie- ! away. Footprints on the snow outside hension of the four fugitives by Sheriff United States Government by ship
time for that very thing, right here
pers or consignees on freight charges
the steamer for the night.
itorshipof Harry . Delaney
a n cl j the
jail testify to the fact that the Ed Grant.,
in our own state.
There were nine men in the jail has been repealed effective January
The next morning a special train 'Ernest Scribner. Mr. Scribner is to men must have gotten out through
The stranger's first clash of im1. 1922. For any prepaid shipments
one jlacing sentences at Thmaston and
w m waiting for us on the wharf Just handle the business end of the new j the hole formed by taking out
i portance with a local lad was when
a st«p from the boat, which we board industry while Mr. Delaney, who is j bar and yet it does not seem humanly jthey were to be taken down on the made before that date the tax must he bowled a ten string match with
ed and were taken over the line as a laundryman of twelve years experi- j possible for any man to get his body jnoon train Tuesday. The five remaiti- be paid, but collect shipments made
Brinkerhoif. Friday evening. “ Brink”
•far as Laupahoehoe. The cars there j ence, will take charge of the actual j through
the aperture thus formed. 1ing will be taken down under custody before and arriving at destinations on
is some little bowlist himself and his
.are all open cars, much like an open j yrnrk. He learned the trade in the The actual dimensions being about while a thorough search is being con- or after January 1, 1922, no tax will 113 in the second string put him 29street car, as the same climate pre-! gtgte of Wisconsin and later was seven by twelve as a protrusion from ducted for the others whose timely be collected.
pins to the good, but right here the
Therefore, in order to give the
veils there as on the other islands j associated with the Lewandos chain the cross piece to which the absent escape has given them liberty,
"Iron Hoss” did the John R. Braden
bar was attached hangs down about; The simple nature of the keys shippers the benefit of cancellation of
-nnd'Oil is used for fuel on thef locomo- j of laundries in the Boston branch,
stunt and ripped off 111 and 120 in the
two inches.
which are used to lock the cell doors the war tax on shipments made before
fives, so the ordinary smoke in no
The site of the laundry will be on
next two stanzas, which gave him a
When
last
seen
Henley
was
garbed
Is*'such that it is easily patterned January 1, 1922, and arriving at
w s j.Z lte U the pleasure of an open car
lower Military Street in the building
sixteen pin lead. He look things easy
ride. This railroad follows the coast occupied by the Hamilton Garage Co. in dark clothes, the coat and pants of and Henley, who is supposed to be destinations after that date, the pre
from there on with the undertakers
line of the island and passes over The huflding has been thoroughly which did not match. He was charac the ring leader in the break being a payment regulations contained in the
understudy as Brink seemed to run
above
numbered
circulars
are
hereby
terized as having a sort of hunted mechanic, easily made a duplicate.
many gulches and water ways with
cleaned and renovated and two big
into a streak of hard breaks from
Hlgli tresttes and as the train was for j waBhCT8 have heen Installed to attitude at all times, his glances be It is suspected that in some manner temporarily cancelled, effective Decem which there was no shaking. But he
ing always downcast and failing to a file was smuggled into the food and ber 15. 1921.
our benefit it was stopped on top of
handle to work until the arrival of
fought gamely and only lost out by
look anybody in the eye.
that he was able to work fast with
It must be understood that the
the High bridges and wherever a good
the new machinery, of which the most
38 pins.
The four prisoners who escaped this tool.
Sheriff Grant has often necessity for continuance of the pre
view of the ocean was obtained as well
modern in use has been ordered.
Having now rolled about fifteen or
were Patrick McIntosh, sentenced to thought about the inadequacy of the payment regulations are just as
sm the frequent Sugar mills and other
twenty
strings during the evening,
It Is the plan to call for family serve from two to four years in States keys and of the ease with which they j pressing at the present time as when
points .of interest that were located
brother
“ Iron Hoss” was beginning to
can the islands; this road runs through washings in t.he morning and deliver |Prison for breaking, entering and may be duplicated, and while it was first established, and effective January
get just nicely limbered up so he
them
in
the
afternoon
of
the
same
;
larceny
of
Smith’s
Hardware
Store
in
his plan to some day institute a new 1, 1922, the
regulations
will
be
sugar cane fields as well as coffee
proceeded to demonstrate to us why
pftOBtntions and was most interesting flay, the small pieces being dry and ' Presque Isle, his cellmate and ac- system of locks, the press of other restored in a modified form, provid-1
he
persisted in giving himself the
especially to the writer as the green the large pieces wet. Each washing ! complice George Taylor, two to four business had kept him from doing it. ing for prepayment only on approxi-;
“
nom
de guerre” of the quadrupled
The latest reports from the prison mately the proportion covering move-,
id (h of waving cane made a most is to be -dene separately and it is years, Joseph Saulnier, two to four
w ith the strong constitution. He hook
estimated
that
at
first
the
machinery
yeurs for breaking, entering and ers came from a party just over Parks ment over the Bangor and Aroostook :
beautiful sight, and while in the other
ed up for another half score session
4Stands moat of the cane fields are will have a capacity of approximately larceny of B. S. Green’s Clothing hill with the information that three R. R. On account of the different
with
Mr. Gillis, who purveys music and
Store in Houlton and Joseph Henley men were seen walking in the road classes of freight transported w it h >
supplied with Irrigation ditches for 250 washings a week.
good cheer in Berrie’s msuci store.
Sheriff Grant varying through rates and propor
A canvass has been made of Up alias Charles Grant sentenced to serve towards Woodstock.
growing the cane there were fewer
To prove that he was not exactly a
hears Chan In the other islands that town and it has been found that a from five to ten years at Thomaston for left immediately after dinner with a tions. this will necessitate making
novice in the manly art of horizont:of
car for the Woodstock road
after some average scale for application on
wa Visited. One thinb which is of great many people are anxious to j breaking, entering and larceny
lating the maples, Mr. Gillis averaged
first notifying the sheriff in Canada. all commodities from the different
ntovaat la the fact that the equipment take advantage of the opportunity to I Amours warehouse in Houlton
an even 96 for the ten games with>
The last named prisoner is by far No pains are being spared In a most groups.
of locomotives and cars were all made 'have their washing done so promptly.
four strings well over the century
the worst character of the quartet. thorough search and it is the opinion
la New York State and when one
mark and the rest in the nineties*.
He
has
a
record
of
three
breaks
to
his
of Sheriff Grant that they will not. HIGH SCHOOL LEASE OF
considers that these all had to be B. & A. R. R. TRAIN
But even with this fine total he was
credit and is an old performer. His Jretain their liberty for very long.
taken across the United States and
MEN INSTALL OFFICERS
OPERA HOUSE TERMINATED 66 pins short of stopping the onslaught
then loaded into ships together with
The five months lease which was to the long legged Lockinvar from
Houlton Lodge No. 393 B. R. of T.
the rails, it can be seen that the cost
HOULTON MUSIC CLUB
MARY ANN CHURCHILL
taken out by the High School athletic- out of the Southwest. 1026 was the
of hufMItiy a railroad in the Hawaiin held an interesting meeting Sunday at
fine total of the stranger; an average
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Buck delight
Mary Ann, widow
of
the
late authorities on the Heywood Opera
Islands is very large. This railroad Woodman Hall, at this session the new
of
better than 102.’
famishes the island with supplies ly elected officers were installed.
fully entertained the club at their Nathaniel Churchill, passed quietly House for their exclusive use during
The scores of the two bowlers are
that
period
has
been
terminated
by
from the larger towns the same as
The jurisdiction of this lodge j homfl ()n Highland Ave. last Thursday away Monday night after a short ill
mutual agreement of both parties, so good that have listed them below*,
a road in the stAtes through a similar embraces such a large territory that
ness
with
pneumonia,
at
the
home
of
according to a recent announcement. not exactly in the order rolled, but
country but most cf the raw sugar for ha i®rder to get out a good attendance j (vt I,U1Kas we took them off the score sheets:
Miss Helen McKay opened the her son Elmer F. Churchill, Pleasant
shipment to the refineries in Cali trains have to be run to Houlton to
The principle bone of contention Gillis
fornia is taken by water direct from accomodate the members, and on S u n - meeting owing to the absence of the St reel.
between the contracting parties seems
106- ‘A2 - 1o o - i* i - 1O2 - 80 - 110 - 1*0-111 - 95 — f't;n
wharves near the different mills.
day there were two specials in, one, president and at
this
time
Mrs
She was born in Gagetown, N. B. to have come from Manager Adams T l i c S t r a n g e r
1 17 - 1 ! 1
00 -:>5 - 101 - 11 7-04 — 1 ' 6
This trip took most of the forenoon from Ft. Kent, the other iron) No. 'j-()W,>rs gave a very interesting report in 1837, the daughter of the l a t e Elisha or the Dream, who had not reckoned
The stranger was next heard of on
and on our return we were taken to Maine Jet. which brought
in the
. .. 4
ol her visit to the Ft. Fairfield Music Fbbett. After her marriage she moved on the hall oven- the theatre being Saturday p. m. when he and Gillis
the hotel In Hilo where a fine lunch neighborhood of 60 members. 1 hose
used for practice' every night.
It
rolled a match game again.-1 Uolw -ll
eon was served by the Board of Trade, annual gatherings are usually all day Club. Mu, I, c redit Is due Mrs. Klraer to Woodstock. N. B. where she r
seems that the noise resulting is such
and
Harrigan. two speed demons.
sessions
and
in
order
that
all
might
Uhurchill
who
had
charge
o
r
the
maineri
for
a
short
time,
removing
to
after which automobiles were taken
that it has proven to be a serious
lor a 36 mile ride to the Volcano j be cared for properly J. A. Henderson, 'Christmas program which was as Houlton in 1864, where she has since detriment to his patronage at tile The latter rolled 208. each getting 104.
, but the "Iron Hoss" rolled 124, get
House, where the party spent the j chairman of the dinner committee had follows
resided.
Dream. The alarming decrease in the
ting a spare and a strike and a spare
night and the next forenoon
The prepared a chicken dinner and a tasty
that
She was a member of tlu’ Free receipts being the* indication
Trio
in
the nineth and tenth frames, for a
road to the volcano is of macadam luncheon for Iter in the day so that
Mesdames Grant. Robinson ;md Baptist Church of this town and was something was wrong.
total of 40 in two boxes.
with many sections of concrete and everyone had an abundance of food.
Fairbanks
When the lease* was signe-el the
one of its charter members. She was
By this time the reputation of the
passes through a very interesting
A four piece orchestra furnished
manager of the Dream had in mind stranger bad reached the ears of
O
Little
Town
of
Vocal
Solo:
also an ardent worker in the W. ( ’.
country, as it gradually ascended to music for the occasion and the day
the High School gymnasium to be “ Uncle Billy" G.. and he decided that
Mrs. Hand T. U. activities, and in both the c hurch
our objective point, (all roads in was spent in renewing acquaintances. Bethlehem
used as a practice court and thus the “ incog” was good enough to step
tike islands are built at the expense
Miss Helen Hit Her and the union she will
Before the gathering broke up a Piano Solo
be deeply the only time when the noisi would
a ten string heat with Cecil Stone,
of the Territorial government and group picture was taken by Klien.
Vocal Solo
Mrs. Ilodgins missed.
bother would be on nights when there the pride and jov of the Elks bivouac.'
the counties through which they pass)
The officers for the new year are Quartet: Asleep in a Manger
Mrs. Churchill was a remarkably would be games. The only game that
Any one who is at all ,<up,. on
it goes through several miles of as follows:
Mesdames Grant Fairbanks, Hod- well preserved woman and had for
bad been played in the hall previous modern ,k.ti011 has read abont the
comfortahlo bungalows in the suburbs Pres.
Albert Doak
gins and Churchill
many years been active in the
was the championship contest when pjt(bor that made too many journeys
, of Hilo, then through four miles of Vice Pres.
Odber Grant j Piano Trio
management of the Chalmers house Houlton met Bangor there two years t0 the bubbling spring. He was
tropical forest and on through the Sec.
A. S. Humphrey |
Misses Helen McKay, Margaret where many of Houlton’s business
ago. That game started after the first knocked out of the box and otherwise
Tillage of Keaau and some 15 miles Treas.
Walter Vincent
Hanson and Dorothy Mitchell
men and clerks had made their home. show and no harm was done.
badly bent and nearly drowned in the
of sugar cane fields beyond; the last Cond.
M. P. Daly Vocal Solo: The Birthday of a King
Since the death of her sister, Hannah,
It
is
the
plan,
however,
for
all
the
well.
“ Well." the “ Iron Hoss” didn’t
ten miles is through a heavy forest Chaplain
Win. Lawson
Mrs. Grant which occurred three years ago and
big
games
that
High
School
plays
fare
quite
so badly as that. He bowlJungle with a very luxuriant growth J. G.
Earl Cates
Mrs. Buck delightfully entertained on account of her age, her duties were
to
be
held
in
the
Heyw-ood,
and
the
ed
some
great
strings for being on a
of tree ferns, cocoanut and banana O. G.
Murphy I her guests by playing Etude No. 13 lightened somewhat hut she still con
first
contest
there
will
be
w-ith
strange
alley
and
he proved to the
troea, growing smaller as the altitude Legislative Rep.
M. I). McGrath ! from Arensky and The Flatterer in tinued to look after the house, assist
Presque Isle on December 28.
antlered bretheren that he was unand tha nearness of the volcano is'
---------------- her usual talented manner.
ing her daughter-in-law.
-----------------doubtedly one of the best shots ever
approached. After reaching the hotel
She is the last of a large family who
J U ST IC F A S S IfN F D
Prof. John I. Katscher was intro
seen
in Houlton, but his total was 12
where we were to pass the night we
CHURCH NOTICE
duced and played several violin solos lived a long and respected life in
short of that obtained by Geo.
Chief Justice Leslie C. Cornish of accompanied by Mrs. Buck which were this vicinity.
were still 6 miles from the volcano
Christian Science Church, corner
£ressey’s double window grinder. He
of Kilauea, but the rim could be the Supreme Judicial Court has [ received with great applause,
Surviving her are her two
sdns Military and High Sts.
started out with 100 and 144. getting
easily seen as well as the effect of announced the assignment of justices i At the cIose of the Program refresh- Elmer E. of this town and Allan L. of
During the winter months the
a 46 pin lead on the Elk’s lad, but
the overflow of the boiling lava which
Christian Science services will be held
for the j>i«i prlus term In Aroostook.| m<T ts, of aandwiches' » '• « » • c° « ° ° Long Island, N. Y.
Stoney came right back with 112, 130
took place In December 1910 and
and delicious cake were served by
Funeral services will be held Thurs in Society Hall.
and 102 which put him 33 pins to the
First Tuesday of February, Justice i M„ . Nathaniel Tompkins. Miss Pearl day afternoon from the Free Baptist
which of coarse killed all vegetation
Sunday morning services at 11 a. m.
merry over the long-limbed stranger.
in its path, bnt did not reach the Morrill; third Tuesday of April, Chief Sargent and the hostess.
Churqh, Military Street.
Subject for Dec. 25th: Christian
Stoney
was never headed from then
Justice
Cornish;
first
Tuesday
of
elevation where the hotel A l located,
Everyone had the best time ever
The TIMES joins with many friends Science. Sunday School at 11 a, m.
on. The stranger certainly was game..
September, Justice Dunn; third Tues and voted Mrs. Buck a royal enter tn extending sympathy to her sons in
Wednesday evening Testimonial
day of November, Justice Wilson.
tainer.
(Contlnued on page t ) the|r bereavement.
meeting at 7.30 p. m.
(Continued on page 6)

Rye Days Pleasure Trip for
PressCmgress Delegates
Guests

Unlock Cell Door with Spoon Handle and Saw Iron Bar
with Case Knife—Charles Grant Supposed Ringleader

As Chronicled by a Bowling
Fan-Strange Pin Artist
Amazes Natives

FREIGHT TAX TO
BE REPEALED

FOR HOULTON
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flesh and blood forward
into
a
scientifically constructed hell. It had
to he done; the cause was imperative.
But having gone thru with the busi
ness as a soldier must, he found that
the memory of it made life for him
not worth living, and he dropped out
without a comment to explain his go
ing.
No comment was needed, however,
to explain this suicide to the genera
tion in which Col. Whittlesey lived.
There are few persons alive nowadays
who do not share in some degree the
conviction of futility that, in excess,
leads a man to put himself out of the
way.
There has been too much
blood shed in our time; too many
lads have been fed to the machine-their tragedy will hang over us till
we die. We had grown confident of

"The country has passed the worsEstablished April 13, 1860
stages of depression,” says Secretary
Hoover, “and is now on the up grade.”
A LL T H F HOME NEW S
Published every Wednesday morning This statement will carry weight
with those who have been wonder
by the Tunes Publishing Co.
ing whether we have come to the turn
C HA S. H. FOGG, President
in the tide, for Mr. Hoover lias never
C H A S. G. L U N T , Managing Editor
been an optimist without good reason.
He is well placed to observe the
Subscription in U. S. $1.50 per year in i
commercial currents of the world.
advance; in Canada $2.00 in
'
‘•The year 1922 will be one of marked
advance
it, is the continued financial chaos
Slagle csplee five oents
in Europe.
Until things get better
Advertising rates based upon guaran overseas the march back to normalcy
on this side of th# Atlantic is bound
teed paid in advance circulation.
to lie slow. There has been a good
Entered at the Post Office at Houlton deal of agitation for the extension
for ciculation at second-class
of trade credits to European coun
postal rates
tries; but Mr. Hoover points out
DI8CONTIN1
that
Europe can never be financially
AH Subscription are
stabilized in that wav.
Shipping j » « r civilization, when it suddenly
U E O at expiration
goods to Europe on long-term (.red-;<«™ed on us to stage the coldest,
its may temporarily help the Ameri-j most torturing, most inhuman, most
T H E G IV IN G S P IR IT
can export market; it will not en- all-embracing carnage the earth had
Many people feel that the custom; ak]e the overseas governments to seen.
There had been wars before in
Of Christmas giving has been carried ; make their revenues and expendlwhich
men died fighting. In this war
to a great excess, and that a vast I tures balance.
amount of money is wasted each year;
There is Europe’s fundamental diffi- there was little hand-to-hand fighting
on UMleis presents. While there is |culty
N-early alI t,le (.0„tinen,ai but a great deal of waiting for death.
B lot of this foolish expenditure, yet |recuperation along all economic lines” Waiting for death gets on any man’s
a great deal of It would be put into j
assure(i bis hearers a few days nerves. Humanity as a whole could
not go insane hut it could lose its
equally senseless gifts It the custom j ag0
were abolished. The majority or peo- j x'he one uncertalll (actor in the hearings and question all standards,
reason
for existence
that
pie make useful gifts that add to the whole situation, as Mr. Hoover sees every
religion
or
philosophy
or
art
had
comfort and satisfaction of families countries are spending more than
and friends, and often save the their ’ncorae. The balance is made evolved.
With most of us this is only a mood
recipients from spending money for good by borrowing or by the issue
of paper currency. Either of these — a mood that can he whistled down
the same purpose.
or evaded. Life must go on, the most
The splendid side ot the custom expedients results in an increase of
colossal of miseries must be forgotten.
is that It makes people think of the general prices, and this constant
But there are men like Col. Whittlesey
fluctuation
in
values
is
fatal
to
sound
happiness of others. During most of
who have looked the thing in the face
the year people go driving ahead on commercial relations. What Europe
and who refuse to snatch their indivi
needs,,
first
of
all,
is
a
genera)
their own affairs, never thinking much
dual
happiness against tlie background
of the welfare and the happiness of currency reorganization arid it is in
of
a
worlds’
despair. There have been
Others. But once a year, old Christ- this field that Mr. Hoover believes
other suicides for this reason, there
the
American
banking
interests
can
‘ mas comes along and tells people to
will be more to follow. It would
quit this self centered life, and think be of service. With a surprisingly
a bit on what they can do for others. small amount of gold it would be hypocritical for the rest of us to
watch them go down, label
them
The world needs more of the giving possible for these countries to get a
unbalanced
and
pretend
not
to
tinderlarge part of their paper notes out of
spirit, not lees.
the way. Then, with the circulating stand. We understand all too well.
THE

P R E 8 ID E N T ’8

M E S SA G E

medium brought back within bounds,
the normal course* of international
trade might be resumed. The problem
may soon be made urgent by the
failure of Germany to meet her repar
ation obligations and the conference
at Washington may be devoting more
of its attention to currency than to
disarmament a few weeks hence.

If the legislation proposed by Presi
dent Harding in his message to Con
gress recently were enacted, the
country would be well served. There
Is every reason to believe that his adt
Tice will be followed. His proposition
for a flexible tariff Is one of reason,
especially at this time of unsettled
conditions and it is encouraging to
R A P ID A U T O M O B IL E
note that a bill to give the Executive
G R O W T H IN C A N A D A
power to change tariff schedules has
According to statistics compiled by
already been introduced.
the Automobile Club of Canada, th**
The President’s recommendation
number of automobiles in this province
that an industrial tribunal be created
has doubled since 1918, while visiting
will be met with shrieks of denuncia
cars are six times greater this year
tion from the professional labor lead
than in 1915. The eloquence of such
ers, bu>: will be commended, we be
figures is quite obvious. Seven years
lieve, by the great majority of cltiago there were less than 7500 cars in
sens.
the province, while 55,000 cars have
A constitutional amendment to stop
been registered during 1921.
the issue of tax free bonds is certain
Other statistics compiled by tin* dub
ly an urgent need. The flood of these show that only 3500 cars visited tin*
securities of the past few years has Province of Quebec six years ago; for
enabled purchasers to evade taxation the current year, however, there were
and diverted investments from indus
40,000 visiting cars.
trial Holds.
It is a foregone conclusion that the
The President speaks encouragingly remarkable growth in tlie automobile
of the arms conference and says of it business would have been an impos
that “a most gratifying world accom sibility had it not been for the good
plishment is not improbable.” He re roads program of the Legislature.
newed his recommendation for the en During the past few years hundreds
actment of the measure for funding of miles of roads have been construct
the allied debt, proposed food relief ed in the province, and construction
for starving Russia and held out prom is to be carried on more actively than
ise of the aid of America in war res ever this year.
toration.
It has been most convincingly prov
en that prosperity follows when traf
S U R T A X E S A N D T A X E X E M P T S fic is increased and fine country roads
When Congress inaugurated the invariably induce traffic.
What is known as the Good Roads
practice of imposing heavy surtaxes
upon large incomes it was predicted Association has done much to create
that wealthy men would begin to enthusiasm for well paved thorough
shift their investments into tax- fares. Farmers are now awake to
exempt securities and thus escape their value— and the importance of
the bulk of the burden. The pre this phase cannot be over estimated.
diction came true to the letter. A All municipalities desirous of implor
large shifting of funds info national, ing their roads get generous support
state and municipal bonds has taken from the provincial purs**, ami the re
place during the past three or four sult is satisfactory co-operation be
years. The high surtaxes have borne tween municipalities and the Legisla
most heavily upon the earnings of ture. With its noted scenic beauty
industry, while the holders of govern this province is bound to lm a perfect
ment securities have come through Mecca for tourists when the roads al
low full freedom of circulation.
untouched.
The remedy for this, we are told,
is to put an end to the practice of
Issuing tax exempt bonds, and a
movement has already been set
afoot in Congress to establish such
a prohibition. But the exemption
from federal taxes which now ac
crues to the income of state and mu
nicipal bonds cannot be withdrawn
except by an amendment to the na
tional constitution; even then the
federal government would have no
right to tax the income from bonds
issued before the passage of the
amendment.
There is no way in
which the exemption feature of bonds
now outstanding can be revoked.
Is it likely that three-fourths of
the states would consent to an amend
ment making all their future bond
Issues taxable? Possibly they would,
but such action cannot be taken for
granted. The states now enjoy a
great advantage by reason of the
exemption privilege. They are able
to borrow money at much more favor
able rates than would be the case
were their bonds subject to national
taxation. The same is true of cities,
counties, towns and all other munici
palities. Is it at all certain that they
will cheerfully surrender this marked
financial advantage in order that the
national treasury shall be correspond
ingly enriched? If Congress had set
an example by giving no tax exemp
tions with the Liberty issues the
argument for such action on the part
of the states would be a good deal
stronger. But Congress itself did
nothing of the kind; it assumed the
prerogative of exempting these issues
from all state and local taxation.
Arid there is no proposal that this
national prerogative shall be given up
for the future.

SLAN G

NOT

mudi slang, but then people make
allowances for her. For a newcomer
to do it seems like something of an
effrontery, and when the neighborly
neighbor who has called is asked how
she likes the newcomer she does not
pass along those words of enthusiasm
that will make the lonely newcomer
sought after by the other "dames” in
the “ burg.”
So the young woman in the office
who addresses the office boys with
"Say, kid” begins her remarks to the
other stenographers with “ Listen here
Dearie," and refers to her employer
as "one of the slickest bosses she
ever had,” although she may be win
ning for herself the reputation of
being a jolly sort of girl, isn't putting
herself in line for promotion to the
position o' that “ boss’s” private sec
retary.

only. Snapshooting wild animals in and Britain with her air ministry,
their native haunts has been a grow- superintending national and intering pastime of late years, and this national flying, including the crossMaine reservation will lie a fine field channel service, which lands 115 air
for the camera man's efforts.
planes a week in London with “ rail
Maine has no wish to discourage way punctuality.” In those countries
hunters.
Far from it.
To hotel the government subsidizes commercial
keepers, guides and many traders of flying, and that makes an immense
various kinds they mean livelihood.1difference.
They are a source of revenue to the
Now let us speed up. It can be
State at large. In fact, it is because
done, ami in no great time. Accord
their continued patronage was desired
ing to a report prepared for the de
that the Katahdin game reservation
partment of commerce by the Man
was established.
Something had to
ufacturers’ Aircraft Association, about
be done or at no far distant day there
1200 aircraft are engaged in com
would have been neither game nor
mercial flying in the United States,
hunters.— New York Herald.
and the mileage flown by these
---------------j machines in the first six months of
T H E P R E S I D E N T A N D A V I A T I O N ( the present year is estimated
at
President Harding comes to the |3,250,000 miles. This air force must
aid of aeronautical progress in the Jbe no longer neglected by the governUnited States at a time when his i ment.
It has made a place for itself
official advocacy of governmental j under difficulties, and the difficulties
M A I N E 'S G A M E S A N C T U A R Y
For a period of four years, dating promotion and control of air navi- should be removed in order that it
from Aug. 1 last, 85,000 acres of wild gation will be of great service. His j may have a larger place among the
country in Piscatasuis County will be message to Congress, along with the f commercial and transportation facilireserved by the State of Maine as a report of the national advisory com- j ties of the country. The establishwild animal sanctuary. There moose, mittee for aeronautics, is just what ment of a bureau of aeronautics in
deer and all other game will have a was wanted to impress on the minds the department of commerce is really
refuge from hunters. They will find of both houses the importance o f ; necessary,
within its precincts sheltering re aviation to the country, and the
President Harding’s recommendatreats during the fierce storms and need for its national direction a nd1tion should have immediate attenregulation. Aviation, as he says, is tion and hearty support.
A bill
hitter cold of the long winters.
Within and towering over the destned to make great strides, and authorizing the bureau and setting
reservation rises Mount Katahdin, America, its birthplace, should be ( forth its duties is already before the
Maine’s highest peak. From its sum foremost in its development. The i House commerce committee. It is
mit. 5385 feet above sea level, the wonder is that, laboring under lack j not a contentious matter affording
view is one hard to match this side j of legislative encouragement, it has excuse for lengthy debate. If there
of the Rocky Mountains.1 The watcher I ma,le HVuh au advallce as 11 has iu
the
Congress can find the
sees far flung sweep of wilderness |Amerh away to pass it soon. The sooner the
punctuated by isolated conical moun
Almost the only useful encourage- better, letting the swiftest transportatain peaks, hundreds of lakes, many ment that commercial aviation has tion have a worthy part in the
of them of large size, sombre forests j received has come from the army air revival of commercial prosperity.
and rivers that
wind
in curious j service, through its mapping of routes
tangled snarls far and wide. Former- j iuut arrangement of landing fields, and
ly these streams and lakes were the postoftice air service, through its BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.
T IM E T A B L E
navigable by birch canoes only, but example in ceaseless endeavors to
Effective D ecem ber 2, 1921
establish
regularity
of
flying
under
now the sputtering motor boat has
T r a in s D a ily E x c e p t S u n d a y
France and Britain
become a common means of convey all conditions.
F ro m H O U L T O N
ance* on their surfaces. The Penob have run away from us— France with 8.13 a. m.—For Bangor, Portland and
Boston.
scot, six miles distant from Katahdin, her under-secretariat for aeronautics
is the main water thoroughfare to and aerial transport, directing thre^ 8.51 a. m.—For Fort Fairfield, Caribou,
Limestone and Van Buren.
tlu* region despite its falls and i international air lines in operation; 11.20 a. m.—For Ashland, Fort Kent, St.

J

A L W A Y S AN
A I D T O P R O M O T I O N |shoals.

Francis, also Washburn, Pres

que Isle, Van Buren via Squa
lijiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiij;
If you are president of the concern ! Mere difficulty of access will not immimimiHiniiiimiiiuMiHnti!iMii
Pan and Mapleton.
.iittii 11mn11ititnmi ummi 11
tor which you work or a leader in I keep hunters out. So around this
12.57 p. in.—For Presque Isle and Caribou
1.35 p. m.—For Greenville, Bangor, Port
your set in society you may with j wild animal sanctuary the Augusta
land and Boston.
impunity punctuate your conversation j Legislature has drawn the protection
5.54 p. m.—For Bangor, Portland and
j
of
the
law.
Poachers
if
caught
will
with as much slang as you choose.!
Boston Buffet Sleeping Car
But then persons who have reached |experience pains and penalties of a i
Caribou and Houlton to Bos
ton.
There is no gift superior to a
the top rungs of business or society ! character to discourage* them from i
6.57 p. m.—Per Ft Fairfield, Van Buren
further transgressions and to serve i'
year's subscription to one of
can afford to do a good manv things!
Due H O U L T O N
i as a salutary warning to others.
the better magazines. It is a
that would mean ruin to those who
8.09 a. m.—From Van Buren, Caribou,
Maine proposes that in that tract |
constant reminder thruout the
and Fort Fairfield.
arc* still climbing. The woman whoso;
wild animals shall he* protected and j
8.38 a. m.—From Boston, Portland. Bantwelve-month period of the
place in any social set is known —the;
por. Buffet Sleeping Boston
have full opportunity for increase*. ■
thoughtfulness of the giver.
member of an old established family, j
t*. I’arihou.
For a breeding gremnd the reservatiem j
Place
your
subscriptions
now
for instance -may dress with a loud- I
12.49 p. m.—From Boston, Portland, Banis idt*al. A s the eie*e*r and moose*
in order that the January
H'ur and Greenville, Sleeping
ness that would brand a newcomer as |
increase* individuals will naturally j
*'.*;• Boston to Houlton
number of the magazine can
“ impossible.” In a business office the j
1.30 j/. m.--Limestone and Caribou
cross tile* sanctuary boundaries and)
be delivered on or about
president of the concern may dress j
3.00 p. m. —From St. Frances. Ft. Kent,
hunters will have* thedr chance*.
Christmas Day.
with a carelessness that would mean j
also Van Buren, Washburn.
Fish will
have* to take thedr,'
W e can fu rn ish any m agazine
Presque Isle, via Squa Pan.
loss of position for a newly employed *
ed\anee*s. In the* prope*r seasons fish- ’
5.49 j*. in.—From Van Buren. Carit>#u,
that is printed.
office boy. And so it is with slang.
Fort Fairfield
ing is to he* free* and unliinite*d,
Many well bred persons use it in
reservatiem or no re*servat.ion. Then* Tim es Publishing Com pany 6.53 p. m.—From Boston, Portland and
moderation and in excess.
But for
Bangor.
is e*ven one* variety of hunter who is
Time
tables
giving complete information
the young man or woman whose sue '
Houlton, M aine
not t)am*el from the* sanctuary. This
may be abtained at ticket offices.
cess in life is still to In* made, to us *
GEO. M. HOUGHTON,.
IS the one who is armed with a camera mimmiiimiJumiHiiimiimmiimuiuiiiummummiuumiMummimiUBmmi
slang may be a real handicap.
MlMHIiMMttlilllliiUlMIlfMMI&UfIMU^ ti
General Passenger Agent, Bangor, Maine
A young woman arrives in a small
N O T IC E O F F O R E C L O S U R E
community and some neighborly neigh-1
Public notice is hereby given tha‘
bor calls on Iter and tin* newcomer
.John H. Gammon of Caribou, in the
-------------- Cylinders R eground b y ------------------------greets her with the remark
that County of Aroostook- and State of'
although she thought the “ burg" slm Maine, by his mortgage d'*ed date!
/K
had come to was perfectly "ripping.” December loth. 19IS. and r**cor*l**d in;
11A
Mol. 3o9, Page 494, of th*- Southern .
slm was so "darn'd lonesome that
District of tin* Aroostook Registry of I
Have proved Satisfactory to the Garage Men Who Appreciate Mechanishe thought she would "croak." Not Deeds, conveyed to Caribou National'
ical Excellence
a "dame" had been to see her. and it Rank, a national banking association
H a v e Y o u r W o r k Done in
would have been "back to ho me and and corporation organized and exist- l
mother" for her if the good neighbor ing under the laws of the United
The Best Equipped Shop in M aine
States, and located at said Caribou,
hadn’t been "white" enough to "giv** in the County of Aroostook and State
Late st M odel H ealed G rin d e r No. 65 Used E x c lu siv e ly
her the glad hand." And the kindly of Main**, certain real estate with the ,
buildings
thereon,
situate
in
the
town
neighbor, though she likes the new
Scuthw orth M achine Com pany, Portland, M aine
comer’s appearance, is immediately and village of said Caribou formerly
Bear in Mind— W e A re M achinists, Not R epair Men
" H " Township bounded and described
prejudiced against her. To he sur**, us follows; beginning at th** north-|
A s k Y o u r G ara ge M a n
850
tlu* daughter of ore* of the "oldest west coiner of the homestead lot [
inhabitants" of the town uses just as formerly occupied by KFieri \V. Lowney ;
and now occupied by L. E. Tuttle; i
t hence, southerly by the westerly1
line of said Tuttle homestead lot to i
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
tin* north line of land formerly own**d '
by Anna Fenlason; them**.' westerly,
MISS MARY BURPEE
by the northerly iine of said Fenlason I
SO PRAN O
lot forty feet ;
theme,
northerly'
YULETIDE GREETING
parallel
with the first described1
Teacher of Singing
As Christmas approaches, we are
boundary to High Street;
them- Studio: Society Hall, Frisbie Block
glad to have the opportunity of greet
easterly in said High Street to th** 1
Telephone 345-M
point begun at:
being fin* same’
ing you and wishing you much happi
premises conveyed to the said John ,
ness and joy.
HOULTON FURNITURE CO.
B. Gammon by Martha Gammon. !
December loth. 1918.
B U Z Z E L L ’S
We would be pleased to greet you
That the condition in said mortgage!
L IC E N S E D E M B A L M E R A N D
also with a personal shake of the
is broken by reason whereof Caribou
C O L O N E L W H I T T L E S E Y 'S
F U N E R A L D IR E C T O R
hand.
National Rank, aforesaid claims a !
P R O T E S T A G A I N S T WAP.
Ph one 161-W — D a y or N ig h t
foreclosure of said mortgage.
(From the New York World)
Dated at Caribou, Maine. December j
As the Unknown Soldier stood in
13th. 1921.
I
DR. F. 0. ORCUH
Checking Accounts are invited.
Caribou National Bank.
the minds of Americans for all tin*
D E N T IS T
By its Attorney.
hoys who died in the war. so Col.
Fogg Block
351
John B. Roberts ,
Whittlesey may be said to stand for
that much more numerous company
of men for whom life was permanent
ly darkened bv the contemplation of
four years of slaughter, either from a
distance or near at hand. As a leader
of the Lost Battalion be cam** into j
close contact with the mechanism o'!
modern warfare; it was his duty tai
help direct the sacrifice.
to send »
LTQN ,
M ain e and Massachusetts Licensed Emfcalmer

Subscribe Now for
Gift Magazines

e S o u th w o rth P ro cess

J o h n P. C o s t e l l o
Undertaker

N O T IC E

OF

FO RECLO SU RE

Public notice is hereby given tbu1
Edward O. Johnson of Washburn, in
the County of Aroostook and St a* •*
of Maine, by his mortgage <ie<*
dated December 4th, 191S. and record
ed in Vol. 309. Page 485, of tin*
Southern Distric t of tlu* A roost oo’*
Registry of Deeds, conveyed to Robert
O. Denton, then of Caribou, Countv
and State aforesaid, now of South
Manchester, in the County of Hart
ford and istato of Conner* ieut, ihfoliowing described piece or narcel ot
real estate to wit; Lot numimr d
three (3) section seven (7 > in sab’
Washburn, and Lot number**-! thirl •*- n
<!3t section thirteen <i " * in s*i*!
Washburn, the two Lots coo‘ ai in
ninety five and seventy five* hundr d'b
(95.75) acres, more or less, being Dm
.same premises deeded to Dm s a i’
Edward O. Johnson by Janms N
Sawyer, December 4th, 1918, S it '
premises are known as the LoryeM G.
Rediker place.
That the condition in said mortgum*
is broken by reason whereof the sa d
Robert O. Denton claims a foreclosure
of said mortgage.
Dated at Caribou, Maine, IVa-ember
13th, 1921.
Robert O. Denton.
By his Attorney.
351
Joint B. Roberts

Phone 574-W

Re ; 59 Court St., Phone 574-W

Cor. Main and Mechanic Strs., O ver Hallett-McKeen Co.
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CHILDREN'S CHRISTMAS
A very good present is a hank
account with us, because it is sub
stantial. teaches thrift and inspires
saving.
You can open tin account with us
with a dollar or more.

T he purest w ater in the State of M aine.
---------- at short ’notice

Ly

calling

Delivered

1 4 1 - W ----------

John K. Pal mer, D i s t r i b u t o r
Houlton, M aine

D iv id e n d s at the rate of 4 % per ann um
have been paid for the past 11 y e a rs

Houlton SavingsJ ^
,“ > H ‘O U L T O N , M A IH E *

k
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every widening our highways and making and proper highway improvement properties as a resource in reserve,
them more permanent is being dis than the American farmer.”
10,000 of them purpose to seek
“ The percentage of cars and trucks cussed. The day when the American
happiness in Northern Mexico, where
The Osage Indian tribe are the rich
is steadily increasing in the rural farmer considered the modern paved
the distractions and obligations aris
districts as in the cities and it is no road as an unwarranted expense and est group of similar size in the whole ing from great wealth will cease to
wonder that the subject of improved an avenue for joy-riding city motor world, but— professional philosophers trouble and where their lands will
take notice— they are discontented.
roads is being agitated so universally ists is past. No element of our pop
Leaving their
valuable Oklahoma not be smeared up with oil overflows.
ulation
more
urgently
demands
prompt
and taut everywhere the question of

‘The number of farms which had au or about two farms out of
tomobiles on Jan. 1, 1920 says the hundred in the United States.

WHY FARMERS

WANT PAYED ROADS Census Report, recently issued, ‘was
(Highway News Digest)

1,979,564.’ Automobiles were report
The 1920 census shows that Amer ed on more than one-half the farms
ican farmers possess 2,126,512 motor in eight states— Nebraska, Iowa. South
cars, which is more than thirty-two Dakota, California and Illinois. Motor
machines to every thousand farms. trucks were reported on 131,551 farms
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Reduction in Pri

L. L. M c L e o d ’s G arm en ts Store
O ffe r s a G re a t

R ed u ction in

A substantial reduction in the

price

of

Exidc

Batteries for automobile starting and lighting is an

MiiiimmimmmiiiimiiH

Coats

nounced, effective December 1st.
ffltlIIII1111II111M
IITIIM
M
II2£

In making this announcement, we wish to state
emphatically that none of the well-known qualities

Seventy-eight up-to-date

Win

ter Coats in Plush, Bolivia, Ve
lour to close out this month,

---- Wonderful Bargains in -----

which have always characterized Exide Batteries will

Ladies’ Outing Gowns

be sacrificed to make this reduction possible.

$1.00

regardless of cost—

Ladies’ Sateen Bloomers
50c and 98c

$37.50, $40 and $45 Coats

Sateen Petticoats

Reduced to $29.50
$35.00 Coats at

$24.50

$25.00 Coats at

$17.50

A great

display

and

Sale

The same material and the same high-grade

$1 and $1.50

workmanship which you have always associated with

Silk Petticoats
$3.98, $4.75, $5.98, $6.75

Exide Batteries will continue to feature their construc
tion.

Bargains in Geogette, Crepe and
Crepe de Chine Waists and
Blouses at
$2.98, $4, $5, $5.75

of

Silk Flounce Petticoats

Dresses now going on

Let us install in your car the Exide that is best

$1.98

suited to its requirements.

Blanket Bath Robes at
$5.98, $6.75, $7.98, $9

Tricotine Dresses
$10, $15, $19.50

Let us explain its lasting

power and carefree service.

All Extra Values

Another lot of Dresses arrived
Cut Price Skirt Sale going on

last Thursday
You get better Dresses for the

Latest All Wool Skirts
at $5.00, $7.50

price at this store

All best quality Satin Prunilla
Girls’ Coats

$7.50, $10, $12.50

Skirts now $10.00

BATTERIES

KiillllHIHMIliilllillililHililiiMiMililiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiMiMiiiiuiiiiiiiiiniiiMiniiiiiiilittiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiliHiMiliimniiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiMiiiiiimiiiMhiiiiiiHiiiiimiiiiimmmiiiiiii

eo
72 Main Street

Houlton B a t t e r y S e r v i c e

Second Floor

P. E. McGary, Proprietor
' m 11; m i: inn Min 111mij i n tn i m h n i

Christmas Gift Suggestions

5>

§>

[©)

Furniture is always a welcome gift and something that will give pleasure year after
—--------- :----- year. It is a gift that will please every member of the family------------------Look over the following suggestions perhaps they will help you with your individual list
J ■m i mi ii 11 im 111111ii 11m< i m u 111m in im i n i ii 11111mi 1111mi i ii 111

Electric Lamps, all styles ranging in price
from $ 3 .5 0 to $ 2 5

m u
5 ^ ,

■m

Genuine mothproof Tennessee Cedar Chests,
prices range from $ 1 5 to $ 5 0

Odd pieces Mahogany in Period Styles, $ 1 0 ,
$ 1 5, $ 2 5, $ 3 0 and $ 5 0

Carpet Sweepers

Smoker Sets, any finish, $5, $ 7 .5 0 , $ 1 0 , $ 1 2
and $ 1 5

American Vacuum Cleaner
Ohio-Tuec Vacuum Cleaner

Quaker Lace Curtains, etc., shown for the
first time in Aroostook County, prices
from $5 to $25 per pair

ninmiiiimiiiiimiumiiimuiitmiiiiimmiiiiiiimiuimmiiiiuHimiiuMiinmiiiiimiL

Chairs and Rockers in all standard finishes,
prices from $ 2 .5 0 to $ 5 0

Baby Sleighs, white and colors, $ 1 5 to $ 3 0

Don’t Miss Seeing Our Toyland

Dunn

Furniture

Company

“ The Square Deal Store”
Main

Street

Houljton,

M aine
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Piscataquis, 20; Oxford, 19; Washing receipts, charging for his labor, on egg-production of all the (locks in j the end of tin
year the records will
Waldo, 15; the basis of labor cost in that com each county, copies of this summary
The prompt manner in which the
be
summarized
in such a way as to
To aid the poultrymen of Maine in Franklin, 5.
munity. For eggs used in his family being sent to all those who are keep
reports are coming in is evidence that
show what management methods
keeping accounts whereby they may
are the participants appreciate tin
Each person cooperating with the he credits his account according to ing the accounts.
definitely reckon their profits, and be
ie practhe
price
he
receives
from
customers.
most
profitable.
extension service in the plan enters
Once in four months a summary is
tical results of the service.
able to determine what methods of
in his account book an inventory of
From these reports the farm made showing average costs of feed
management are best suited to their
stock and equipment on hand at the management
demonstrator of the and labor and average returns per
conditions, the College of Agriculture
beginning, and makes a monthly re college extension service makes a bird, a copy of this summary being
extension service is working out a
port showing items of expense and monthly summary showing average sent to each person cooperating. At
plan that meets with general favor.
The mattt'i- was first taken up by
the county agents with their com-. ^ V W W W J V V W ,/ ' ^ W A r j W W V ,. \ W * V W A f l ^ . V W J V ^ W % ,V % V.V»W ,,-V)n./'uV",.
munity committees and poultry project ^ ♦
leaders, to ascertain how many people j %{
would start keeping poultry accounts, { j
Nov. 1, on books to be furnished by J I
the college. The favorable responses J j
totalled 341. distributed by counties
as follows: Kennebec, 81: York, 37;
Cumberland, 35; Knox and Lincoln,
28; Penobscot, 26)
Hancock,
20
Androscoggin and Sagadahoc, 20

HELP FOR POULTRY RAISERS ton, 19; Somerset, 16;

O n ly N ext W e e k to d o Y o u r

Christmas Shopping

Notice of First Meeting of Creditors
In the District Court of the United States
j >r the Northern Division of trie hlstriet of Maine. In bankruptcy.
|D tho matter of
ln Bankruptcy
Bdward Lisotte Jr.
I
Bankrupt.
To the creditors of
said
Edward
Lisotte Jr. of Connor in the county
o f Aroostook, and District aforesaid.
Notice is hereby given that on the 16th
day of December, A. D. 1921, the said
.KJw&rd
Lisotte
Jr.
w as
duty
adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
meeting o f creditors will be held at the o f
fice of Edwin L. Vail, of Houlton on the
7th day of Jany.. A. D. 1922, at 10
• ’dock In the forenoon at which time the
said creditors may attend, prove their
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the
bankrupt and transact such other busi
ness as may properly come before said
meeting.
Dated at Houlton, Dec. 16th, 1921.
tfD W IN L. VAIL,
Referee In Bankruptcy.
B AN KRU PT'S PETITIO N FOR
DISCHARGE
In the matter of
i
John Clukey Jr.
1 In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt |
TO the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the
District Court of the United States for
the District at Maine.
JOHN
CLU KE Y
Jr. of
Ashland
In the County of Aroostook, and State
e f Maine, in said District, respectful
ly represents that on the 31st day of
October, last
past,
he
was
d u ly
adjudged bankrupt under the acts of
Congress relating to bankruptcy; that
he haa duly surrendered all his property
and rights o f property, and has fully
complied with all the requirements of
said acts and of the orders of the court
touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore, Hs prays that he may be
decreed by the court to have a full dis
charge from ail debts provable against
his estate under said bankrupt acts,
except such debts as are excepted by
law from such discharge.
Dated this 14th day of December, A. D.
1921.
his
JOHN X CLUKKV, Jr.
mark
Witness to mark of
John Clukey Jr.,
O. L. Keyes
*
Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON
* District of Maine, Northern Division, sf,
On this 17th day of December, A. I).
1921, on reading the foregoing Petition,
it Is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing
be had upon the same on the 27th day of
. January, A. D. 1922, before the said
court, at Bangor in said district, Northern
Division, at ten o’clock in the forenoon;
and that notice thereof be published in
the Houlton Times, a.newspaper printed
in said district, Northern Division, and
that all known creditors and other per
sons in Interest may appear at the said
time and place and show cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of the said
petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the court,
that the clerk shall send by mail to all
known creditors copies of said petition
and this order, addressed to them at
their places of residence as stated.
Witness The Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge of the said court, and the seal I
thereof, at Bangor, in the Northern Dlvl- |
sion of said district on the 17th day of
December, A. D. 1921.
<L. S )
ISABEL SHEEHAN
Deputy Clerk.
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest. ISABEL SHEEHAN
Deputy Clerk.
BANKRU PT'S PETITION
DISCHARGE

J
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are Prevailing at this Store
There are no better Gifts
th an a p a ir o f

M e n ’s
W o m e n ’s
C h i 1 d r e n’s

W o m e n ’s and G irls’ T w o-tone

Sport Shoes

nice w a r m
f 1^

U Y a Pian ojfor a lasting
FamiljE

gift for the W h o le

W e have the Conover, Ivers & Pond

Estey. M cPhail,

j
j

Poole, Sterling, K ingsbury,
Is

W ellin gton Pianos, or, if it is a Phonograph,

Jf

w e have the Edison, V ictrola and

js

Sonora,

T he Th ree Standards o f the W o rld .
Records, Sheet Music, Music Rolls, Music Sat-

JJ

chels and everything in small M usical G oods

||I

Line.

* 3*

Felt Slippers

with U skide Soles an d

with h e a v y
padded

Rubber

H eels

soles

Prices f r o m

M en

95c to

Elk House Moccasins

$ 2.00

a n d

W o m e

n

s

Plain and F u r Trim m ed, prices
on these Slippers are as low as
in 1914

W o m en ’s Tweedie
Boot Tops
A ll colors
M e n ’s,

W o m e n ’s,

Children’s

4 - Buckle Overshoes

Many Others
ii:

Astle Music Company
(T h e H ouse of Q uality)
73 M ain Street

Houlton, M aine

Store open evenings Decem ber 1 9 th - 24th

M cGary Shoe Store
M arket Square

Houlton, M aine
nnh11111 muii 11ii i:nti imiii nm;m 'm m m im n t ,

C hristmas gifts
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FOR

In the matter of
[
Peter F. Longiey
i In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt .
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the
District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine.
PETER F. LONOLEV’ of Caribou |
the county of Aroostook, and State j
of Maine, in said District, respect
fully represents that on the 31st day of
^October.
last
past,
he Was
duly
Adjudged bankrupt under the acts of
Congress relating to bankruptcy: that
he has duly surrendered all his property
and rights of property, and has fully
complied with all the requirements of
said acts and of the orders of the court
touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore, Hs prays that he may he
decreed by the court to have a full dis
charge frorit all debts provable against
bis estate under said bankrupt acts,
except such debts as are excepted by
law from such discharge.
Dated this 12th day of December, A. D.
1921.
PE TER F. LONG LEY
Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON
District of Maine, Northern Division, ss
on this 17th day of December. A. D.
1921, on reading the foregoing Petition,
It is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing
be had upon the same on the 27th day of
January, A. D. 1922, before the said
court, at Bangor in said district. Northern
Division, at ten o’clock in the forenoon;
and that notice thereof be published in
the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed
in said district, Northern Division, and
that all known creditors and other per
sons in Interest may appear at the said
time and place and show cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of the said
petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the court,
that the clerk shall send by mail to alt
known creditors copies of said petition
and this order, addressed to them at
their places .of residence as stated.
Witness The Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge of the said court, and the seal
thereof, at Bangor, in the Northern Divi
sion of said District, on the 17th day of
December, A. D. 1921.
<L. 8.)
ISABEL SHEEHAN,
Deputy Clerk.
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: ISABEL SHEEHAN,
Deputy Clerk.

Lower Prices

ru m m m m

nminimiimiii

OR tilt1 stiver who understands and
the

m ijm im ifiim m m m ’ 2S

recipient who

appreciates,

Gifts W orth Giving

a

Perry (lift is more than a Christmas
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(lift, it is an expression o f careful selection,

MuimmiMHiiiiuti

and the memory of it will linger through
= the succeeding year.

v Y f V ___

Cor your convenience we offer a few (lift
| Suggestions:
I

Watches for Men, Watches for Ladies,

|

Sterling Silver and Plated Ware, Cut

.iiiiiHimMiiiiiiimuumuimmMMmmiiiiitiimifr

Class,

Fancy

Pictures,

China,

Leather

Hand

Goods,

HIS store is now in holiday
attire and is ready to fill the
needs of Christmas Shoppers.

Painted
uimuiiuimnmiiirrnmiiiiiiii

Cmbrellas.

Pearl and Cold Heads, Necklaces, Box
ed

Stationery,

White

Ivory

No matter what you select here,
it will be decidedly worth giving.

Toilet

Articles, Fountain Pens and Eversharp
Pencils.
Watches.

Diamond
Vest

Rings,

Chains,

Some of our worth while gifts
are Tailored Suits, Coats, Fur
Coats, Muffs and Neck Pieces,
Sweaters and Scarfs both in
Fleecy Wool and Soft Silk.

Bracelet
Cuff

Links,

Scarf Pins, Fancy Classware, Cameras,
besides hundreds of Novelties that can
be found in no other store

A large assortment of handsome
Blouses in Crepe de Chine, Tub
Silk, Voile, Pongee and Batiste.
Silk Petticoats and Knickers,
Aprons, Handkerchiefs, Hosiery
Gloves, Fancy Neckwear, Jewel
ry and Novelties, besides a fine
line of Toys for the Kiddies.

A visit to this store will help to solve the
(lift Problem

i v*-.

j*

:y i£

J.

D.

erry

Jew eler and Optometi ist

Berman s C!oak Stor<

Houlton
......................MM...............
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59 Mail St., Houlton, Maine
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tion on the roof of a skyscraper sev
F irs t C o n gre ga tio n a l C h u rc h
Here we met a large and enthusiastic ALL ENGLAND HAPPY
EPHEMERAL DIALECT
Rev. A. M. Thompson, Pastor
eral blocks away, and from there is
audience, nearly everyone in the vil
The recent approval by some Chica Morning Worship at 10.30
OVER CHOICE MADE
sent out broadcast to any one with the
lage must have been in the hall that
go
educators of the use of slang has Sunday School at 12 o’clock with
BY PRINCESS MARY proper equipment to receive it. The evoked the comment that slang
evening. The community singing led
classes for men and women.
company operating the station main
Young People’s Meeting at 6 p. .m
by Mr. MacNichol was nearly the
The betrothal of Princess Mary has
tains three other broadcasting plants, doesn't last long anyhow. That this Prayermeeting Tuesday evenings at
Henry E. Dunnack, State Librarian best to which we had ever listened.
been joyously received all over Eng
7.30
one
at Pittsburgh, Pa., one at Newark, is true is evident to those who think
of Maine, writes in the November is
At Rookwood we found that the land, largely because she is marrying
The Ladies’ Guild meets Monday even*
back
to
the
days
when
there
was
N. J.. and one at Springfield, Mass
sue of the Northern, the monthly pub Great Northern had a fine home for
ings weekly.
an Englishman. The action has had
The pregram of the Pittsburgh plant widespread use of such expressions The Ladies’ Circle meets Wednesday
lication of the Great Northern Paper their workmen, where moving pic
the effect of reas.-uring the mind of
as “ dry up Mid blow away.” “ sim
afternoons weekly.
is typical of the others.
Company, spruce wood department, tures were shown, and a library
(lie British people on a subject about
mer down," “ shoo fly," "all hunky The Ladies' Missionary Society meets
in his own highly interesting manner, maintained, and here we found travel
Early in the evening a bed-time
which much has been spoken and
the second Wednesday of each
dory,” etc., etc. Even much of tho
the story of the trip which he and J.
month.
ing libraries sent out by the State little written- the forthcoming mar- story is read by the sending operator. slang that originated during the World
Francis MacNichol took visiting the
Library Department.
^riages of her brothers, the Prince of The stories generally consume about War has ceased to be heard.- Pitts
camps of the north woods. The story
F ir s t B a p tist
On Saturday we made the return I Wales, the Duke of York and Prince 15 minutes time. Next, the weather burgh Chronicle Telegraph.
is written in more or less of a diary
Court Street
trip down Moosehead Lake to Green- Henry. It has been obvious that the and crop reports are announced,
Rev. Henry C. Speed, Pastor
form, following each day’s journey
ville, where we passed the night. At |war luid completely altered the sit.ua- followed by a phonograph or band hold under the action of sulphur at 10.30 morning worship with sermon
which these two men took in the
12.00 Bible School with classes for
Greenville we found a fine Y. M. (1.1turn regarding eligible royal alliances concert. This is the week-day sched
a temperature of over 2S<) degrees
course of their going from one camp
men and women.
A. building, largely supported by the for the Princes of the blood, and it is ule. On Sunday nights a specially
Fahrenheit. The color is now vulcan 6.00 Senior C. E. Service
to another.
prepared"
church
sermon
is
sent.
Hollingsworth & Whitney people, |now likely and certainly highly de7.00 Song Service followed by ser
In order to bring before the read
As all the stations operate on dif ized in the rubber.
another of the large companies doing sired that they will go back to the
mon.
Toy halls and similar products may Church prayer meeting Tuesday even
er, Mr. Dunnack’8 impression of the
ferent
lengths,
the
amateur
rend
vers
business in the north woods with j old tradition of the English
throne
trip, the best way is to quote Mr. great plants in Waterville and (Jardi- j before the royal marriage act was can listen to all, one after another, by now be mad > in highly colored inlaid
ing at 7.30.
Dunnack from his own story. After
designs like patterns in linoleum. No Choir rehearsal Friday evening at 7.3#
turning
a
small
dial
on
their
receiv
ner.
passed.
an eventless trip to Bangor, staying
paint to crack, chip or come off All seats free.
ing sets.
Early on Saturday morning we.
There was a stringent restriction in
there over night, they started for the
Bathing
caps are possible in most
M e th o d ist E p isco p a l
The Chicago Opera service is the
started on our long automobile
Stuart times, but previously there
North. “The train was crowded with
brilliant
lutes.
Perhaps the most Corner School and Military Street*
to Ripogenus Dam, a distance ot , }la(j j)een nuinv instances of marriages most ambitions program of all. At
Rev. A. P7. Luce, Pastor
woodsmen and buters, suggesting the
striking example of the new art is in
more
families.
IUWI V than 40 miles
---- - through unbioken j, outsid«
uutomv, reigning
I
liVUilMvu. Many Plan
•
j 7.do o’clock, as the audience begins
lure of the wild places. * * * At once *
repair rubber. This was formerly 10.30 a. in. Public Worship with ser
1
-----l
*
•
.»
Lnntino'
Irw
low
i
i
it
the
Auditorium,
the
inforests, except for a hunting lodge ; tagenets married outside royal strains j gnt.herin
mon
one begins to escape the cares and
made in black only, with the result 12.00 m. Sunday School with Organ
and here and there one of the com- ;uid three daughters of Edward I, who j strunicnts are tested with a phonoworries of a overcrowded and ar- pany’s farms. The dam is 70 feet had a high sense of royal dignity, mar-1 firaph concert. A few minutes before that its use was limited to the repair
ized and Graded Classes for all.
2.30 p. m. Junior League Meeting ami
of
inner
tubes
and
tires.
Today
its
tihcial world.”
high, and about 860 feet long, built ril'd knights, two of whom were Eng- ! » o’clock the "sender” announces thf
Preparatory Members Class.
In the village of Mcfhticello we vis by the West Branch Driving and lish earls hilding titles no higher j opera for the evening, the principal many colors have enormously broaden 6.15 p. m. Young Peoples’ meeting
ed
its
field
of
usefulness.
ited the reading room maintained by Reservoir Dam Co., to form a reseunder the auspices of the Epworth
-----, than that. Princess
Mary’s future ■singers, the conductor, and then gives
League.
the Great Northern Paper Company voir for the Great Northern s mills I husband will bear,
1a brief synopsis of the first act, ex
7.00 p. m. Praise and Preaching serviee
for the use of its employes. Here we at Millinocket. Here we took pas- j
plaining the stage effects and scenery.
CHURCH SERVICE
W’ith vested chorus choir
Tlie eldest daughter of Edward 111
found all tho leading magazines and sage with Capt. Alex Gunn, for a I
At the end of each act a similar
General prayer meeting at 7.30 every
Frree B a p tist
married a French knight who was crealso the very best of modern fiction journey up the lake to Chesuncook j
Tuesday evening.
synopsis of the next scene is trans
Rev. F. Clarke Hartley, Pastor
I ated Earl of Bedford.
Under the
and literature. W e had planned to village. As we passed up the lake
mitted.
Morning
service
at
10.80
a.
m.
j Stuarts, royal blood marriages wire
F IR S T C H U R C H O F H O U L T O N
hold a meeting in the new town hall away in the distance could he seen
In the first test, when Samson and Sunday School at 12.00 m.
strictly insisted upon, though Janies,
U n ita ria n
hut found it was not ready for public the long snow-capped outline of Mt.
Delilah was sung, amateur stations Young People's meeting 6.00 p. m.
Military Street at Kelleran
j Duke of York, married Ann Hyde, but
Evening
service
at
7.00
p.
m.
services. Mr. tiowell. the preacher of Katahdin.
have not only heard the orchestra and Special music by choir
Preaching Service regularly every
I it was kept a secret.
With the
the community, who reminds you of
Sunday at 10.45 a. m.
On Sunday evening the whole j Georges the passion for restricting ' singers, but the clanking of the chains Choir practice Monday nights
the Vicar of Wakefield, very kindly community gathered in the little hall
! as Lueien Muratore, as Samson, paced Tuesday night church prayer and Sunday School every Sunday at 12.00
j marriages to royal families reached
D w ig h t F. M ow ery, M in is te r
praise Service.
opened and placed his church at our used for church services and public
his prison cell, and the storms of ap
114 Court Street
Tel. 18€-W
j
its
height.
disposal, and at 7.30 standing room entertainments, and here the State,
plause that marked each curtain call.
C h u rc h of the Good Sh e p h e rd
could net be found within the build- under the direction of Adelbert Gor j George ill and his consort Anne The sounds were so clear that amplify
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector
C a ta rrh is an excessive secretion,
|
were
both
fa
nates
on
this
subject,
ing.
don, conducts one of the schools held
ing devices were unnecessary, ordi Sunday Services
accompanied with chronic inflamma
The first part of the evening en in unorganized townships.
The o i l l « nd were greatly angered when two nary receivers lying on the table at
tion, from the mucous membrane.
Holy Communion at 8 a. m.
tertainment was community singing, lamp suspended from the ceiling, the I ol
Kings brothers married corn- the receiving points spreading the Also on the first Sunday in the Hood’s Sarsaparilla acts on the
mucous membrane through the blood,
led by J. Fraffcis MacNichol of Au little organ in the corner of the hall, j moners. A sequel to this was tile music throughout the room.
month at 10.30
inflammation.
establishes
Morning Prayer and Sermon at lO.’.’.O reduces
gusta, Me., who is noted as the most every available seat taken, and all |ro>a^ marriage act, which tightened
healthy action, and radically cures all
Sunday
School
at
noon.
elBcleiit and successful community standing room occupied. Here were j
restrictions, which still prevail,
COLORS VULCANIZED
Evening prayer and sermon at 7 cases of catarrh
leader in Maine, if not in all New men from many parts of the United
Owing to the necessity of excluding
o’clock
IN RUBBER
Hngland. W e then talked to the States— Herman McDonald, private Catholic. princesses the royal field
people for half an hour along Amer secretary to Governor Cox of Massa- since the war is very barren, it is Rubber t'oinpany, Akron. Ohio, of a
icanization lines, calling their atten chusetts, a great secretary and I un- i certain that, public opinion
would discovery by which vulcanized rubber NATURE PROVIDES
tion to the origin and development of derstand a mighty hunter, and withal, never tolerate the marriage of any may be made in any shape or color,
THE INGREDIENTS
our democratic government, the price a most genial gentleman, who was Prince with a German, and the nuin- ranging from the most delicate pink1
our fathers paid to realize it in Amer good enough to call at the State i bor of marriageable princesses in and blue to the deepest blues and Argo-Phosphate, the New Herbal Remedy
Now Endorsed by Local People
ica, Its value to the American people House in Augusta a few days after Holland, Denmark, Sweden and Nor purples. The new colors are a signi
I f t h e ( l i g r s l i v r o r g a n s a n * not p r o p o r l y
L ife i9 a bu rden w h e n the b o d y
because It stood for equality, for so- j and say that he enjoyed the meeting i way is remarkably small. The impor- ficant triumph of American science. l«i't f o r m i n g ' tin- w o r k w h i c h n a t u r e h a s a s 
is racked w ith pain. E v e ry th in g
s
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d
to
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w
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iclal Justice, and taught above every-1in the woods. The singing conducted Jial family of Russia has utterly dis- ’Pbe work begun when the mil ion
a b s o lu t e ly e s s e n tia l t o tile r e c o v e r y o f
w o rrie s and the victim becom es
thing else loyalty to one’s country and ' by Mr. MacNichol consisted of popu : appeared and tile Greek princesses was confronted by war conditions o i l i e r d i s e a s e d p a r t s , w i l l lie lai kinyr a n d
despondent an d d ow n h earted. T o
t h e r e ca n he no p e r m a n e n t relief.
W hen
service to humanity.
lar and sacred music, and how those would not be popular here now. The and embargoes on foreign colors, lum b o d i l y n u t r i t i o n is n o r m a l , t h e s t o m a c h bring back the sunshine take
On Wednesday, we continued o u r . people did sing! One was given tho remaining toyai families, those of been completed.
Prior to the war, d i g e s t s t h e f o o d , t h e b l o o d a b s o r b s a n d
c a r r i e s t h e n o u r i s h m e n t to tin* d i f f e r e n t
journey, reaching Greenville on Wed impression that they had waited a Spain , Italy- and
Belgium. are few colors were in the United States p a r t s o f t h e b o d y , c a u s i n g t h e v a r i o u s
o r g a n s to p r o p e r ly p e r f o r m t h e ir f u n c 
nesday evening in a rain storm. We lifetime for this one hour and were Cat holies.
and American companies were abso t io n s.
e d y in t h e
had been waiting weeks for the rain 1now uot to be cheated or denied their
In these conditions it is inevitable lutely dependent upon foreign sources i n gNraetdui er en t sh aos f pAr rogv oi d- ep dh o sa p hr ea m
t e , t h e m-u
and it was most welcome. It was a 1pleasure. Once more Mr. Toussaint. that some at least of tho King's sons of supply. It was not long, however, h e r b a l s i m i l a r ) ] r e m e d y , w h i c h is now
It is purely
unique experience to read the look o f ; entertained the people with his mov must marry outside royal circles, and before the textile industry had practi b e i n g i n t r o d u c e d h e r e .
v e g e t a b le and its v ita liz in g , c o rr e c tiv e
delight
In the faces of all the people , ing pictures, and 1 cannot remember there is no doubt that the people*1cally solved its color and dye prob a n d r e c o n s t r u c t i v e q u a l i t i e s a r e s o p r o
The national remedy of Holland for over
----nouneed
that
ben eficial
results
at
200 years; it is an enemy of all pains re»
you met In the midst of the great j wj^en j have seen people so thorough- would cordially welcome such a lem.
n o t ic e d f r o m th e lirst d a y .
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storm.
jy manifest their pleasure as the peo- selection,
But there was no solution in sight, s t a t e r e n t s m a d e d a i l y b y l o c a l p e o p l e wh<
it is no secret that, the
troubles. All druggists, three sizes.
It was long after dark when we J|Je ()f cheBU|icook village at that half Prince of Wales prefers to lake an for the rubber maker who had the h a v e g i v e n A r g o - P h o s p h a t e a fa i l ' t r ia - Look for the b u m Gold Model oa ever? W S
arid h a v e b e e n b e n e t i t e d t h e r e b y .
and accept no imitation
arrived at the lumber camp at Loon j,our moving picture exhibition.
English girl, and undoubtedly the, heal problem to deal with as well
Stream, where we were served with
As a eonseqm nee, an addition to the
a real woodman’s dinner. Everything
I f T I A V n M A n i C M I l I AXin
NNOU' ,t acclaim the selection research laboratory was established
was Clean, well-COOked. wholesome'
WU U ldlW AL LAND
with such enthusiasm that the House
in the Miller factories at Akron to
and abundant. Very soon the dining | Few tourists ever think of Iceland (,r Lonls u
s
• ,’> asi(l,‘ »h»* marriage
work out formulas for
the colors
room was filled with the men who I as a summer resort, but Mr. Newman, ;,H- 11 is accepted as almost certain
had come to spend the winter in the j the lecturer, on his visit there l a s t ,,la< ,il(' ()1<i superstitions about the (most used. Laboratory finding*; wen
heart o f the forest. For the most part j summer found many delightful elo- blood royal must give way to modern tested in the factory. The whole
they were young men, keen of eye.! ments of interest for those who tiro ; Dloas, and the betrothalof Princess
efiect at first was bent on duplicating
Strong and alert. When we informed { °* old-time routes. Spitzbergen, how- ^ ar>r is regarded as the
first step in j or substituting the foreign product
them that we wanted to hold a com-) ever- lends itsfclf but slightly to sum ,his direction.
In a few months, tho company was
munlty sing, and then give them a mer travel, being one thousand miles
; » » longer dependent upon any’ foreign
talk about America, her flag and gov-1farther north and chiefly noted for WIRFI.F..S.S
country tor the colors of its products.
WIRELESS MAKF.S
MAKES
(MA AWUK
.v « , — ---- „ ------- w
For the past year the
research
eminent, they gave us a most cordial its glaciers.
THE HAPPY HOME laboratory has been engaged in
and enthusiastic welcome. It was ; St. John’s, N. F. was the real startOn long winter nights when th<* developing color combinations that
trident that even the wizardy of Pro-! in£ Point of the journey. There tho
family gathers round the fireplace in
feasor MacNichol could not quite sue- lecturer took numerous pictures of the
ontfi isolated, snowbound farm housi
ceed in making that camp gathering
111* villages. Then came the Faroe
a rival Of the Chapman chorus. On j Elands, where the people speak the *he members need not lack enterfainthe other hand, they did mightily e n -!^ orso dialect and believe that the . m«int, for the air is full of music.
mermaids play havoc with their fish j sl,orf stories and gossip,
tree
joy the songs and music of the dis
ing nets. Ic eland was entered at j everyone prepared to receive it.
tinguished master. The moving pic
turns of
or Mr.
Mr. Aime
Aime Toussaint
i v n » . . u proved ■Reykjavik, the capital, where there;
Thousands of amateur wireless optures
a source of great delight, especially j is a modern bank, substantial brick j orators, experts say. are listening
the Stor Of the young Italian w h o:and stone buildings and clean streets. |nightly to grand opera, bed-time storcame* ^ A m erica to seek his fortune i H 6 fouml Webster’s Unabridged |ies, phonograph and band concerts,
and who finally found it in his Am er-, DicUonury well-thumbed in the library ; crop and weather reports and aerial
lean wife fine home and successful },mlalso a hook of Kmerson. The I gossip. Any wireless telegraph set
C a la is ,
M a i n e
’
fishing industry, the boiling water.1can, without additional equipment,
caroor
La»t Thursday night we returned the Kiguntln wato,rails, <>n<- larg.-r .nirt un thr radlnnhnnc messages and
•one 30 miles to Plttston Farms, and i ,h“" Niagara; the immense lava fields |concerts.
there we found an up-to-date hotel ( and » * • ™ gg«* ,:liirB wh,' r>' million* • With ihe i»»»K«r»ti.m of wireless
maintained by the Great Northern.1
sealur,! inhabitants live, were grand opera by Mary Garden, director.. _ ,
..
__
nm..|nviiu pictured and explained with mterest- general of the Chicago Opera Com
chiefly for the use of its employes,
pany, three hours entertainment is
but which on special occasions opens
1p a
furnished
tiv" nights a week.
its doors to hunters and travelers. I rh“ * " * “
*> »«
Telephone
transmitters over tieW e were given a cordial greeting K«»ciera » « d berg*: lie- * ,«i
from
...
m nni
which the ill-fated Andre started in a stage at the Auditorium Thealn- pick
and the very finest entertainment.
up the opera and transmit it over
aw
t noon
....
,, ,v i n
About
we were „on our ,,way
to balloon for the North Bole and the
“ L iste n , son :
In P a c k a g e s of 10 C ig a r s each
the Ten Mile boarding house in Tom- Umutonti buildings of the Wellman ordinary laud win to a wireless st;1
Some fo lk s call this
heban. This was another way-side ovPoditio". ' " ’'nisi, piclurcs ni inwhittl in’ tobacco
inn under the management of the torH8t- Fi,l,lMv
N" ,:h ......
old-fashioned, but
company. Here we were entertained «"> “lor-v
re
production of the Northern Lights.
they d o n ’ t k n o w
at dinner with the workmen
it was
An Old Family
BALLARD’S GOLDEN OIL
where the honey is!”
everything one could desire, served in
Doctor’s Favorite
I i;i < loti:', boon ;i Mandat'd huusoliold
the neatest, cleanest possible way.
Prescription
As each man finished his dinner, he
P'lnody for rouclis. colds, crimp,
gathered his dishes together and car
yrippo, colic, cramps, sprains, strains,
ried them to the kitchen slide, and our
rheumatic and ncurali;ic pains, etc.
little group followed the example of
Sale constant ly qrowiti.c.
All dnt.q
the others. After dinner, we were
and uenoral stores in liberal bottles.
privileged to take part in one of the
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most unique of flag raisings.
Cart J. Hagstrom. a native of
Sweden, had long had a desire to see
the American flag, the flag of his new
country floating over the little group
are safeguarding the healt h of
V I
of buildings. He had secured and
son and daughter and grand
erected a flag pole and the company
children. Grandma knows
had generously contributed the flag.
At high 12 the clerks and workmen.
11!
'Ll
*.7
In fact everyone connected with the
little community gathered about the
flag pole. Mr. MacNichol led in sing
# lv
Anodyne
A g
ing “America.” The flag was then
•lowly unfolded and raised to the j
3-ounce
masthead, accompanied by the cheers j
G reat O p p o rtu n ity fo r In ve stm e n t or B u s in e s s
plug
of the little group. The strains of
Doctor's Prescription
.’5-1’our tenement bouses, 1-single tenant house, l-Iarge
the "Star Spangled Banner” floated
Internal and External
stable
and 1 barn, all located on same land, yielding gross rents
out over the wilderness.
A few |
100 years o f Success
words expressing patriotic sentiment J
of $1800. per annum. Must be sold in settlement of partnership.
This famous old anodyne has
and explaining what the flag stood J
All tenements occupied. Owner could live in one tenement and
no equal for Coughs, Colds,
for were spoken. All the while the
supervise
remainder. Easily re-arranged into apartment houses.
Sore Throat, Grippe, Cramps,
movie man had been at work, and j
Location
within
200 feet of main and business street. For cash
Colic,
Chills,
Strains,
Cuts,
•ome day you will have the privilege
— no 4‘ bite* *-m o re flavor
Burns
and
many
other
com
great
bargain.
of seeing on the screen one of the
mon troubles. For more than
— no waste-more smokes
finest flag raisings in the northern
Call or inquire: Industrial Company, 11 Main Street,
a century generation after
woods of Maine.
— no 4‘can'M ess bulk
generation has praised its
Gardiner, Maine.
8-50
That oveuing found us at Rock
worth. All dealers. 25 and 50c.
wood, and at 7 o’clock there was a
patriotic meeting in the town hall.
L iccett k M yers T obacco Co.

NORTH WOODS CAMPS
VISITED BY TWO
MEN FROM AUGUSTA

BETTER
DEAD

GOLD M EDAL

Fertilizers

If you want the best Fertilizer on

the market— and want to own it
right, write or phone for
particulars

W i l l i s I. D r e s s e r

If It Wasn’t Good, It Wouldn’t Seil

WATCHFUL EYES

fo h n s o w .

Liniment

Real Estate for Sale

c t A O f< £
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day forenoon and burial was made at
C L A S S I F I E D ADS
C L A S S I F I E D ADS
Bridgewater under the auspices of
F
o
r
Sa
le
—
F
re
sh
eggs.
the Masons, many friends from HoulW . J. Fan joy W a tc h for O sg o o d ’s "D u t c h A u c t io n "
Phone 81-13.
ioip
t0 start soon.
Japanese entertainment which was Offertory, Sextette from Lucia. Wagner |ton being present to pay their last
(Continued from page 1)
respects to an honored citizen.
taken part in by native Japanese to Announcements
X m a s Sale at M rs. R a n d a ll's, B r id g e - ; ..
.
.
water. Nice line of head necklaces 1N°
0r .^PP,rentlc,es.„at
show .the visitors what the island was Sermon
He was under a 41 pin handicap when
but five experienced Watchmakers.
for Xmas also fancy cretonne aprons.
he started the last string and he cut doing f&r the education of these Anthem, O kittle Town of Bethlehem GEORGE RICHARDS
A. W. Nelson
F u rn itu re and S e w in g M a c h in e s r e - , H a ts at M rs. M. A. R n d a ll’s M illin e ry
it down 29 pins with his 115 but it people, all of which was very interest
paired, saws filed and gummed.
Parlor, Bridgewater, marked down
GAINS
15
POUNDS
ing. At 11 p. m. we hoarded the steam Postlude
was too little by 12.
typewriters and phonographs cleaned. , bait price after Dec. 15th.
er for Kohului on the Island of Maui
The scores follow:
~---- “ 77 ---------------------------H ad Suffered W ith Sto m ach T ro u b le Work called for and delivered. L. F. ' Z.
where we attended the County Fair
Whittier. Whittier Block. Military & j T y p e w rit e r R ib b o n s fo r all M a c h in e s
T h e Stranger
E. E. MILLIKEN, PROMINENT
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e
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n
g
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e
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rs
Before
1 0 0 - -8 4 -8 9 - 9 0 -8 6 - 8 9 -1 * 4 -1 1 5 — 953 which was being held there and which
Kendall St.. Phone 353-M.
*2511
wel1 as Carbon Paper made in
T a k in g T a n la c
Webster— There's none better. C all
IN LUMBERING CIRCLES,
Stone
was as successful as those held in
L iv e a ge n ts w anted to handle city i o r send to TIMES Office.
85-83-11-’-130-102-95-76-92-104-86— 965
Aroostook County, and where tlie
DIES SUDDENLY HERE
trade lor the genuine Watkins Pro
Youth triumphed over old age and
‘‘While
I
have
only
taken
three
i
I stock and agricultural products were
B e st
A la rm C lo c k s of O sgood.
ducts. A real opportunity. Write toElmer
E.
Millikeu,
who
died
sudden
guilty conscience when Moir and Lunt
bottles ot Tanlac I have actually gain- j (]av j-or f ree sample and pariculars.1 makes and lowest prices.
! a surprise to many of us. The Dept,
swamped Kelso and Orcutt on the Dux
of Agriculture have an Experiment ly last Tuesday (a brief notice of ed fifteen pounds in weight and feel ■J. R. Watkins Co., Dept. 71, New York,; G entlem en lo o k in g fo r a nice room,
alleys Saturday evening in a ten
449p i handy to town can be accomodated.
station there and the variety of crops which appeared in our last week's better than I have in years,” said : N. \ .
string go.
raised besides Sugar Cane and Pine issue) was one of the prominent busi George Richards, 568 Ocean Ave., * N otice — W e have on hand about 1,000 Lights and bath. Apply to C. G.
"P a” Lunt, tne ever young, who
Lunt, TIMES office.
apples was varied on account of the ness men that Aroostook county could Portland. Me., an employee of the ; Parcel Post packages consisting o f '
took a bath and a long cool drink in ;
Economy
Fuel
(
’o
!
12
tins
of
Keyless
Li
Oil
Sardines,
j
high land in the island and on this
C o u p o n s fo r ty p e w rite r rib b o n s m ay
ill afford to lose, as during his long
the spring that Ponce de Leon wore j
“ For about twelve years I Had i
pK,‘ , PaekaKe. Eastport. $1.00.- be exchanged at the TIMES office
land the temperature* was fitted for
i
plus
Parcel
Post
mailing
charges,
zone
out ten pairs of mocassins looking |
raising beans, corn and potatoes and business career in the central part suffered more oi less from stomach j j ail(j 2 t 9c, ,‘Jd zone, 14c, 4th zone, 23c, for any machine.
for, was the big noise of the match.
was the first place in that section of the county he had made an enviable trouble which bad gradually grown j 5th zone. 52c, 6th zone, 46c, 7th zone, Le t one of O S G O O D ’S F iv e ExpertHe only lacked one pin of a 98
worse until for three vears before l j 51c*. 8th zone, 60c, therefore,
on
enced Watchmakers repair yoyr
that we saw where these could be reputation for his square dealings.
.average, piling up the fine total of
began taking Tanlac I was in such 1receipt of y ° ur or(ler we vvi11 mail a watch- It will pay you.
raised successfully. It was here that
package to dny address. Write or
In his lumbering business he was
$79. His "hook-ball” and
control
a bad condition that when I did phone MacNiehol Packing Co., East- C all at O sg o o d ’s and see the N a tio n a l
we were looked up by Mr. and Mrs..
widely
known
and
most
highly
respect
were sources of great joy to friend
manage to eat a little something 1 port, Me.
651p
Income Tax book which is easily
Caleb Burns of Wailuku, the next
Jim but' caused prolonged spells of
ed
here
and
elsewhere.
kept and your Income tax return made
would
bloat up with gas and have
town to Kahului. Mr. Burns being a
out FREE.
doubt and worry to Kelley and the
N otice of F ir s t M e e tin g of C re d ito rs
Mr. Millikeu during the past two such intense pains in the pit of my
son of Frank Burns of Fort Fairfield
In the District Court of the United States
Doc, and when it came to cleaning
years
had
not
enjoyed
the
best
of
stomach
I
could
hardly
stand
them.
and he is Asst. Manager of a large
for the Northern Division of the Dis O ld P o sta g e S ta m p s— C a sh fo r sta m p s
up oq a bad break he made Herb
used before 1880, on or off letters,
Sugar Plantation, and it was the edi health, but nevertheless lie was able I just had to stop work, go home and
triet of Maine.
Ir. Bankruptcy.
collections and revenue stamps. J.
Teeling and his dump-cart during
to
be
about
town
every
day
and
to
g0
to
bed.
I
also
had
dreadful
nightIn
the
matter
of
|
tors pleasure that he and Mrs. Fogg
"Clean Up and Paint Up” week look
, In Bankruptcy W. Ross, 23 West St., Rutland, Vt.
were entertained and spent a day and attend to whatever business he had, sweats nearly every night and would -L>hn k . Dorsey
___________________
448p
like a load of garbage cans upset.
of his get up in the mornings feeling simply
,
Bankrupt
;
a night at their comfortable home j an(^ 011 ^ le Paiticular da>
1
to
t
tie
creditors
of
said
John
E.
Moir rolled his usual fine game.
i |,or?J,.v o1- Woodland in the county of F o r Sale— A B a rg a in fo r C h ristm a s.
and had a most delightful automobile death he was down town feeling as hoillble.
Eastman Kodak, postal card size,
Jim would die of "incipient melan drive during that time, visiting the well as usual and his sudden death
‘‘ I could see an improvement in my Aroostook and District aforesaid bankrupt used only a few times. May be seen
choiia” if he ever averaged less than
|
came
as
a
great
blow
to
his
family
Notice
is
hereby
given
that
on
the
16tn
condition before I had finished my
at the TIMES office.
home and plantation of Mr. Collins
90 In a contest, but the chances are
first bottle of Tanlac and in a short day of D e c . , A. D. 1921, the said John
who is a brother of Mrs. G. B. Church j and host of friends.
K. Dorses' was duly adjudicated bank G ir ls W a n te d fo r C lo th e s P in Factory
107 to 4 that he’ll live to be a veritable
different rupt and that the first meeting' Oi
ill of Houlton. The fair was of the | Elmer Ellsworth Millikeu was born while was feeling like a
at Davidson. Good wages and steady
pest to his great grand children’s
1 now have
a
splendid creditors will he held at the office ef Ed work.
same nature as the one held in Houl ! in Surrey, Me. in 1860 and received person.
Inquire at office of Summit
daughters-in-law.
ton with the exception that the races his education in the public schools. appetite, can eat anything I want win 1,. Vail in Houlton on the 7th day Lumber Company, Houlton or writOrcutt averaged 96 for the first five
tf
having
a of Jans.. A. I). 1922, at la o ' c l o c k in tin- to above Company at Davidson.
on the cards were running races and At the age of 19 he went West and and all \ want without
forenoon at which time the said creditors
stanzas but swinging aloft deep seat
entered
the
lumber
business.
After
particle
of
trouble
afterwards.
Those
for a novelty race they had a sulky
n*ty attend, prose their claim.appoint a Ch. L o n d o n S w in e lle r A ire d a le s 8
ed bicuspids and dog teeth all the week
nios., farm raised out of extra fine
race between two horses over 20 two or three years he returned to awful llightsweats have entirely stop- trustee examine the bankrupt and trans
bad sapped the strength of his old
bitch by Ch. Kenmare Conjuror. Hayyears old that were owned on the Maine and after a while he decided ited and. thanks to Tanlac. 1 am a act such other business a.- may properly ford Kennels, Hartford, Me.
right v hip and he fell down in the
to locate in Bridgewater, which wa« well man in every respect. I believe come before said meeting.
islands.
D a te d
at
H o u lto n
Dee.
lf.tlj.
1921
151 p
last half.
The evening’s entertainment at the in 1883. Here he began an extensive Tanlac will help anybody who will
EDWIN L. VAIL,
Kelley, the runt, is a wonderful
Referee in Bankruptcy. B a n k B oo k No. 13804 issu ed by the
fair consisted of native singing, lumbering and mill business which take it, and I am always glad to recom
Houlton Savings Bank is reported
bowler. He admits it, himself. But dancing and remarks from representa he successfully carried on until very mend it.”
lost, and this notice fs given, as
N O T IC E O F F O R E C L O S U R E
he was working under an awful handi
recently
when
he
retired
from
active
Tanlac is sold in Houlton at Munro’s
tives of the Army and Navy.
Public notice is hereby given that required by law, that a duplicate book
cap. He is accustomed to bowling
West End Drug Store; Bridgewater. Upton J. Haley of Caribou, in the may be issued. L. O. Ludwig. Treas.
While most of the party were en labors.
gg#
on alleys where the foul line is "in
Mr. Millikeu was twice married, his Bridgewater Drug Co.; Oakfield, L. A. County of Aroostook and State of Dec. 12, 1921.
joying the entertainment of the people
laid.” The line on the Dux alleys is of Hilo, thirty-two members of the first wife Bertha Lawrence was the Barker Co.; Ludlow. O. A. Stevens; Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
November 19th, 1919. and recorded in M o n e y and time saved by u sin g the
painted on with two coats of thick
National Income Tax Record Cash
j party took the horseback
trip
to mother to his four children. In 190U Ashland, W. C. Bowley: New Lim- Vol. 314, Page 497, of the Southern
paint, and he is so short he has to
. ,
, , Registrv
,, • .
.
,
Book, and ______
then have. vour tax ,,
return
District Aroostook
01 Deeds,
j Haleakala, a mountain
10,032 f e e t : she passed away and three years later erick. Hoar & Sutherland.
stand on his tiptoes when he "lets
II tn
a 1v■1 r
g-im
m,
niH(,e
out
free
or
charge.
Call
he
was
again
united
in
marriage
to
convoyed
to Alva ( .
Samson and see one in operation.
Osgood and
the
high, where they spent the
night
Arthur C. Thomas, both of said Cari
go” of the ball.
N O T IC E O F F O R E C L O S U R E
Jeweler, Market Square.
camping on top and
which
was ; Mrs. Bessie M. Gilmore of St. John,
bou,
and
Sewell
T.
Hoyt
of
Easton
in
For the benefit of the two old
1N. IU, who together with his children
Public notice is hereby given tha1 said County of Aroostook, Trustees
thoroughly enjoyed.
H a n d w ritte n C a llin g C ards. B eautiful
"skin and bone” grand sires that won,
The next day the party enjoyed a Maj. C. M. Millikeu, U. S. A. stationed Walter H. Laffaty. formerly of Cari under the Last Will and Testament
penmanship. Put in beautiful holi
bou,
in
the
County
of
Aroostook
and
the details are reluctantly released:
drive around the island and the at Honolulu. William M. and Leon of State of Maine, but now of Fscalon. of Edward C. Sampson, late of said day container or case. Especially for
Moir
98-93-92-97-80-96-90-90-78-96-^908
Caribou,
deceased,
the
following
Bridgewater and Mrs. Geo. A. Hall in the County of San Joaquin and
presents. Senders name on each case.
Lunt
j different towns, and at noon a Luau
wit;
lot 50c per package, one dozen. No
of this town, also a brother and sister State of California, by his mortgage described real estate to
or
native
feast
was
served
at
Lahaina
79-123-85-100-101-108-102-101-93-87—979
numbered thirty-two in that part of
Order at once.
G.
W.
deed dated October Nth. 1919. and said Caribou which was formerly ” H” stamps.
who live in California survive him.
Greene, Richmond, Me.
35o
Kelso 93-87-90- 86-99- 103-95-93-86- 83—915 j and the remainder of the afternoon
recorded
in
Vol.
31
■
■
■
,
Page
288.
of
the
.Mr. Millikeu was a business man
Township containing one hundred
•orcutt 85-92-98-90-113-78-86-77-82-89—889 j spent in sight seeing, returning to the
Southern District of the Aroostook fifty-eight acres, more or less, accord Y o u n g W o m e n W a n te d — W m . K n ow lin
every
sense
of
the
word.
He
gave
i—
j steamer and leaving
for Honolulu
le gist ry of Deeds, conveyed to Alva
ton & Sons, Mfrs., wants girls to
employment to many, and was always C. Sampson. Arthur C. Thomas both ing to the survey and plan of said
Township made and returned to the learn to sew and trim ladies’ and
STEAMBOAT TRIP VISITING
! where we again occupied our quarters
of Caribou, in the Couuty of Aroos land office in 1839 by H. W. Cunning children's hats at their plant in West
on
the
lookout
for
means
to
enlarge
at the Moana hotel.
took and State of Maim*, and Sewell ham. urveyor.
his business.
Upton, Mass. Good pay and excellent
IN PACIFIC OCEAN
T. Hoyt of Easton in said County of
Fifty acres of the south side of said opportunity for ambitious girls. Ideal
He was one of the promoters of Aroostook and State of Maine. Trust
CHRISTMAS MUSIC
the Houlton Trust Co. and has been ees under tin* last Will and Testament lot an; the same conveyed to the said living conditions. For further infor
(Continued from page 1)
Upton J. Haley by the said Sampson, mation communicate at once with Max
IN HOULTON CHURCHES (lie of its trustees since it founding. of Edward C. Sampson, late of said Thomas
and Hoyt, Trustees Noveffi- H. Golden, Room 41, 102 Exchange St.,
During tin* World War lie was appoint Cariliou. deceased, testate, all that her 19fh. 1919. and are free of en Portland.
After dinner (which was after dark)
Me.
Transportation ad
U n ita ria n C h u rc h
fart of lots numbered thirty-four ami
47tf
The remainder of said vanced.
cars were taken for the edge of the Quartette, Calm in the Listening Ear ed a member of the District Exemp thirty-nine in that part of said Caribou cumbrance.
lot are the same premises described
volcano which was a distance of 6
of Night
Manney tion Board, to which work lie gave formerly **H” Township lying east of in a deed from Amos H. Vance and
the highway known ns the River Road, Ada M. Vance to Ethel May Beckwith
freely of his time.
miles, and after a walk of perhaps a
Sop. and Tenor Solos
While not a member of any religious so-called, crossing said lots: except dated May 26. 1916, and recorded in
quarter of a mile we reached the edge |Duett, “ Crucifix”
Faure
ing land conveyed by Aid ice Hitcliings Vol. 287. Page 353, Southern District
faith, he was a supporter and regular
of this active volcano with Its pit of j
Messrs. Chandler and Fullerton
and others to tin* Bangor and Aroos Aroostook Registry of Deeds, and are
boiling lava which is known a s ! Quartette,
How
Lovely
are
the attendant of the Church of the Good took Railroad, and containing in the
subject to mortgage to said Beckwith
hereby
conveyed
about, for $61) 00 .
Halemaumau, or "House of Everlast-I
Messengers
Mendelssohn Shepard, from which church his premises
twenty-nine
acres;
being
the
same
funeral took place.
lug Fire”. This pit is approximately1
Alto and Baritone Duett
That the condition in said mortgage
Mr. Millikeu was a member of tin* premises conveyed to tin* late Edward is broken hv reason whereof Alva C.
1200 feet across and varies constantly j Brightest and Best of the Sons of the
C. Sampson by Aldiee I). Hitcliings Sampson. Arthur C. Thomas and
in depth. In this pit is a lake or lakes
Morning
Dudley Buck Masonic order in which he took an by deed dated October 19. 1906. and
Sewell T. Hoyt, Trustees aforesaid,
active interest. He was also a mem recorded in Vol. 233, Page 310 South claim a foreclosure of said mortgage. Now Open and Ready fo r You
<ot molten lava which vary from a
St. M a r y ’s C h u rc h
Practical courses in Bookkeeping and
ern
District
Aroostook
Registry
ot
height of 6b feet above the rim of the
Low Masses: 5. 6, 7.30, 9 and High ber of the Meduxnekeag Club.
Dated at Caribou, Maine. December
Deeds.
Accountancy, Shorthand and Type
15th. 1921.
Funeral services wen* held ThursJilt to 700 to 800 feet below it.
Mass at 10.30.
The premises above described are
writing, Penmanship, etc., equip you
Alva
C.
Sampso/i,
Arthur
C.
Thomas
At times the lake covers the entire
Following is the program at 10.30:
a part of the same premises conveyed and Sewell T. Hoyt.
Trustees
as for work without loss of time.
to the said Walter H. Laffaty by the
area of the pit, with fountains o f , Asperges
HOULTON TRUST COMPANY said Alva C. Sampson. Arthur C. aforesaid.
Right now is the time to get started.
lavs, all over it. At other times the j Kyrie Eleison (Mass of St. John the
By their Attorney,
Thomas and Sewell T. Hoyt. Trustees 351
A n n u a l M eetin g
John B. Roberts Houlton Business College, Houlton, M e
lake is divided by rocky ridges, peaks 1 Baptist)
The annual meeting of the share as aforesaid. October 8th, 1919. and ;
add Islands which are pushed up Gloria in Exeelsis Deo (Mass of St.
this mortgage was given as a, part of
holders of the Houlton Trust Company
!tllllN1fiM
NnM
FH&lttttiSUIH9*lHlltHlNI3KNlltll
the consideration for said deed.
bodily from below, through the molten: John the Baptist)
will be held at the Banking rooms of
That
the
condition
in
said
mortgage
;
lava. At times these rocky crags Credo (Mass of St. Cecelia)
said Trust Company. Tuesday, the is broken by reason whereof Alva C.
project only a few feet above the ! Offertory—Adeste Fidefis
Xm as Candies
Xm as Candies
3rd day of January, 1922, at 10 o'clock Sampson, Artthur C. Thomas and
molten lava. At other times they j Sanctus ( Korman’s Maas in G)
Sewell T Hoyt, Trustees as aforesaid j
in the forenoon, for the election of
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage. :
Tlae to a height of several hundred i Benedictos (Kerman’s Mass in G.\>
Don't forget that w e can supply all
Trustees and Executive Board from
Dated at Caribou. Maim*. December
feet above the lava.
. Agnus Dei (Korman’s Mass in G. *
said Trustees, and such other business 15th, 1921.
The elements that cause the action j Recessional
Alva C. Sampson, Arthur C. Thomas 1
as may legally be done.
are such that it is impossible to tell' .
, Methodist Church
I
and Sewell T. Hoyt,
Trustees
as j
Teas. Chocolates, box and*bulk,. 12c, 3Te. 51c, $1.50, $2.15, $2.95.
WILFORD FULLERTON.
aforesaid.
;
In what condition the volcano will be .
services will be fn keeping!
Ribbon Candy 2 lb. box 45c. Hard Candies, 27c and 33c. Coffees.
Treasurer.
lb* their Attorney.
:
July first the molten lava was over f with the day and are as follows :
Mixed Nuts. 30c pound, the best.
1Houlton. Me., Dec. 12. 1921.
351
John B. Roberts j
300 feet below the rim and the crags j <• 10.31) a. m. Anthems by regular choir
were almost out of. sight down in thej assfeteA by Mrs. John H. BYooks and
COLLECTOR’S ADVERTISEMENT OF SALE OF LANDS OF NON
pit. September 6 the molten lava was rM r."ffoftmi Hovey
within 80 feet of the rim and the I’MeBsWJi is King
E. L... Ashforif
RESIDENT OWNERS
57 Main Street
highest crag rising to 150 feet above j We Hgve Seen His Star
J. S. Feari*
g jA T E OF MAINE
The Benefit Store
Houlton^ Maine
The Benefit Store
the lake, projecting 70 feet in the air |Soio.‘*“Of Little Town of Bethlehem
|
Unpaid taxes on lands situated ihr the Town of Ljrilow in the Cbuiity §§
--above the rim.
i ..7 e b “
Lewis R. Dressier - of Aroostook, for the year 1921.
Brooks
,
The following list of taxes on real estate of resiofent and non-resident
flMMflfStnBUfllffiBfgaiWWMMBBMMp
When we were there it wa3 not a s ’r
; owners in the Town of Ludlow aforesaid, for the y e a r '1921, committed t o m e
active as it had been before wej
The yourrg children are invited to* p.) r collect ion for said Town on the
day of June. lllGl remain unpaid; and
41171804 there, or after we left there. pf>h pfefcWit and occupy’ the fnwit seataj notion N hereby given that if said taxes with interest and charges an-, not
During our stay there were many
‘pastor will have a s p e c i a l i Previously paid, so much of flu* real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the
•mojint due therefor, he •hiding interest and charge.*, will be sold without ' ij
openings in the hot scum with which j message for them,
1iartbeir notice at public auction at RSileout schoolhouse in said Town nil the ■
the lake was covered one hundred! r gpnd^ty school at the close of th**> iiivt Monday in February. 1922, at niaw o’clock A. M.
J
Name of Owner
Range
fq«t below us,' which were boiling hot linOmfhg service.
Seat
Acres.
Yal.
Tax
|i
*,
78
7
4
•and spurting the red hot metal into j. ^ 4 p. m. Vesper Service by Houlton London-.. Alfred
1375
78
7
100.98 !»
5
‘the air, all over the crater there were j Music Club.
*>
Marcus, Levitt
4
6
<
stacks in this covering where the red j 7.30 a Pageant "White GFfts For
1420
1
6
SO
103.68 \
hot lava could be seen below the j the King” with special musiu by the; Stewart, Sanborn
in
605
1
SO
3,6.72 /
7
Snell. Hosco
1
78
835
52.65 <
covering and then this covering • choir.
Paul. William
'1
1250
6
112
77.22 }
would break away and openings would j
United Baptist, Military' Street
Dixon. Daniel
SO
4
715
7
4S.87 ^
appear the same as an air hole In the Rev. F. C. Hartley, M in is te r (Tel. 56W 1 Dixon. Gonleu
3,
550
40
6
3,4.56 •!
•)
M o r n in g S e rv ic e
1 Burton. Robert
ice. Three days after we left there
2
6
>
40
6
Miss All*#*rta Kn.ict !
476
31.91 ?
the volcano became, active again and Prelude
i Hovey. Ivory
a
385
1
1::
32.94 \
the rocky ridges and peaks which Invocation
::
' ! (ut rhiii;,o: 1, John
12
SO
;■
•were in the centre of the molten lake Gloria
11
40
693
50.92 j .*
Responsive
Reading
Horten, Seymour
and looked just like an island, toppled
4
S
40
! s
4
7
60
7.26.
54.32 1 J
over and “disappeared and instead of Lords Prayer
Frazier, George
4
S
315
27 V2
raising the level of the lake of fire, Hymn
^
1\
Hammond, George
7
78
1
U
It dropped* 65 feet, so that the sights Anthem, Christmas Praiwe
3.S.8S 1
6
11)
4 h.
72o
F. E. Rimanouzy
Noyce, Mrs .Angie
one may ,aee at any time in an un
1
71.2 3,
IL
80
1169
Ludlow, Dec. 20, 1921.
LYMAN WEBB, t ollector '■
known quantity, but at whatever time Scripture Reading
Hoi.
it may be, it is certainly a wonderful Anthem. What Mean Those
Voices
thing to witness. After a very pleasant
Carrie Adams
night the party viewed the "Tree
Prayer
moulds” so called, where in time
gone by the crater had overflowed a Response. Oh Holy Child of Itethlohem
Ira Wilson
large area and coming to these trees
R. H. Niles
"they formed a rocky substance all Duett, In Bethlehem
IN V E S T F O R
Mrs.
Towers,
Mrs.
Knox
around them and the hot lava burned
Lisri
•out the trunks and roots of the. trees Offertory. Liebestraum
PERM ANENCY
and left nothing but the hole.. After Announcements
leaving this section the party went Solo, Selected
Exceptional Qualities and
Miss Alene Berrie
j1)ack to the volcano and saw the inside
of it by daylight, which after seeing Sermon
Perfect Construction mean
it at night was very disappointing and Anthem, The Heavenly Sign
Y ears of Satisfactory Service
E. S. Lorenz
then we listened to a lecture on the
Postlude
volcano by Dr. Jaggar who is in charge
E v e n in g S e rv ic e
Of the U. S. Weather Bureau at the
Volcano observatory at Kilauea, re Prelude
turning to the hotel for lunch and Song Service
then back to our boat at Hilo after Scripture Reading
BANGOR, MAINE
Iwing shown around this beautiful Anthem, Beyond the Starry Sky
Ira B. Wilson
town. Thfe evening’s entertainment
Established 1839
consisted of a dinner at the Yacht Prayer
■ V W .V .W ,W .V .V .V .'.V
club house where a most entertaining

Response

THIN PIN CHATTER
program was provided after the re Solo, Selected
OF LOCAL ALLEYS past, following this we attended a
Miss Alene Berrie

ISLANDS

(llAgg&f

Christmas Candy Needs

The Direct Importing Company

Christmas

Presents that are Useful j13

Fire Screens

Bread Mixers

Food Choppers

Thermos Bottles

PURCHASE A CLARION

Pyrex Casseroles

Rogers Silverware

Tubbs Snow Shoes

Tubbs Skis and Poles
Electric Irons—Toasters

Percolators

W OOD & BISHOP CO.

John Watson Co., Inc.

/

HOULTON
..... .
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TIMES,

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 21, 1921

Mrs. Frederick, Rush of Sherman ! ier, Thelma Webb, Clayton McCarthy,
Station was in town Monday shopping, j Ralph Clifford, Linwood Wise, Philip
---------------- I Fortier Daniel Roberts.

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

In the 6th grade> Central Building,

PACE SEVEN

LOCAL TEAMS

IN BASKETBALL

c
Hovcy
rg
Dobbins
lg
O'Donnell
lg
Referee, A. E. Carter.

Chapman
Solomon
McCubrey
Ervin

Friday was a gala day for the boys the following pupils have been neither
/I ft I f f i f i I In !)r‘tween the halves of the boys
1
and girls of the Junior High School late nor absent:
Ellis Anderson,
D. J. Pond was called to Fort Fairat the Central Building for in the Margaret Churchill. Dora Corey, Nellie
Subscribers should bear in
IV ll^ U |defeated the Caribou female aggrega
field Monday morning by the illness
afternoon
all the divisions met in the Cunliffe, Clinton Dill, Ralph Dill,
mind that all subscriptions are of his brother, Melvin Pond.
tion 16 to 8. Kay Hannigan was the
assembly room for the Christmas Ralph Hanson. Cleo Ilimlman, Ralph
shining light in this battle, scoring
payable in advance and the pa
Mrs. Geo. E. Dunn entertained at
exercises and the distribution of gifts. Lyons, Mary MeCready, Eleanor \Icsix baskets and four fouls. She was
per will be discontinued at ex a luncheon and shower on Saturday This is an annual affair and one much Leod, Evelyn McCormick, Paulin*
everywhere the rules would allow her
piration. Notice of such expira in honor of Mrs. Orville Orcutt.
looked forward to by
pupils
and Parks, Robert Shean, Geraldine Shean
to go and had an unerrng eye for the
Miss Elizabeth Rafford, who has
teachers alike. The exercises were Berneice Thompson, Wilray Adams,
tion will be sent out the First of
basket. Lovely for Caribou took first
been teaching in Island Falls, is at
well carried out and showed a great Kathleen Cyr, Glenna Estey, Wendell
prize.
each month.
home for the Christmas holidays.
j
deal of care and work on the part of Foster, Beatrice Hughes, Gerald Kelso,
The line-up:
---------------------- ' The condition of Mrs. Fred B. i
Local basketball teams had a very
(he scholars. A very creditable show- Dorothy Lawrence.
Houlton High
Make use of the Houlton T I M E S . French, who is seriously
ill with
Caribou High
busy week last week, the various
ing was made by the new Junior High
_____________
Qirls
G irls
as a Christinas present 52 times a pneumonjat remains about the same.
boys teams playing three games and
orchestra which made its initial
Murray
If
year.
Cox
Teams around town have resorted
the
girls
taking
part
in
one.
COLLEGE
GLEE
CLUB
appearance at the exhibition Friday.
Taggett
rf
Mrs. Rex Gilpatrick of Davidson. t0 whee|8 since the rain of Sunday
Lovely 2
The program follows:
Wednesday evening there were two Hannigan 6 (4)
PLEASES LARGE AUDIENCE
c
Steves (4)
was in town Monday doing s o m e . which made the roals smooth and very
games. The local town team journey Dempsey
Selections by the orchestra
The Colby College Musical Club
rg
Wallace
Christmas shopping.
'slippery.
Margaret Orford, pianist, Elsie played a return engagement in Houl ed to Woodstock to be taken into Tubbs
rg
Another invoice of the latest Novels1 The TIMES is indebted to the
Peabody, Hillis Dunphv, Hartley ton at the Hey wood Theatre last Fri camp by the town team of that city Thompson
lb
Harris
suitable for holiday presents arrived I Buffalo Fertilizer Co. and Hand and
team
was
Van Tassel, Harold Merrithew, day night under the auspices of the while the High School
Referee. Marguerite Astle.
at the TIMES office Monday.
Harrington for very handsome calGeorge Gorham, and Kenneth i g enjor class of Houlton High School. taking a very long measure of Caribou
On Thursday evening Ricker got
Hilton Haines of West Springfield, endars lor 1922.
Jones, violins. . John Bracey. j A ,arge (.rowd took advantage of in the Heywood. On the same evening the long end of 35 to 25 score against
Mass, is Spending the holidays
in j Miss Ada Phair of Presque Isle, who
drums.
[the opportunity offered to listen to the girls High School got the best of Presque Isle.
The first half was
town With Leon Niles, his classmate.! has been the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Recitation, Christmas Thought
the excellent program presented by the girls team from Caribou and on see saw first one team leading and
Hon. M. L. Durgln of Milo was the Oea E. Dunn on Main Street, returnHarry Hamilton , tjle ciuP and an were thoroughly Thursday evening Ricker took Presque then the other, the score being 18 to
■n u t of Mr. and Mra. A. B. Smart i e<* home MondayDialogue,
Christmas
Quotations
-satisfied with the fine character of Isle into camp.
™
_ __
lit!ioa
Ulannhc
n
19 in favor of Ricker. However, in
Miss Blanche, matron at (he Aroos
days last week while in town
In the game with Woodstock which
Hilma Bamford, Mary Watson., the entertainment.
the last half Dufour, who scored eight
took Hospital, leaves Thursday to
was lost by the town team by the
attending court.
Ruth Wilson, James Chase, Lin -, The program
baskets in all, started flashing and
program opened with the
|spend her Christmas vacation at her
score of 20-15 the locals were severely
wood Wise,
Harold
The Houlton TIMES always makes
Nelder, overture
by the orchestra their
in spite of two guards on his trails
* „ I home in St. John.
handicapped in the first ten minutes
an acceptable Christmas present tori Frank Adamg and 0gcar P Benn
Malcolm Hare.
he got ’em from all angles. The
rendering of the ‘‘Lustspiel Overture”
of play when Guy Smith sprained his
any member of a family, especia y arrived home Friday evening from Song, Little Town of Bethlehem
visitors were unable to overcome
by Keler Bela, being such as to call
ankle.
There being no substitute
By
the
school
to one away from home.
■Colby College to spend the holidays
the locals lead. Dufour was easily the
for a long continued applause. Twenty
Guy had his ankle strapped up and
Recitation, Holy Men
-Albert McLaughlin, who has been [ wBh their parents,
star of the encounter.
members of the Glee Club directed
Margaret Morehouse by Roswell W. Sadd of Nashua, N. H., finished the game, but he was render
employed in Houlton this Summer, j jyjjss Marion Cleveland leaves this
The line-up:
ed very ineffective because it was Ricker
returned to Boston Friday morning Wednesday evening for Boston, where Recitation, Hurrah!
sang Tosti’s “ Good-Bye.”
The har
Presque Isle
„ practically impossible for him to get Roach 3
Clayton Beek mony ot.. the male voices blending!
where he has secured a position.
8he
spend the winter with her j
If
,
.
..
_
Johnson 2 (3)
around with any speed at all. Time Dufour 8 (7)
perfectly into this difficult composirf
Snow 4
The Fire Department answered a [ s{ster, Mrs. Harold Marriott.
j Song, Christmas Sports
and time again he was fed the ball
Doris
Johnson,
Mildred
Doeschtj(m
was
admirably
performed,
Tracey 1
I.
c
Elliott
call last Friday morning for a chimney | Capt. and Mrs. Oscar Iverson o f !
or, Pauline Daley,
Margaret
George B Wohlstenholme served for a shot hut before he could square Logie 2
Are at the residence of A1 Howard on portage arrived in town Saturday to (
Bennett
lg
Hannon. Benita Kinney, Harold ( ju; (,juj) ,ls reader and culled for himself a Woodstock man would be Bither
rg
Military Street. No serious damage : spend the winter with their daughter
Savage 2
upon him. Despite this handicap the
Merrithew,
Leslie Rhoda. Robert merited applause by his selections.
Referee. Orin Good.
resulted.
! Mrs. N. Tompkins on Park Street.
first half was 12 and 12, the boys
lott, Horace Gellerson. Harry
The feature numbers of the program
Mrs. E. W. Gartley has returned
Allie Hunter leaves Friday night for j
making a hard fight.
Sam Wilson
Thornton.
were the vocal solos by Mr. Sadd
from Fort Fairfield, where she has j Boston to spend Christmas with his ;
S. J. COURT
and
Smith
were
the
high
scorers for
who had two places on the program.
been vkiiting for some time her two wife and young son who have been j Recitation, Which is Your Way?
Houlton. each getting three baskets.
The
following
divorces were grant
Caroline
Boyd
His first was- “ Invictus," a piece
daughters, Mrs. D. D. Webber and j visiting her parents for several weeks. Ludwig shot the fouls scoring three. ed at the November term of the S. J.
Recitation.
Christmas
Window
extremely well suited to the particular
Mrs. Thos. Cummings.
Miss Eta Hackett, who for some I
Marjorie Campbell range of bis voice which was follow- Every man worked hard and deserves Court, which adjourned December 15.
Walter Cone who has-been at home , time has been singing in Montreal, is
J921.
ed by "Smiling Through.” His second i tre" U for. “ K00d «•">«*• Dana N “ * <'r
since November, returned to Portland |at home with her parents, Mr. and i Solo, Sleep, Little Baby
son
held
Wallace,
the
fast
Woodstock
Ruby May Farrell from John H.
I auline Daley j seje(dions wen- equally’ well received
to take* up his work in the Parcel Post JMrs. Ralph E. Hackett on Green St.
forward,
to
but
four
baskets
during
j
Farrell.
I and (,alled forth a great volume of
department at the Grand Central j There were no services at the : Recitation. The OdcHReindeer
Louise Duplisea j appiause. a reputation made in the the whole game. A dean bunch of | Amy Beatrice Godfrey from Kingdon
Terminal during the Christmas rush. , church of the Good Shepherd on Sun-j
players all around and no easy JE. Godfrey.
concert last year was well sustained
Murdock McKay, Major E. A. day owing to the illness of the Rector j Dramatization, The Use in Useless
opponents,
it is expected that the re-1 Hadley P. Springer from Stella A.
Elva McLeod, Margaret Orford, this year.
The long continued ap
H 08ford, W. E. Carr and Doctor Barton ■Rev. h . Scott Smith, with a severe :
turn game to be played some time in i Bohr Springer.
Dora
Beckwith,
Norma
Briggs,
represented
Saint
Aldemar Com-; ccdd
j
plause was an excellent method of
Albertyn
Willis
from
Raymond
Alison Rose, Jean Orcutt, Jo determining the pleasure of the January will lie a different result.
mandery at the funeral of Chadbourne
Miss Stella Briggs, who was operat- j
The line-up was as follows:
1Willis.
'
Rideout.
W. Perry at Fort Fairfield last Wed- [ ed on recently at a Boston hospital I
audience.
Woodstock
Houlton i Anderson J. Fazenbaker from Jennie
An innovation on the program was
nesday.
for appendicitis, having recovered j So“*- n <;an>«u * 0“
Midniftht Olear
R. Smith 2 ( 1 )
rf
Wilson 3 |S. Fazenbaker.
a cornet solo, “ Honeysuckle Polka”
Those not having facilities for do* - sufficiently to travel, arrived home !
^-v
If
Smith 3 j
Eleanor Thibadeau from Joseph
Ing up Christmas packages
canhave j
last week.
| The Pr°Kramwas in charge
of Miss |)y,
Smith whose technique, while Wallace 4 (3)
McKinley 1
e
Ludwig
(3)
|
Thibadeau.
them properly wrapped by bringing
There will be a business meeting [ Kerr wllile I' re(l Hussey acted as |not fruitless, was above the average,
McPhail
rg
Nickerson
Bessie V. Goodine from Allen J.
them to the TIMES office where a of the Ladies circle of the Congrega-1 (:hairman- Many of the friends
and
The mandolin club led by Leon
Jones 1
N. Whited t Goodine.
lg
small charge will be made for paper tional Church on Wednesday after-1I)arents ot thechildren were present
Warren of Portland consisted of nine
Referee. Estabrooks.
Edith M. Allen from Lyman Allen.
noon in the parlor and every member!
'vas an
pleasure tor the niemi)0rs and their part was to liven
and twine.
In the meantime Houlton High was
Vinal J. Shaw from Jaska L. Shaw,
children.
Invitations have been received in js repuested to be present.
up and put spice into the program,
Ethel L. Coffin from Arthur Howard
The pupils of the Central Building and they succeeded more than well. walloping Caribou High only 84-20 in
Houlton for the wedding of Miss
J a ( .k
iotti Express Agent at Milltho Heywood.
The visitors seemed |Coffin.
!
in
the
recent
drive
to
sell
Christinas
The numbers were well selected and
Eleanor Kaon and Carlos E. Campbell jn0cket was a week-end visitor in
to be dazed by the swift attack and
Georgia F. Knapp from Elwell I.
Of Roanoke, 111. where they will town last week. On his return he was seals were able to dispose of 4720 well executed, and while a little more
fast clever plays of the locals which Knapp.
seals.
Of
this
number
the
pupils
of
reside. The wedding will take place accompanied by his younger brother
pep might have increased the pleasure
started in the first half minute of play
Gertrude P. Landry from Thomas
on Dec. 28 in Baltimore.
‘ Robert who will spend the week with Miss Lyons room, Grade 5, sold 225::. of tin* audience, approval was inscrib
when
a
basket
was
registered
almost
Landry.
These
boys
and
girls
deserve
a
great
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall B. Dalton of hjm
ed in large character over their faces
before the echoes of the first whistle j Jennie M. Caird from Austin C.
Pittsburg, Pa. are rejoicing in the | Mr. and Mrs. S. Friedman left Mon- deal of credit for the way in which as tin* lights cam** on at the end of
had died away.
Fowler pulled the Caird.
they
worked
for
this
cause.
bJrth of a second daughter, Marshall j day njght for Boston where they will
the first half.
prize
stunt
when
he shot four sueMary Dastau from Clovis Dastau.
Nadylis, weight 7 lbs.. December j spend the holidays with her parents
“ The O’Brien Girl,” score from the
The following pupils in Grad** 8.
cessive
baskets
jn
less
than
three
Beulah
Graham from Fred Graham,
ninth. Mrs. Dalton will be remember-1and on j an 2 will leave for St.
musical comedy of that name, was the
Central Building, have not been late
minutes.
Maude
E. Hand from Harland A.
•d as Miss Lydia White of this town, j Petersburg where they will spend the
vehicle for the orchestra opening the
nor absent during the past term and
The flashy Peabody was everywhere Hand,
Miss Vie Carpenter returned Thurs- j Winter.
second half of the program and bv its
are therefore entitled to the honor
at once scoring fifteen baskets for
Stella Peterson from Victor Peterday from a stay of several weeks I Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Nelson of
splendid manipulation of tlm intrica
place for punctuality and regularity:
Houlton. The team showed a decided son.
duration in Boston and New York, Charles Street are entertaining their
cies of that number caused signs of
Sylvia Henderson, Marie Estey, Ruth
increase in team work and time and
Mae T. Harper from Wilmot
R.
Miss Carpenter is much improved in ! niece, Mliss
Annie Jorgenson
of
restlessness among the* more musical
Hanagan,
Nita
Kinney,
Francis
again
their
plays
worked
to
perfection
Harper.
health aa the result of an operation |Hermon for the Christmas holidays,
ly inclined members of the audience.
Murphy, Ellen Nadeau. Jo Rideout,
and the ball went from center to the
Dena A. Walton from James E.
on her throat which she underwent, Miss Jorgenson is a student at the
Following Mr. Sudd's second number
Gordon Dow, Elizabeth McKinnon,
basket through but a couple of passes. Walton.
a violin
solo
by
Mr.
Reynolds,
while she was away.
i University of Maine.
Clayton Sullivan, Dorothy Albright.
Morgan for th * visitors showed the
Gladys M. Garcelon from Eugene
Kenneth Hanson, who has been atMr. and Mrs. Geo. E. Dunn and
“ Cavatina," occupied a good part of
In addition to the above the following
best class.
Garcelon.
tending school in Portland, spent a I daughter Margaret left Monday night
the program. With excellent execu
pupils have not been absent one half
The line-up:
Alice I. Barker from John S. Barker.
few days in town with his sister j f0r Boston where they will spend the
tion the performer showed signs of
day for the term: Clayton Crawford,1
Houlton High
Wendall B. Tibbetts from Anna M.
Caribou High
Mfrgaret, who accompanied him to holidays with her mother and where
long practice on his number.
Edna Fisk**. Harold Foster. Lisle HalPeabody
rf
Morgan
Tibbetts.
the home of their parents, Mr. and : aR the children and grandchildren will
“ The Syncopatin’ Seven" consisting
lett.
W. O'Donnell
If
Michaud
Catherine E. Moran from Herbert
Mrs. S. H. Hanson in St. John where meet for a reunion,
of piano, violin, saxophone, cornet,
Fowler
c
Gray
Moran.
they will spend the holidays.
| Roswell Sadd of Nashua. N. H. and
Grade 5 and 6, Central Building, clarinet, drums and banjo then took
The Buffalo Fertilizer Company is j Harold L. Baldwin of North Stratford, celebrated on Friday by entertaining charge of the stage and received the
putting in a supply of potash which N. H., members of the Colby Musical j thejr fien ds and folks with recita- niost encores of the evening
on
eame from Hamburg, Germany. The Clubs, were guests over the week-end [ tjons songs and piays apPropriate to : account of their manipulation of jazz
shipment comes to St. John and is at the home of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. I t^e season.
These exercies were numbers.
Hardly to be compared
transported hy rail to Houlton and Lewin on Court Street.
|followed by the customary goodies, with Isham Jones and bis Rainbow
from the Canadian Pacific station it
! orchestra these cavorting collegians
Mis9 Harriet Putnam, R. N„
a 1Christmas tree and gifts.
It carried via Bart Donovan s truck graduate of the Deaconess Hospital
jProduced the ancient
and musty
to the works with the partial assist in Boston, arrived in town Thursday
In the 7th grade. Central Building, j“ Dardanella" from the
long buried
ance of one of the companies trucks. mprijlhg to spend the Christmas holi- the following pupils have not been archives of dead ragtime and with a
Doing away with the electric bell days*ivith her parents, Mr. and Mrs. late nor absent during the last term: few new quirks and additions producthat hat for so many years hung on Amos Putnam on Elm Street.
! Thelma Bamford, Caroine Boyd, Kath- >ed a real live number. “ Wabash Blues"
W e have opened a W e t W a s h Laundry, fully equip
the lainppoat on Purington’s comer . Jason Hassell of the John Watson eriti Donley, Frederick Dunn. Aurilla a more modern composition brought
ped
with strictly m odern m achinery with a w eekly
to summon the police, a more modern Co. went to Bangor Monday on busi- j Estey, Muriel
Faulkner, Margaret! out the very real qualities of the
arrangement has been Introduced in ness and will return home this Wed -1Harmon, Helen McBurnie, Harold !musicians. At the dance in the High
capacity o f 250 washings on 24 hour service.
the Mstallation of a siren which hat tresday (evening accompanied by his |
Merrithew, Florence Porter, Elizabeth iSchool auditorium following the conT w e lv e years experience assures you the most e ffi
bpen placed on the Rice Block. The daughter Doris, a student at Smith
Sinclair, Marjorie Campbell.
Philip cert this same gang dug out several
cient and careful attention to all orders.
new device can be easily heard as far College, who comes for the holidays Cvr, Gail Graham, Nira
Hartford, more stunts from their bag of tricks
dtray as the Grange Store and the with her parents.
1Helen Miller, Margaret Morehouse. much to the delight of the local dance
W a sh in g called fo r and delivered.
Bangor and Aroostook station.
Perley E. Whitney went to Bangor Arnold Peabody, Hartley Van Tassel, hounds.
News has been received in town of last week as a delegate from the Freeman Webb, Lawrence Briggs,
The Glee Club closed the program
the marriage in Presque Isle ' of Methodist Episcopal Church to attend Olive Dickey, Emma Dow, Malcolm with "The Road to Mandalay” with
Thomas lOCampbell to Miss Jeridie MJt important missionary meeting held ; Hare, James Chase.
The following an obligato solo by Mr. Tibbetts
Tel. 3 7 7 -Y
M ilitary St., Houlton, M ain e
Melville Of that town. The groom in the Grace Church. Three Bishops pupils have been late but not absent: which was followed by a medley oi'
has been employed in Houlton for who have returned from foreign fields Berneice Cummings, Josephine Fort- Colby songs and "the long way."
many years and enjoys a wide circle addressed the meeting.
1—-—
--------------of friends while the bride is q. popular
.'iitiiiHimiimiiiMiiiiMiiimiiiMimmnimiiiiiMMiimiiMimMniimiimmiiimmiiiiimiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimimiiiimMiimiHimiiitHiiiniiiinimtiiimilHHltMj t
I3253485323484848235300535323234853484848235348010201022323230008090201
T ... ........ ...................................... v*
girl in her native town. They will
i
reside in Houlton whither they came ODD FELLOWS
on Wednesday evening following the
NOMINATE OFFICERS
ceremony.
The annual meeting of Rockabema
Miss Marion C. Benn, R. N. of New
Lodge No. 7S#I. O. O. F. was held last
York City arrived home on Friday
Thursday and nomination of officers
evening jto spend the holidays with
was in order. The following members
m u;1m11n 111 .iniiiM iiM t'iiiiii
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar A.
“ Mini tm u m m iiiM iiiiiiim u iiin iiiiiiiM iu iiiiiiiim iiim h
were nominated:
Benn of Hodgdon. Miss Benn gradu- J
N. G., Jas. S. Peabody.
ated from Roosevelt Hospital in April j
Vice
Otis O. Oaks.
and successfully passed the Regent's ;
Secy., Luke A. Hawkins.
big stock of Fancy Christmas Boxes of Choco
Examination of the University of the
Treas., O. A. Hodgins.
lates for the Holidays. Now is the time to biiv’
State of'N ew York. Miss Benn is a
Trustees, J. Q. Adams, L. S. Puring-------Pipes, Cigars, Cigarettes, H u m id o r s --------before
the Christmas rush is on. We have
graduate of Ricker Classical Institute
ton, Alton E. Carter.
1915, Shaw Business College 1916, afrtU
the
finest
lot of goods ever to pick from.
Following the work refreshments
Just the kind of Gifts Smokers A p preciate
was employed at Greenville by the j
Young men buy one of our elegant big boxes of
were served.
Hollingsworth & Whitney Co. SlACe j
Chocolates for the one you like best and get the glad
graduation Miss Benn has held a posi- i
hand.
LEON
S.
HOWE
RESIGNS
tion at Roosevelt Hopital, N. Y. City.
AH the popular brands of Cigars in handy
Through the interest that the Ban
Leon S. Howe, who has been con
Tons of Pure Home Made Candy of all kinds at
gor and Aroostook has for g if ing the nected -with the Internal Revenue
pocket packs and m any in Fancy G ift Boxes
prices as low as the cheap candy is sold.
people of Aroostook good passenger Dept, in charge of the Income Tax
The very best Candy is none too good for the
Fine line of B rier and M eerschaum Pipes in Cases
train service, the extra pullman X^ppt. in Aroostook County completed
Little Ones.
Christmas Ribbon Candy, Mixtures,
sleeper from Boston that leaves that fiisf work on Tuesday night.
Candy Canes, all kinds of Kisses., Corn Balls, all kinds
City at 9 p. m. and reaches Houlton ( Mr. Howe has accepted a position
af .2.59 is being fairly well patronized \ivfth the Buflalo Fertilizer Branch of
of Nuts, Figs, Raisins, Dates, Apples and Oranges.
although some have forgotten that the I. A. C. and will take up his duties
this train is oity but the best service at the Houlton office next Monday.
to the county from this extra car is
The I. A. C. Is to be congratulated
that people from the county wishing on being, able to secure the services
to leave on the evening train can be of a main of Mr. Howe’s ability, and
mure of a berth, as there Is not only he will add much to the personel of
The Latch String hangs out
T h e
C o u r t
S t r e e t
T o b a c c o n i s t
the extra sleeper but the regular one the present staff, all of whom are t j f
gad this car has always been well exceptionally well fitted for their
r
z.
~
’ iiHiiiiiiHiiiiHiiiiiimim itiim iiM iiiiiiiim iiiiiiiiiiiiiimiim iiMiiim iiHHiiiM mm iiHiiiiimiiim iimm iiiiiiimM iM M HiHiM iiiim iitiiiiiiiiiiu'HHM imim iiu;
r" .iiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiitiiiHmttHiiiiiinititttifintLim tiituiHiitimiiu'fimMniMMMiM’ im n 'm r.i"
work.
la ira ig s d .
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H. H. S. Boys and Girls Trim
Caribou—Other Games
of Interest

Announcement

T o th e P e o p l e o f H o u l t o n

Delaney

merry

At Millard

Christmas

#

Presents for Men

L a r g e S t o c k to S e l e c t F r o m

Geo.

iliillllM

& Scribner

A

|

R . Avery |
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tive north with its capital at Pekin,
and what may be called a neutral
The expected has happened. The zone along the Yangtze river with
“ We recommend that the respon delegates
at
Washington,
having Nanking as its central city and no
The Philippine islands should re sible representative of the United accepted the four general principles very definite government. This condi
be tion must embarrass the Washington
main in their “present general status” States, the governor-general, have formulated by Mr. Root, have
authority commensurate with respon gun the discussion of the specific negotiators. It offers a measure of
until the people there “have had time
sibilities of his position. In case of problems involved in the far east- advantage to Japan in any claims she
tc absorb and thoroughly master the failure to secure the necessary corern question, ami sharp divergences may put forward as to Manchuria and
power already in their hands,” for- j rective action by the Philippine Legisof opinion have occurred. For one |Mongolia.
It must enter into all
mer Maj.-Gen. Leonard Wood, now iature we recommend that Congress thing, the French have asked the |financial and tariff arrangements the
governor-general, and W. Cameron f declare null and void legislation which chinese( with much courtesy but j conference may be disposed to make.
v. „
mi a i . t o d f l i m i n i a h i m r .
l i m i t - _______
. .............___________________ I
Forbes,former governor-general, . say j has
been enacted
diminishing. Nmit
very
_ . pointedly, iby
what authority
The history of the last decade in
in
ronnrf tn Praaient Harding ing or dlviding the authority granted they presume to speak for all China China is discouraging, however, only
®
^
’ 1the governor-general under act N o .; in
.„ ,not.Q
trQ
T
V
i
nf
tho
nmtoaf^
nf
th»
disregard of the protests of the
based on their six months study of
0f
64th Congress known as the South China government at Canton. when considered without reference
to the thousands of years that
conditions In the island.
Jones bill.
There is no unity of administra preceded. Chinese imperial history
' “W e are convinced,” they say, “that
“We recommend that in case of a tion in China. No single authority
ended with the overthrow of the
it would be a betrayal of the Philip- j deadlock between the governor-gener- jmpoges jjswjjj Upon all parts of
Manchus in 1911. Until 1912 there
The only government had existed in China no organiza,pine people, a misfortune to the Amer-! al and the Philippine Senate in the the natjon

URGE RETENTION
OF PHILIPPINES

time to absorb ana thoroughly master
the powers already in their hands.

,!i SETTSSL

WHAT IS “CHINA” ?

* the p°w?ri5iBthat.

i, e » _ p « p 'ev . » .
tackward;
•*
,
.President of the United States be Pekin. But Canton takes no orders
.n
e pa
o pro
authorized to make and render the , trom p g ^ and the government in
.creditable neglect to our national uty finai decision.
the south rules at least nominally
were we to withdraw from the islands
“ W e recommend that under no cir- a population that makes a fraction
and terminate our relationship there cumstances should the American gov-, sometjmes placed as high as one-half

J

without giving the Filipinos the best i ernment pefmit to be established m
chance possible to have an orderly |the. PhlliPP*ne lsla^ s a ^ J L L .
and permanently stable government. |whlch would ] ®ave the
edwithmit
“ w f f e e ! that with all of their many ! in a position of responsibility without

|the vast aggregate of the Chinese
1people- The average America.ii is
1inclined naturally enough to think
of the chine8e republic in terms of

an ounce or more a day, and, while |to give only
she should be given all she needs,, feed, and to
she should not be forced to take more |boxes in the
than she wants. It is best, therefore, f can lick it at

a small quantty on the
place rock salt in tho
yard, where the stock
will.

BuyBooksthis Christmas^
SMILING PASS
A
By

“ Applied sociology, mixed with
romance and adventure that
rise to real dramatic intensity—
but the mixture is surprising
ly successful. The characters
are faithfully drawn from liv
ing models with sympathetic
understanding.” —X. Y.
Eve.
Post. 2d Printing.

tion calling itself a political party.
Nor is China today ready for party
government and there is no organiza
tion in the country qualified to as
sume the responsibility of such a
government.
The diffusion of news
is so limited in that land of great
distances and slow travel that what
occidentals understand as
public
opinion is a force not to be thought
of as we think of the general opinion
of an intelligent electorate in this
country. If in the last ten years China
had advanced steadily in educational' 1
development, industrial organization
and political administration, the prob
lem now before the conference would
be far easier. But China is politically
divided and needs above all else un§§
selfish assistance.
That no doubt
the conference wants to afford. But
until it answers the question, “ What
is ‘China’ ?” it can make but small
progress towards the desired
con
summation.

WILD WINGS

Sequel to S m ile s
E lio t H. R obin son

A R om ance of Y ou th
B y M a r g a r e t R. P ipe r

"The story is particularly
effective in its portrayal of the
difficulties th.it beset the path
of youth, heating with ‘wild
wings’ against the bars of con
vention and tradition."— Buffalo
Pommercial. 2d Printing. $1.90

NOBODY’S MAN

Illu strate d , $1.90
By

THE
By

PRINCESS
B re w e r

NAIDA

C orco ran

“ A let's go story and it goes
every minute, without any tire
some interpolations or explana
tions or ‘ unnecessary descrip
tions. It is a story full of
youth and romance with some
of the old-fashioned European
diplomacy and intriguing.” —
—Syracuse Herald. 2d Printing

E.

P h illip s

O ppenheim

Mr. oppenheim's dexterity in
creating tangles and then un
raveling them brings surprise
after surprise to the reader.
$ 2.00

TO HIM THAT HATH

B y R a lp h C o n n o r
his own experience of republican
A u t h o r of “T h e S k y P ilo t,” etc.
u v n ir r
government and he is sincerely
once .of the past eight years, during
A novel of the west of today.
NERVE
sympathetic with all the efforts the
The tine romance of a man
which they have had practical auton
$1.90
and a maid.
$1.75
m this country, and particularly Chinese are making to establish a
omy! has not been such as to justify
the people of the United States in re- since the war, scarcely a day passes i democracy where for thousands of
A FLOWER
THE TRIUMPH OF
linquiahing supervision of the govern without the recording of some feat years an empire had existed. China
has suffered the troubles that might
VIRGINIA DALE
OF MONTEREY
ment of the Philippine islands, with of daring.
A n o th e r G L A D Bo ok
A R o m a n c e of the C a lifo r n ia s
Sergeant Chambers jumps from an be expected when the circumstances
drawing their army and navy and leav
T ra d e M a r k
B y K a th e rin e B. H a m ill
ing the islands a prey to any powerful airplane with a parachute at a height of her revolution and the story of
B y John F ran cis, Jr.
“ With its alluring atmosphere
nation coveting their rich soil and j of five miles and, smoking a ciga- her past are considered. Her people
natural,
human,
picturesque
It fairly bubbles over with
people, interesting plot and fine
exuberant
cheerfulness.
The
rette during half his journey, reaches are uneducated; she is devoid of popotential commercial advantages.”
literary qualities, here is one
new 'glad girl' is already a
of the most charming romances
These observations of the investiga the earth in eighteen minutes. This litical experience; her progress has
best seller.’ ’’ 3d Printing.
that have appeared in some
$1.90
tors are contained in the “general con- was not a foolish stunt, because our been hampered by internal strife,
time.” —Dallas News. 2nd Print
ing.
$1.90
cluilons” a tnd
“Recommendations’ fliers will have to do such things in i and foreign powers have aggressively
KING OF KEARSAGE
j claimed this concession and that,
made in the report, which was made war or preparation for war.
TO LET
B y A r t h u r O. Friel
Curator Ditmars of the Bronx Zoo j seeking always to promote
their
public recently. The complete report,
if You Hike
B
y
John
G a lsw o r th y
Three years
covering 100 typewritten pages, will removes a film from the eyes of a own trade interests.
A man who fights like an
A love sto ry of rare be au ty
LIVE
STOCK
REQUIRES
SALT
large
and
conscious
cobra
to
save
it
ago
a
great
cleavage
appeared
in
avenging
fury
to
defend
a
be made public later. The “general
“ Mr. Galsworthy has lavish
woman—
ed his skill and tenderness.. .
Salt is required by all animals. The
from death, the snake just missing China, and the country fell apart
conclusions” are as follows:
A quaint old-fashioned girl,
Xever has he used his gift of
sweet as the dainty pansv in
“W e find the people happy, peaceful Mr. Ditmars with its fangs. This is into a progressive south with its United States Department of Agricul
interpretation to better advan
the garden—
tage.’’—Xew
York Times
ture
says
that
the
dairy
cow
requires
and in the main prosperous and keen nerve misused. The best instrument j headquarters at Canton, a conserva
The wide vistas of the moun
“ It is as swift, true, and love
tains,
the
tang
of
the
pines,
ly
a
love
story
as any living
tor
treating
cobras,
sick
or
well,
is
K
=
S
B
K
S
S
!
B
—
s
s
s
s
s
b
ly appreciative .of the benefits of
flie summer sun in the orch
novelist could tell us. .. . The
ard,
the
white
silence
of
win
a
shotgun.
Mr.
Ditmars’s
intelligence,
j
American rule.
most moving of all Mr. Gals
ter in the forest—
worthy's full-length
novels. "
“W e find everywhere among the if he must deal with snakes, might
Then this is the book for you!
— London Times Literarv Sup
$2.00
plement.
* $2.00
Christian Filipinos the desire for in well be employed in hunting for
dependence, generally under the pro antitoxins.
The third instance of remarkable ,
tection of the United States. The
W e also carry in stock a line o f popular novels
non-Christians and Americans are for nerve relates to Sergeant Samuel
at $1.00 each. O rders taken fo r any book
Woodfill. No, not the story of his
continuance of American control.
“W e find a general failure to appre killing nineteen Germans in the tak-,
— --------------------- p u b lis h e d --------------- ----------- —
ciate the fact that independence under ing of three machine gun nests but
the protection of another nation is not i the testimony of his wife. “ He isn't
true independence.
j afraid,” she says, “ to wash dishes.’
“We find that the government is not j But of course that requires someHoulton, M aine
1 -3 A N D 5 LB . C A R TO N S ONLY
reasonably free from those underlying ! thing more than ordinary nerve, parcauses which result in the destruction ] ticularly if callers are expected at
BOSTON
CHICAGO
of government.
j any moment. It demands moral cour
"W e find that a reasonable p rop o r-age of the highest quality,
tion of officials and employes are men |___________
of good character and ability and I
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
reasonably faithful to the trust im- ( p ubijc notice is hereby given that
posed upon them;
but that the |ciyant C. Crockett of Caribou, in the
efficiency of the public services has j County of Aroostook and State of
faitMi
anti that
nnow
ow 'Maine,
dated in
fallen nff
off, and
that thev
they are
are
Augustby ^his mortgage
1920> and deed
recorded
relatively inefficient due to lack of j y Qj 323 Page 146, of the Southern
inspections and to the too rapid j District of the Aroostook Registry of
transfer of control to officials who j Deeds, conveyed to Eva D. Ryder of
have not had the necessary time for j Caribou, in the County of Aroostoox
“
! and State of Maine, the following
proper training.
j described real estate to wit, a part
ERE'S the way we su rest doin& it. In
"W e find that many Filipinos have, 0f iot numbered three in that part of
stead of worrying over what to &et for
shown marked capacity for govern-! said Caribou formerly “ H ” Township
ment service and that the young I commencing in the center of Collins
everyone in the family and trying to
™
Street at the southwest corner of
generation is full of promise, tnat |jand daeded by Samuel W. Collins to
find time to &et it—just resolve now to make
the civil service laws have in the main JAndrew J. Johnson; thence, westerly
this
the most sensible o f all Christmases.
been honestly administered, but there along the center of said Collins
BUNCH
your &ifts. Make that overburdened
Street
eighty-seven
and
seven-tenths
It a marked deterioration due to the
feet; thence, north 16 degrees east
family Christmas budget do a REAL job for
injection of politics.
about three hundred and thirty feet
the first time, perhaps, in history— make it
“W e find there is a disquieting lack \to a continuation of said Johnson's
of confidence in the administration of north line; thence, easterly to said
buy a Special -Six Se d a n .
justice, to an extent which constitutes Johnson’s northwest corner; thence,
.
southerly along said Johnson’s west
a menace to the stability of the gov-, jjne
^
place of beginning. Also,
Suppose you come in and see this car today.
ernment
any additional land which may b e 1
Then, i f you wish it, we’ll be fclad to co
"W e find that tie people are not or necessary to make the above describ
operate to the limit in placing it at your front
ganised economically nor from the ed premises correspond to lot number
eleven according to P. U. Hardison’s
door early Christmas morning where all the
standpoint of national defence to main survey and plan of said part of lot
family
will see it through the window holly.
tain an independent government.
numbered three in said “ H” Town
“W e find that
the
legislative ship.
Terms can be arranged to suit your con
The premises above described are
chambers are conducted with dignity
venience.
the same premises conveyed to the
and decorum and are composed of said Ciyant C. Crockett by Fred T.
representative men.
Giberson by his deed of Warranty
“W e feel that the lack of success in dated March 21, 1919.
That the said Eva D. Ryder by her
certain departments should not be
deed of Assignment dated January
considered as proof of essential in- 5th, 1921, and recorded in said
capacity on the part of Filipinos, but ■Registry in Vol. 306, Page 193. sold,
rather as indicating lack ofexperience 1assigned and conveyed the said
and opportunity and especially lack of j mortgage and the debt thereby se"
j cured to Caribou National Bank, a
inspection.
. natjonai banking association and
“W e find that questions in regard to ; corporation organized and existing
confirmation of appointments might a t ! under the laws of the United States,
any time arise which would make a , and located at Caribou, County and

very excellent qualities,

the experi-1 authority.

J

—Sa
V ffl

THE LEADING HWI-ORADE
COFFEE O W f t ^ U ’. S . A .

Times Publishing C o m p a n y

DWINELL-WRIGHT CO.

BU N CH

Y o u r Gifts This Y ear!

H

deadlock
between
the
governorThat the condition in said mortgage
general and the Philippine Senate.” is broken by reason whereof Caribou
These recommendations are made in National Bank, aforesaid claims a
the report:
foreclosure of said mortgage.
“W e recommend that the present. 13* ^ 1921* ( ari,Ku1' ^Iain< ’ 1>f ‘ ' n'*' 1
general status of the Philippine islands
’ c arjboii National Bank,
continue until the people have had
By its Attorney,
____________________________
1351
John B. Roberts
iiiiiiiiiiiiimiMiiiiiiiii.'; s .;

nnouncement
T he First National Bank

\1 \ \ NV rrt/
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' \ '111
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is

distributing M aine Centennial
H a lf Dollars at

A Partial List of
Appointments

50c

im

e a c h

IB

Coupons on t h e

i

Unusually deep upholstery of fcray
mohair velvet plush; adjustable silk
shades to match; cut fclass dome
liftht; fr o s t e d n ic k e l trimmings;
&love pockets at sides o f rear seat;
jeweled 8 - d a y c lo c k ; magnetic
speedometer on ebony-finished in
strument board; collapsible steer
ing wheel; exhaust heater; massive
headlights; artistic coach lamps;
three piece rain-vision windshield;
windshield wiper; adjustable venti
lator in c o w l.,

MODELS
A N D
PRICES
f. o. b. factories
loupes and Sedans
Touring Cars and Roadsters
Li&ht-Six2-Pass.Coupe-Rd.
Light-Six 5-Pass. Sedan .
Special-Six 4-Pass. Coupe
Special Six 5-Pass. Sedan .
Bi&-Six 4-Pass Coupe . .
Bi&-Six 7-Pass, Sedan . .

$1550
1850
2450
2550
2850
2950

Light-Six 3-Pass. Rd.
. $1125
Light-Six Touring Car . 1150
Special-Six 2-Pass. Rd. . 1585
Special-Six Touring Car 1635
Special-Six 4-Pass. Rd. . 1635
Bi£-Six Tourinft C a r. . 1985

A ll Studebaker Cars are Equipped with Cord Tires

Fourth

Liberty Loan are due

H an d & H arrington

and

payable October 15th, 1921

69 M ain Street, Houlton

i
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• IS • A- S T U D E B A K E R . • YEAR

HOULTQN

STANDARDIZING
TRAFFIC SIGNS

TIMES,

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 21, 19^ x
Tourist traffic and freight

comfortable bed are important iactois failing to adjust itself to the changes are approached.
in the solution of the live stock of temperature.
problem.

The North American Indian knew

On most of the large horse

PAGE NINE

via

ONE OF NATURE’S LESSONS

motor

trucks

have

traffic I
become j

oblivious of state lines; and there is

Winter feed and shelter for cattle, breeding farms the stock stallions a* little of colds and the ailments result
every reason why signals should be
One of the clean-cut programs out uniform in Maine as in Massachusetts
Worses and other live stock concern well as mares and their progeny have ing from them until he adopted the
the farmer deeply. Animals that are no protective covering other than the custom of covering his body entirely lined as a result of the recent or New York state. It tends to
lessen confusion and misunderstand
well sheltered require less nourish rough coats which nature provides. and gave up his wigwam for a house. “ Safety week,” observed thruout the
ing.
ment than those whose vitality is Sick horses are practically unknown There seems to be greater safety for
United States, calls for standardiza
under such conditions. Blanketing both man and beast the more closely
lowered by exposure.
tion of danger signs.
A reasonably warm house ami a oftentimes brings on colds, the system the conditions established by nature

The constant increase in highway
motor traffic and the proportionate
ly great increase in accidents

suf

fice to force home the logic of such
a program.

We expect the states to

get behind it and put it

thru,

the

sooner the better.

Shop Earhf and g et the
Menefit o f

Christmas Slippers
othing More Pleasing and

Our Tree
Engraving
Sure to
Please

Diamonds

Bracelet W atches

Pendants

Rings

Chains

Pearl Beads

Acceptable for a Present
than Comfortable Slippers

Brooches

W e have a Fine Line, buy
Charms

Cuff Links

\\
1

and all other useful Jewelry can be bought

Early W hile the Assort
ment is Good.
Tweedie Boot Tops and

*a t-

Holeproof Hosiery a l s o

The Osgood Jewelry Stores

Make Excellent Presents.

M a r k e t and U nion Squares, H o u lto n , M ain e
.a t -—

-----------------------------------------------------------------

much lower prices than elsewhere.
will convince you

A

call

HII at
Golden
Rule
Prices

Special showing of Silverware and Cigarette
--------------------------------Cases--------------------------------

C. S. Osgood, Busy Since 1883

I
i

Palm er’s Shoe Store
Houlton, M aine
— ♦

♦A*

Tabourettes

Tea W agons
W

Screens
m

(y fe

Telephone T ables

I

W ritin g Desks

M ah ogan y Solitaire T ables
M ah o gan y End T ables
Floor, T a b le and Boudoir
Electric Lam ps

A s Usual W e are Headquarters for the Children, and for these Little People W e O ffer
Sleds
Sleighs
H ighchairs

Rockers

Skis

W ritin g Desks

Rocking Horses

Doll C arriages

R ed Riders

F u r Robes

Etc,

B aby W a lk e rs

Velocipedes

Carpet Sw eepers

Buy Early

H o u lto n

Goods Delivered at Any Time

F u rn itu re

C o m p a n y

(Buzzell’s)
Complete House Furnishers

Houlton, Maine

Phone 1 6 1 - W

HOULTON

PABE TEX

WHAT IS A CHAUFFEUR ?
LEGAL OPINION GIVEN
Deputy Attorney General William
H. Fisher of Augusta

rendered

an

opinion at the request of Secretary
of State Frank W. Ball, declaring that
a chauffeur is not the owner but one

person employed, etc.’
‘‘A study of the statutes and de
cisions of other states regarding the
operation of motor vehicles, is of some
help, for it discloses no statute or de
cision which holds that the owner of
a car who drives himself is a chauf
feur, but on the contrary, the word is
held to mean a ‘paid operator' .as dis
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tinguished from a person who oper
ates his own* car.
“ In New York the statute d alines
chauffeur a any person operating a
motor vehicle as a mechanic, employe
or for hire. The attorney general of
that state has given an opinion to the
effect that under the law only a paid
operator may be licensed.

“ The statute of Massachusetts de
fines the word, chauffeur, to mean any
person who operates a motor vehicle
other than his own and this is only
a declaration of the meaning of the
word as generally used and under
stood. V e have no doubt that outlegislature intended that should have
the same construction.”

hired to operate an automobile.
The following proposition was put

Lunch at Bugbee’s
------ when in town for your Christmas Shopping_____

35c-Regular Dinner-35c

up to the attorney general’s office by
................... ..

Secretary of State Ball:

m i............... in ...... ............................................................. .....................n u t...... ........ Mill................................. in ......... ................................... ..................................... MiiMMiMMinn.

...........................................

includes

“Under Section 31 of Chapter 211 of
the public laws

of 1921, the word

chauffeur shall mean any person em
ployed for the purpose of operating a
motor vehicle and whose principal
duty is to operate such vehicle.
• “Mr. X owns a car which he oper
ates as a public car and drives his car
himself, devoting practically all his
time to the business. Is Mr. X a
chauffeur within the meaning of the
statute above quoted?
“W e answer this question in the
negative for the word ‘chauffeur’ as
used and understood by the public, in
cluding the National Association of
Automobile Manufacturers and the
American
Automobile
association
means not the owner but one who is
hired to operate an automobile,” says
Deputy Attorney General Fisher in
his opinion.
“If the legislature had simply used
the word ‘chauffeur’ without attempt-1
ing to define it, there would have been j
we think, no question raised as to its!
meaning,” continues the opinion.
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Milk or

any kind of Pie

Coffee

Choice Cuts of Meat— All Home Cooked Food
The Best Pastry in Town
This is the original and only low priced store in town in this
line.

Largest line of Smokers’ Supplies including Cigar Packs

------- in Christmas Packages, Pipes, Tobacco and Candies--------

'V y*
) 'o'

A t no oth er place in A ro o sto o k C o u n ty can you buy goods at
these prices all the y e a r a r o u n d — -____________
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Christmas S u g g e s t i o n s
For

th e

Whole

F a m i 1y

All 20c
All 10c
Cuts
Cuts
3 for 50c 3 for 26c

All Tins
Cut Plug
15c

RESIDENT OWNERS
STATE

Useful

J

Gifts

I
M irr o A lu m in u m T e a K e ttle s
M irr o A lu m in u m P e rc o la to rs
M ir r o A lu m in u m Double B o ile rs
M irr o A lu m in u m R o a ste rs
M irr o A lu m in u m Sauce P a n s
M irr o A lu m in u m C o n ve x K e ttle s
Enam ele d R o a ste rs
B a n n e r R o a ste rs
F ire le ss C o o k e rs
E le ctric H eat G rills
E le c tric T o a ste rs
K itc h e n C u tle ry
C a rv in g S e ts
Food C h o p p e rs
P y re x W a re
Enam ele d W a re
S im m o n s S to v e s
C o rn P o p p e rs
V egetable P re sse s
F lo u r S ifte rs
E g g B ea te rs

H o ov e r V a c u u m C le a n e rs
B lue B ird E le ctric W a s h e r s
W a te r M o to r W a s h e rs
O il H e a te rs
Ste rn o Sto v e Se ts
C lo c k s
Sa fe ty R a z o rs
F la sh L ig h t s
S k a te s
S k is
Sle d s
Snow Shoes
A ir Rifles
W in c h e ste r Rifles
T ra p S h o o tin g O utfits
K n ap sacks
T h e rm o s B ottles
E le ctric H eate rs
S c is s o r s
L u n c h K it s
B ro o m s

................................................................................................................................... mini mini

Putnam Hardware Company
Market Square, Houlton, Maine

Cigar Packs at
Wholesale
Price

COLLECTOR'S ADVERTISEMENT OF SALE OF LANDS OF NON
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“The definition used, however, does
not broaden or enlarge the class to :
which it belongs. It shall mean .any
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
j
Whereas, Josie E. Owen and Austin !
I. Owen, husband and wife, o f '
Masardis in the County of Aroostook
and State of Maine, by their mortgage
deed dated May 21, 1918, and record
ed In the Aroostook Registry of
Deeds, Southern District, in Vol. 280,
page 219, conveyed to the Houlton
Savings Bank, a corporation duly
incorporated under the laws of the
State of Maine and having a place of
business at Houlton in said County
of Aroostook, the following described
real estate situated in the Town of
Masardis in said county, viz:— One
hundred ninety-nine (199) acres off
the South side of Block numbered
ninety-one (91) in said Masardis and
bounded as follows:— On the north by
land conveyed to Edmund Burleigh by
John A. Rockwell by deed dated
December 26, 1916; on the east by
the east line of said Block number
ninety-one (91); on the west by the
west line of said Block numbered
ninety-one (91); being the same
premises conveyed to said Josie E.
Owen by said John A. Rockwell by
deeds dated January 9, 1917, and
recorded in said Registry in Vol. 290.
page 285 and deed dated May 17, 1918,
reference had to both of said deeds
and the records thereof.
Now, therefore, the condition in
said mortgage is broken by reason
whereof said Houlton Savings Bank
claims a foreclosure of said mortgage
and gives this notice for that purpose.
Houlton, Maine, December 15, 1921.
Houlton Savings Bank
By its Attorneys,
Archibalds

m

And May Your New Year
Also Be a Happu
One

Roasts and Steaks
Butter

45

Tea

OF

M A IN E

Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the Town of Eagle Lake, in the County
of Aroostook, for the year 1921, (N. B.— The name of said Town was formerly
Township 16 Range 7 W. L. S.)
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the
Town of Eagle Lake aforesaid, for the year 1921, committed to me for collec
tion for said Town on the twelveth day of May, 1921 remain unpaid;and notice
is hereby given that if said taxes with interest and charges are not previously
paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount due
therefor, including interest and charges, will be sold without further notice
at public auction at LeBlanc Hall in said Town, on the first Monday in
February, 1922, at nine o’clock A. M.
Name of Owner

Description of Property

Pierce, Anna H.
Bangor, Maine

A certain tract of land situated in the
north west corner of said town of
Eagle Lake, and hounded on the
north hv the north line of the Eagle
Lake town, on the east by Lots 91. 172.
173. 181. 184. On the south side by
Public Lots No. 1, 2, 3, 4, & 5 and on
the west side by the west line of town.
Containing 3650 acres more or less
Value $36,500

Pierce. Anna H.
Bangor. Maine

Certain tracts and parcels of land
lying in
the south-westerly
part of
said town of Eagle Lake, and describ
ed as follows Lots No. A, B. C. D, & E.
Also Tract of land hounded on the
north side by said Lots A, B, C, D, &
E and on the east side by lots 125,
127, 185, 186, 187, 188, 189 190 191
192, 193. 194, 195, 196, 197 198 200
203. 205,
206. 207. 214, 215. On the
south side by the south line of the
town and the north line of the Fort
Kent Mill Co. Block (so called.) and
on the west side by the west line of
the town a n d t h e E a s t l i n e o f
the said Fort Kent Mill Co. Block
aforesaid. Containing in the several
tracts hereby described: 465" acres
more or less. Value $46,500

Amt. of Tax Due
including interest,
and Charges

Tax $1,131.5(1

Tax f 1,441.5';
Thomas F. Michaud. Collector of Tuxes of the Town of Eagle Lake
Eagle Lake. Me.. Dec. 21st, 1921.
: 51
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| A Green Christmas whether there is snow or not may be
enjoyed on this Holiday of all the year with |

Christmas FI ow ers j
^nM iiiiiiiiiim m im iiiiM iim m iiiiim iiM iM i

W e shall cut from our own vines for the Holidays 2 5 0 0
Carnations, tj W e have in Potted Plants Orange Trees,
Azalea, Cyclamen, Poinsetta, Cleveland Cherries, etc.
6J A full line of Paul Revere Pottery.

[
j

Chadwick-Florist j
Conservatories 16 H igh Street
niiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiinin
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... Hill.......... m in i...... ................................................................................... IMMIII.......... III!...... .
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which were and continue to ho rod PROTESTANTISM
much more powerful than the Baptist
1000 MENN0N1TES
ed hy the move to South America.
and blue. From this cockade, most
in Mexico, having a line hospital in
GROWING IN MEXICO Monterey and good schools- in the
CONFERENCE NATIONS historians believe, came the French
TO LEAVE CANADA Imt, it was pointed out. they are not
members of the old colony church.
national
flag.
Another
version
links
Protestantism
is
making
notable
principal
cities.
The
Presbyterians
Interest in the Armistice Day dis
The much-heralded exodus of old
the tricolor with the three historic strides in Mexico, according to recent also are growing in power, and for
It is estimated that the old colony
colony church Mennonites from west
play of flags of participating nations
flags of Prance— the bine of the Chape dispatches from that country, where, twenty years have maintained a high
church
members leaving tin; West will
ern Canada to northern Mexico is to
In the Limitation of Armament Con do Martin, the red of the oritiamme, in s p i t o f I mi years of revolut ionary
school and seminary in Mexico City, become a reality, for Arrangements take with them a total of some
ference, and the War Department and the white of the Bourbons. The travail, several denominations have with minor schools in different part ■<
$14.non.000 in cash, or about $15,000
have been completed whereby an
suggestion that these flags should be third account of the tricolor’s origin managed to operate their missions oi the country.
The Uongregation- advance party of 1000 will leave the net cash per family on tin* average.
flown again during the Anal two is that it is copied from the shield of and keep their churches open. From alists, too, are obtaining a good foot Hague district in the near future to
the Orleans family, as it appeared reports submitted to the tenth annual ing; they are strongly entrenched in
Gift giving at Christmas time is. or
weeks of the conference led to the
do pioneer work on their new hold
after Philippe Egalite knocked off the convention of the Baptist t'hurch of tile northern part of Mexico, especial
ought to he, nothing more than a
ings.
There
are
about
:>
<
)
different
Issuance by the National Geographic
flour de lis. During the fust and Mexico, which met recently in Mexico ly in the State of Chihuahua. The
sects of Mennonites, and this is a manifestation of the Christmas spir
Society of the following bulletin con second empires, the tricolor becam : City, it appears that all the .churches
Episcopalians are likewise a factor in distinct movement, from that proposed it, which is unselfish, seeking only
cerning these ensigns;
the imperial standard, but in
the of that denomination have become the work of Protestantism in Mexico.
Every onby one section of Mennonites, who to make, others happy.
“The display of flags of the nine center of the white stripe was placed self-supporting, with a promise soon The Christian Scientists have* a church have purchased land in South Amer who has been moved by this spirit
participating nations is one of the the eagle, while all three stripes were of becoming contributors to the in Mexico City, and the Adventist; ica. An official statement signed by Bis has realized the truth of the saying.
richly powdered with the golden bees extension work. Heretofore, we are have a part in the Protestant move
“ It is more blessed to give than to
hop Wall of the Hague district says:
•chief points of scenic interest in the
told, the Mission Board of the United ment.
of the Napoleon family.
receive."
“ Our only objection (to staying in
National Capital, as well as in other
States has contributed liberally toward
Italy's Ensign
‘‘There is a Baptist hospital in the Canada) lies in the fact that the con
places visited by members of the
“ When Napoleon made the northern the establishment and maintenance City of Puebla, under the manage
cession granted and ratified by the
delegation or wishing to pay honor to provinces of Italy into a kingdom, in of churches, schools and missionaries ment of Dr. and Mrs. C. E. Couwell.
Even a Parrot
federal government giving us entire
in
Mexico;
and
now,
with
the
native
can say “just as good,” but he won't
1805,
he
gave
it
a
flag
of
three
colors
the great conclave of nations now in
It is entirely modern and is equipped right to conduct our schools without
know what he is talking about. For
green next to the flagstaff, white churches on a better footing, the with the best surgical instruments,
P ILE S, there's nothing “ ju st as good”
progress.
molestation
of
restriction’
lias
now
as
R E M -O L A .
That’s our belief.
in the middle, and red at the fly end. money expended here may he devoted j
W rite fo r F R E E S A M P L E — prove it
“Curiosity first is aroused over the This flag disappeared when Napoleon to evangelical work in remote places. appliances and apparatus, and has been repudiated." ’Pile original char
to your own satisfaction.
„
100 beds. Dr. Conwell is credited with ter granted by the government was
arrangement of the flags, as prescrib was overthrown, but was
revived
H E N R Y T H A Y E R & CO., Inc.
The Mexican Mission Board of the performing lour major operations a
signed in 1S7.1.
Established 1847
ed by the W ar Department, which When Victor E m m a n u e l ,
K in g
o f Baptist Churi'h has brought itself into
C A M B R ID G E 39 — BO ST O N . MASS.
day.
All operations, care, attention
arrangement is, from left to right Sardinia and a representative of the close contact with the Indian popula
The transfer of property from the
and medicines are free to the poor
looking from a building toward the house of Savoy, became king. Today tion, and ha* sought to have Indian
Mennonites to a Winnipeg land com
people, but a. charge is made to those
A Wonderful Weight
street: Portugal, China, Japan, Prance Italy’s ensign consists of the Savoy youths who are instructed in the faith
pany is near completion, and under
who can afford it. Dr. Conwell, who
United States (center), Great Britain, arms, surmounted by a crown, on the go among their people to educate
the terms of the agreement all land
Bui l d e r
is from North Carolina, has been I
Italy, Belgium, Netherlands. In addi central
must be vacated by Dec. 1, 11)22. The
white
vertical
stripe
of them. The mission’s success in this
(N o D r u g s )
engaged in this work in Mexico tor j holdings of the Mennonites in the
tion there seems to be confusion in Napoleon’s green, white, and red.
line of endeavor is report cm! to have fifteen years.
Mrs. Conwell
was
the case of1 several nations about Two Japanese Flags Well Known been very encouraging, “ not so much
”
Hague district comprise 85,000 acres.
formerly an American.
which of their flags to display.
This deal is also entirely
inde
“ The Japanese ensign consists of from a religious point of view, perhaps
“At first glance that order may a rising sun, slightly to the left of as from a social standpoint.” It has
pendent of the Meuuonite colony of
ENGINEERING FEAT
Swift Current and Manitoba, although
seem meaningless, but if it be com the center of a white field, with rays developed in a general uplift work,
pared to the seating of dinner guests, radiating to all points of the compass. and. according to the report, drunken-;
A remarkable ini ('resting engineer these people iiave already contracted
the reason for the arrangement be Both the sun and the rays are red, ness and improper language havoj ing operation was performed
in for the purchase of blocks of land in
comes clear. America, the hostess, and the device is generally known given place to personal
A large theater building northern Mexico. When the trek of
pride
in ; Brooklyn.
Is in the center, with two of the major as the sunburst.
has been
Equally familiar, cleanliness and orderly and well-, having walls ninety feet high was old colony church sect
a bottle
Allied powers to the right and two however, is the Japanese merchant behaved conduct. Aside from mission-! lifted from its foundations, turned completed, a total of 11,000 of these
upon the left. The other four nations flag which is white, of rectangular aril's, the organization
people
will
have
left
Canada
for
squarely
around,
and
moved
B
O
O
feet,
has
many
at West End Drug Store
which were invited because of thoir form, with a rayless red sun in the teachers and schools when' the i to a new site. To turn it I In* exact Mexico. Another 11,000 will be affect
special interest in problems to be center, its diameter approximately tenets ol' religious and scholastic ! confer of the floor was ascertained.
discussed are disposed of alphabeti half the width of the field.
instruction, as understood from an and with (his as a huh a series of
cally; Belgium to the one side, China
The Royal Standard of Belgium
American standpoint, are being incul - small sleet rollers was laid on a pre
to the other, with the Netherlands
“ The royal standard of Belgium cated among the people.
pared platform. a?id then the building,
and Portugal, because of the fortunes j t.onslBt8 of three vortical bars black,
‘‘The Methodist Church is. perhaps. resting on steel beams, was allowed
of the alphabet rather than any|yel,ow< aiH, re(1. with h]nr]i J)PX, th(,
to settle down on the rollers. With
--------e l
distinction of importance, upon each , 8tafr Th(, nationaI arms are impose, 1
jackscrews on two diagonally opposite*
|seven golden castles. .Alfonso I <lc1upon the middle or yellow bar. The
corners pushing in opposite directions,
“It is interesting to note that this i |)ia,c:k, yellow, and rod of the Belgian j 1’eat.od five Moorish princes in the the structure was then turned as if ♦
order was followed punctiliously by j flaff are the (;0lors of ttu, nu(.hv ()f 'historic battle of Ouriqnc and adopl- on a pivot. The moving of brick build ♦
the President in his address o f : Brabant> am, weIV a(lo,)t(1(1 in ls:!li ! ('d the five small him* shields to ings is common, but this is said to )I
welcome to the conference that is, |when the monarchy was founded, i commemorate his triumph. The live be the largest, and heaviest structure ♦i
shields
the British Empire, h ranee, Ital>. i
merchant flag, most often j white spots on the small
that has ever been put bodiy on new I»
.Japan. Belgium, China, the Nether-J 8eon< ls a (iul)li(.ato of uu. royai [ represent. Hie five wounds of Christ, foundations.
I
jin whoso strength Alfonso believed
I
lands and Portugal.
I standard, except that the coat-of-arms
t
I In* had defeated the infidels.
The
»
“A brief description of each flag to J is omitted.
And Now Selling at the Rate of a Half Million a MonthI
I
|
rial
border
of
the
shield
was
added
by
be displayed is herewith given. The
F la g of the C h in e se R ep ublic
I
in
11152, af ter his
♦
Information therein is from ‘Flags of I “ China’s national flag, which is also Alphonse III
t
Because limy contain tin* message of the hour’
♦
the World,’ by Byron McCandless and |used in the merchant service, consists marriage to a daughter of the King
1
Because t h e y e x p l a i n U m p r e s e n t w o r l d c o n d i t i o n s a n d o u t c o m *
-Gilbert Grosvenor, the authoritative j of five broad horizontal stripes, the of Castile. Tiie circle of gold upon
I
S o m e t im e s T h e y A r e U n b e a r a b l e .
B e c a u s e t h e y .are w r i t t e n in p l a i n , t e r s e a n d e a s i l y r e a d a b l e j t vl<
)
reference work on flags of all nations. i uppermost red, the next yellow, the which the shield and its border are
♦
a l r e a d y t r a n s l a t e d i n t o 30 d i f f e r e n t l a n g u a g e s '
imposed, together with the green of
There
are
weather
conditions
♦
Great Britain's Union Jack
I next blue, the next white, and the one
Because t h e y a r e s o l d a t c o s t a n d w i t h i n r e a c h o f a l l !
t
that
make
rheuma.t
ism
verse.
the
flag,
which
is
that
fo
the
cross
“The national flag of the British at the bottom black. These colors
I
“ Millions Now Living Will Never Die” —
They are net ! he savi Hi
sc
I
Empire, the union jack, combines the stand respectively for China, Man and ribbon of the Knights of St.
ll.’ S p a g e s , p a p e r h o u n d - c l a r i t i e s t h e
I
oi’
all
persons.
Seai
The Three in a
Ia t Ie
a n s w e r s In t h e s e l i m e s o f d i s t r e s s a m t
I
crosses of St. George. St. Andrew and churia, Mongolia. Tibet and Turkes Benedict of Aviz, commemorate the
• .'P ie r m e r e :
Combination
.1
•
uI
p re p h 'xity .
R e g u la r p rice
fame of Prince Henry the Navigator.”
.25
St. Patrick. When the union of the tan.
I
than in t.n»ml
ehf
. ha;
for Only
“ Can the Living Talk With the Dead?"—
1
two crowns of England and Scotland
a i l s n H e r t::<
N atio n al F la g of H o lla nd
a I ! /)(
*
IPS
pages.
paper
hound
the
B ih t e
♦
i ;ni<*.
C a ta rrh — Headache. Head Colds.
took place upon the accession
of
“ The national flag of the Nether
(• a c h i n g o n S p i r i t i s m .
R e g u la r price
.25
»
Eczema
’Hie cause ( >1 riii'ii1 at ism is an
“ T h e Finished Mystery" lion p a g e s . • lo t h
James VI of Scotland to the English lands consists of three horizontal bars,
I
DR. KIDDER’S MENTHOL BAUM
I
hound;
verse for verse e x p la n a tio n s
c \cc-- c f Ill'll ' ,'lr.fi III
blood,
throne as James I, the cross of St. red at the top, blue at tin; bottom, gives quick relief, is simple to use.
♦
o f K/.ek irl a n d R e v e l a t i o n s —t lie o n l y
atfeet mg I he 1!' a .eir a
jointv
Andrew, the patron saint of Scotland, and white between.
It is national Compounded of the purest materials,
h o o k o f its k i n d e x t a n t .
R e g u la r p rice
Rost paid
»
'■aiming aches and pa,'i;
.85
I J eim e
and that of St. George, the patron flag, ensign, and merchant flag ah containing no injurious or habit form
I
T o t a l vain
(Sali
p
a
g
e
s
>
$1.35
1he bleed tcu-t ha ve at lent ion for
t
ing
drugs.
Samples
sent
upon
re
saint of England, were combined, and in one. In the sixteenth century it
♦
permanent iv-adm m ,‘ Jm treat
quest. For sale hy all druggists or
R e m i t h y K p x r e s s o r P o s t a l M o n e y O r d e r o r D r a f t to
all ships were ordered to fly at their was orange, white, and blue,
t h e 1direct to you in plain wrapper on re ment ef dll. d'seirne.
International
Bible Students’ Association
maintop the new flag, while at the orange being in honor of William the 1ceipt of price 25c. SAMUEL KID
I loud U Sarsaparilla has given
15A Cornhill. (Dept. 10) Boston. Mass.
foretop the English were still to fly Silent, Prince of Orange.
Both the DER & ( ’()., INC.. Boston. 2!U Mass.
entire ,>at mfact ion in thousands
the red cross of St. George and the I victories of Van
of ease-.. Do not fail to try it.
Trotnp
and
l)e Established 1804.
Scots the white cross of St. Andrew Reuter Were gained under the present
“That St. George’s cross was placed i colors,
over St. Andrew’s was distressing to j Portugese F la g S y m b o liz e s H isto ric
the Scots, who made it the subject,
Events
Of an appeal to the King. After the , “ The colors of the flag of Portugal
<l«ath of Charles I, the union of j are green and red, the third of the;
Scotland and England was dissolved field next the staff green, and the
and the ships of parliament reverted two-thirds at the fly end red. The
to the use of the simple cross of St. arms of the country are centered on
v >*!
George, while those of Scotland took the dividing line between the two
up the cross of St. Andrew again. colors. These arms consist of a large
When Cromwell became protector he silver shield upon which are
five i
restored the union flag, imposing the small blue ones arranged in the form j
Irish harp upon its center.
of a cross, each of them bearing five I
“After the Restoration. Charles II j plates of silver. Around the shield j
removed the harp, and so the original is a red border upon which are placed |
union flag was revived and continued
In that form until 1801, when, upon |
the legislative union of Great Britain ;
and Ireland, the cross of St. Patrick !
was Incorporated. To combine these
crosses without losing the character- j
latte features of each was not easy.
Each had to be distinct and at the j
flame time retain a border which
would denote its original ground. To
n ’s S u i t s
M ee n
I P *
i T^
.
i
place the red cross of St. Patrick on
B o y s ’ Suits
$18 to $45
the white cross of St. Andrew would
$6.50 to $15
have obliterated the latter, and vice
versa. Therefore it was decided to
M e n ’s OvercoaSs
B o y s’ Overcoats
make the white broader on one side
$20 to $42.50
of the red than the other. This breaks
$5 to $20
the continuity of direction of the arms
of 8t. Patrick’s cross, but permits
the Irish and Scottish crosses to be
distinguished from one another.

F U G S OF

.oo

3 Marvellous Books!— 3 Million Circulation!

Aches and Pains
O f Rheumatism

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? Why ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

85c

L_____________________________________

Compare

The Christmas
Store

Our

Prices

"IS W P 1

This is the year to make your Christmas Dollars Count.

Spend them

where they will buy the most— buy something to w e a r--------------

GoldsBecome
Serious

15 .Percent Cut on all Men’s

and Boys’ Furnishings

cascaraJ^ olinine

France's F a m ilia r T rico lor
“The familiar and inspiring tricolor
of France dates from the year that
gave the United States its Constitu
tion— 1789. The best authorities art'
doubtful as to the true story of its
origin, but there are three principal
theories as to the derivation of its
combination of colors. The first of
these, and the most authentic, is that
after the taking of the Bastille, when
Lafayette had been appointed
by
acclamation
commander-inch iof of
the National Guard, he devised for
the Guard a new cockade made or the
white of the royal family and of the
color of Paris time out of mind.

C u res W ithin
24 Hours
CA FECU A RD against La Grippe and
^
dangerous effect*.

it*

The things we list below will make fine gifts to and are wonderful
values of reliable mer
chandise we guarantee
Cravats

When weather is variable, when you
have exposed yoursell, become (billed

That are dift'even*

through or walked in damp shoes— don’t

50c to $1.50

delay. Get C. B. Q. quickly. Fori fy against
the consequences of a serious Cold.

Fine Hosiery

v"v,|

Cotton. Silk and Worsted
AF

35c to $1.50

Mufflers

Depend on Hill’s— Standard remedy for
two gcntral'nnc Tablet iorm. Quickest
to act.

Sweaters

end Silk Neck Hearts

All Color Combination

$1.00 to $3.50

Demand red box bearing ffh. Hill’s por
trait and signature.

$1.25 to $12.00

Bath Robe

Dress Shirts

and Lounging Relies

At All itruggitits H) Cents

$6.00 to $10.00

Silk, Madras anil Flannel

m

$1.00 to $5.00

Handkerchiefs

Winter Caps

A magnificent line

10c to $1.00

bright
eyes

Dull, listless eyes indicate ill
health with a consequent low
stato o f vitality.
Give the
sick one renewed hopo of
speedy recovery and the eyes
w ill spnrklo in anticipation.
Many, many people in this
good old state have been savod from
serious illness by tho timely use of
“ L. F .M Atwood'8 Medicine. Many
have been relieved o f distressing at
tacks o f indigestion, nausea, bilious
ness, diarrhoea, and feverish colds
by carefuly following directions on
the label. Many testimonials of re
markable cures are on file at tho ollico
of tho “ L. i V ’ Medicine Co., in Port
l i t * remedy
----- 1— -is
• guaranteed
* - to satisfy.
land. The
Buy today and safeguard the family health.
Have bright eyes only in your homo.*

one cent

Latest patterns

Stylish Hats

Rubbers, First Quality

Suit Cases

Light and Heavy

Men’s Gloves

$2.00 to $4.50

Fine Assortment

Lined or unlined

$1.25 to $5.00

$1.25 to $10.00

$1.00 to $5.00

Packard Shoes

Carter Underwear

Leather Bags

For Men ami Boys

Mackinaws

That are real leather

For Men and Boys

$2.00 to $5.00

$5.00 to $20.00

$7.50 to $15.00

Make acceptable gifts

At Bargains

$3.50 to $8.50

Start

$1.00 to $2.50

Now

D o n ’t W a it

Ervin & Ervin

T h e place to buy Christmas Presents fo r M en and
Boys

M ark et Square, Houlton, M aine

HOULTON
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Gate Keeper, S. K. Cushman, Steu
Cecil Bates, Wednesday evening, Dec
Presque Isle Norm al
The mills in which I am interested
ember 14, in honor of his birthday. A ben.
Misses Mildred Huggard, Anna have always contributed as well as
most enjoyable evening was spent
Ceres, Mrs. Merle J. Harriman.
in games and .music.
Home made
Hovey, Marion Farley, Louis Kerr, other large concerns and always will,
o w n s
Pomona, Mrs. C. O. Purinton, Bowcandy and. ^ y ^ Jbulls, were served,,
Margaret Roach, Mary Webb. Ethel and 1 know; that by loyally supporting
About twenty young friends of (fdiiihahi.
Dow, Margaret Knox.
the Maine Public Health Association
RlMimumimiiummiMiiMmMiiniiiitimmnmiimnmmimim.' Ralph Adams gathered at his home
Flora, Mrs. W. J. Thompson. South
last Tuesday, December l.‘l, to cele China.
that all the suffering humanity in
Subscribers should bear in opejctitQA hj>on at the Aroostook Hospi brate his fourteenth birthday.
Maine will he helped and conditions
Lady Assistant Steward, Mrs. H. D.
tai for^appendicitis on Tuesday even- very pleasant evening was spent in
improved.
mind that ail subscriptions are fig. The operation was successful games, - Candy, nuts, popcorn. and Crawford, Houlton^ .
apples were served.
•>*
Thanking you for any space you
payable in advance a rid the pa fiul she is. doing well.
Executive Committee, E. T. *Mc/' As & slight token of her faithful
Married in Ludlow Saturday, Dec
Bangor, Dec. 19, 1821. may see fit to give, I beg to remain
per will be discontinued at ex pfervice ais organist of the U. B. ember 17, by Rev. H. H. Cosman, Glauflin, Presque Isle; Frank Potter,
Houlton Times
Yours for Better Health in Maine,
piration. Notice of such expira church for the past two years, Mrs Miss Beatrice Getchell of Cary and Bangor; and L. E. Mclntire, East
!
Houlton, Maine.
J. A. Stone was presented with a Herbert Adams of this town.
Waterford.
Both
(sd) L. J. Coburn
tion will be sent out the First of Boston shopping bag by tlie following are very popular young people and
1Gentlemen:
The only absentee of the entire |
(The
proceeds
of
the dance to be
members
of
the
choir:
Mrs.
Mildred
!
have many friends who extend best
each month.
Bruce, Elbridge Elliott,
Mrs.
Lily wishes for a long and happy married staff of State officers was E. T. |
I It is with a great deal of interest given in Society Hall on Thursday
Shaw. Mrs. Waldo Carmichael, Mr. life. Mrs. Adams graduated from R. McGlauflin of Presque Isle, a member (
I that I have watched recently the sale night of this week, goes to the
and Mrs. Frank Griffith.
C. I. class of ’19, and has taught school of the executive committee, who was ;
Anti-Tuberculosis Assn, of the County
Advqrdis
Belyea,
an
aged
veteran
here and made many friends.
Mr. taken to the Maine Eve and Ear of the Christmas Seal stamps and to for this work.)
Clifford Jones, who was operated on
*
I
of
the
Civil
War,
passed
away
at
his
Adams is a prosperous young farmer. Infirmary suffering with an acute ! my great surprise I have heard some
last week at the Aroostook Hospital
tor appendicitis, is getting along nice 1home on Tuesday evening. He leaves
attack of Bright’s disease.
a. wife and three children
besides (
people criticise or say that they could
ly.
many other relatives.
Funeral ser-!
The reports of Worthy Secretary not find them on sale.
There will be a social dance here
vices were held at the U. B. church
on Thursday p. m. under the direction j Thursday evening, December 22, at E. H. Libby of Auburn and Worthy
Treasurer E. E. Allition of Greene,' Personally I feel that all the
The news of the sudden death of
Bills are out for a Dance in the Hall of H. D. Hartt of Monticello. Rev. C. the Town Hall.
Remember
the
sale
of
food
this
which were features of the first ses-1 citizens of Maine should realize that Henry H. Putnam of Danforth was
W. Lowell, pastor of the M. E. church
Friday evening, December 23rd.
Frefl Nelson has returned from a at Monticello spoke very tenderly of Wednesday afternoon at Mrs. M. A. sion, showed the order to be in ex-1 the people handling this sale are received here Monday by relatives.
the “ Boys in Blue” and also words oi Randall’s store.
trip to Rockland of a few weeks.
Mr. Putnam was one of the best
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard KillcoHins cellent condition both as regards ] giving their time and efforts freely
Mr. and Mrs. P. E. Bubar returned comfort to the mourners.
expect
to leave for California soon membership and finances. The sec-1
known men in this section and a
from Portland Saturday noon.
and doing their utmost to make this
after New Year’s.
retary’s report shows that six new ;
There will be a Christmas Concert
prominent business man of Danforth,
Tom Holmes seems to lie holding granges have been organized during j seal sale a grand success, and it
in the Methodist church Sunday ovehaving been until recently, active in
The H. H. S. and R. C. L students his own with his sickness but is a j
n)ng.
are home for the Christmas vacation. ! very sick man at this writing.
I the past year, several reorganized j seems to me that it behooves every lumber and mill business.
Merle Lowery arrived home from
Remember the concert to be given } Harry Farley is home from Hebron ! and that the net gain in membership , red-blooded American Citizen to do
He was born in Houlton in 1842.
Colby Saturday morning for the Christ-, _
«•«»
11
at the I and Donald Stackpole is home from !
Uaa Holidays.
|Saturday evening, Dec. 24
during the year has been 3,882, bring their share and if need be hunt up the son of Amos
and
Christiana
The heavy rain Sunday took off Baptist Church,
Orono for the Christmas vacation.
ing the total to 60,803.
Wormwood
Putnam,
pioneer
settlers
Master
John
Crawford
of
Houlton
\
..
.
.4, . .
, , Simon Biernstein is having a sale
the places where the seals are sold,
most of the snow, making the roads
of Houlton.
is
spending
two
weeks
with
his
grand
-1
thjs
week.
His
entire
stock,
store
and
very Icy and slippery.
,
..
for the wonderful help the cash from
Miss Gertrude Fletcher, a student mother, Mrs. Angie Noyes,
, I fixtures are to go as he is to move to
A veteran of the Civil War he saw
at Colby College arrived home Satur-;
Vera Thompson, a member of , Montreal.
these sales will eleviate the suuer- j much service and was Second Lieut.
The
following
young
people
of
the
day morning for the Christmas vacaSenior class ot the U. of M.,
: Malcom Slipp who had his leg
spending her vacation
with her broken by a log falling on it is com town are at home from their various ings of many T. B. subjects, and U j in Co. G 22nd Inf., in which his brother
flon of three weeks.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. O. L. Thompson. fortable as can be expected.
Dr. schools for the Christmas holidays:
some of those that kick will only ! Alonzo was Lieut. Col.
The sapper and sale in the Hall
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Hovey, Mrs.
Besides his widow he is survived
Saturday evening, given by the Ladies Annie Hovey, Miss Mamie Teedlie and Bundy is attending him.
C olb y
make an effort to do their share it
Deacons E. B. Lilley and Frank
Aid of the Methodist church drew a Miss Ada Hovey of Houlton were Sun
i by three sons Henry Jr.. Varney A.
Leon
Niles,
Ellis
McLeod,
Miss
Doris
Griffith were elected delegates to at
may be some dear friend or relative
good crowd and 170.00 was received.
I and Edgar B., also two daughters,
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Maurice tend the Conference at the Baptist Purington, Miss Reta Wheaton, James
of theirs that will be served from the Mrs. Ben Parker and Mrs. W. A.
Haley.
Church in Monticello Monday.
Wilson, John Barnes, Walter Berry, j
, .
Mr. Amos Inghrain has sold his
The Town team was a trifle too Forest Royal. Oscar P. Benn, Frank 1
Osborne. Mrs. Maria Burnham and
of
thls
dread d,8easefarm
to
Mr.
Winn
Hemore
and
has
The Ladles’ Aid will meet with
j heavy and fast for the High School A(jams.
Samuel Putnam of this town are
j
For
many
years
I
have
been
only
moved
to
Mrs.
James
Webb’s
house
Mrs. Della Egars Wednesday, Dec.
j here last Friday evening and easily
sister
and brother of the deceased.
on the Hussy road. Mr. Hemore has j won a game of basketball— 70— 10.
T h e U. of M.
too pleased to serve on the Executive
Mr. Henry Higgins was the guest moved to the Inghram farm.
I M. S. Rideout and daughter Bertha
Misses Avory Munro, Catherine j Committee of the Maine Public Health
Friends of Mrs. Alfretta Mersereau |attended the State Grange in Portof Mr. Leslie Dickinson, Union Corner
will be interested to learn tnat she is |land, also visited relatives in Lewis Cary, Pauline Smith, Ralph Burns, j Association, formerly the Anti-Tuberlast 8unday.
, , ,
.
Mr. Leland Gildred of Hodgdon was recovering from her recent injuries. ton and Bangor on their return trip. Lloyd Berry, Fred Blethen, Van TingDempsey, Ralph Blake, |culos,s Associatlon’ and
my time
the guest of his sister, Mrs. Miles Mrs. Mersereau is visiting her daugh-1 The Small School was one of the few ley. Phil
ter Mrs. Fred Guyot of Amherst, |
Smith, Sunday.
! places visited here this year by a Nadine Gellerson,
Fred Harrison,, freely besides purchasing these seals
Miss Eva Grant was the guest of Mass, and about three weeks ago she jI Santa Claus and the children are all
her sister Mrs. Florence Dickinson. fell down a flight of stairs and receiv- { happy to know he left a nice Colum Frank Lincoln, Fred Webb, Richard and I know of many other busy men
ed severe bruises and also cracked bia phonograph.
I Stuart, Bernice Rhoda.
Union Corner, Sunday.
and women that are contributing their j
Miss Helen Cottle and Elizabeth one of the bones of her leg. Her
B ow d oin
A large number of friends and re |
“ A C A L L FR O M T H E W IL D ”
valuable
time and money, so it seems
daughter
Mrs.
Stella
Nixon
of
Patten
Thompklns of Sherman were visiting
latives of E. E. Milliken were in ) Jerome Ervin.
A photo production that is different;
is caring for her.
relatives here part of last week.
to
me
that
the
citizens
of
Maine
should
i
Houlton Thursday to attend his funer |
B ates
one that will make you think; one that
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas McNerlin
al,he was buried in the family lot here
all cooperate for this cause and h e lp ! you will not regret having seen. Comedy
A d a m s — Getchell
Phillip
Tingley.
and daughter Hattie of Maxwell, N.
by the Masonic order.
j
W e e k ly N e w *
The Baptist parsonage was the
N a sso n
B. were week-end guests of Mr. Fred
the army of workers, both as to time 1“ T h e F a ll G u y “
Rev. H. A. Clark is to assist Rev. P. j
scene
of
a
pretty
wedding
Saturday
London.
C. Clark of Mars Hill in some special | Miss Bonolyn Van Tassell, Miss and money and give unstintingly for
Miss Beulah Turney of Green Road, morning when Miss Beatrice Getchell meetings in January, and the Mars j
Willa Stewart.
this noble work.
N. B. was the guest of her grand of Amity was united in marriage to Hill pastor will help here at the |
W atch our screen fo r th e announce
P h illip s E x e te r A cad e m y
Mr.
Herbert
Adams
of
Linneus
by
mother, Mrs. Thomas Lloyd,
last
Baptist Church in March.
Rev. H. H. Cosman. The young couple , Dr. J. B. Mower was unable to be
Newton Churchill.
Thursday.
m ent of th is day’s picturte
Miss Blanche Duff and Mr. Carl Bar were attended by Mr. and Mrs. Will present at the Baptist Church on Sun P o sse N o rm al Sch oo l of P h y sic a l
ton of H. H. S. and Miss Eva P. Grant iam R. McCain of New Limerick.
day morning owing to the death of a
C ulture, B oston
The bride was attired in a brown j relative. Dr. G. M. Hamlin of Lewis
are spending the Christmas holidays
Miss
Marion
Hamilton.
traveling
suit
with
hat
to
match.
I
with their parents.
ton was there and gave an interesting
S H I R L E Y M A S O N in “Q u ee n ie ”
W e lle sle y
The schools closed here last Friday. After the ceremony a bountiful wed-j and inspiring address.
by Mrs. j There were about fifty patrons preWhat
might have happened to Queeni*
Miss Clara Ingraham of the Lincoln ding dinner was served
Miss Gertrude McIntyre.
Gurkin if it had not been for Simon
school and Mr. Roy Barton of the Cosman.
sent at the meeting on Saturday. The
Sm
ith
Pepper? That’s a whole story in itself,
The bride is a graduate of Ricker,^
. , *
,
,. x
London school had a nice program in
Orange voted _tq purcha se ^ piano 101
Miss Doris Hassell.
all told through in Queenie. O n the
the afternoon and treat. Miss Maud Classical Institute, class of m». their
hall and the following commitT ria l— E d u c a tio n a l
M. I. T.
Anderson of the Stone school gave a Since her graduation she has been a |tee was appointed, to get prices and
concert and Christmas tree Friday successful teacher in the public j report at the next meeting.
Leland Ludwig, Harris McIntyre.
I). F
RAW FU R S
evening. It was fine and gave great schools of Amitv. Linneus and Ludlow. I Adams, Ella Briggs and Maud Jenkins
T u fts
ot
tup
market
prices.
Bring your
The
groom
is
a
prosperous
farmer
credit to scholars and teacher.
collection in.
Trade fact to
Burnham Sewall, Clement Harrigan,
“S E V E N Y E A R S BAD L U C K ”
of Linneus.
fact* and get your mones on the
Mr. and Mrs. Adams left on the
MAINE STATE GRANGE
Wilder
Carr.
ut.
Suppose
somebody broke a mirror—
OAKFIELD
afternoon train for a trip to Portland
B A N G O R T A L L O W CO„
well
may
be—but
the only sure way to
C
olum
bia
With
approximately
800
delegates
few
Mr Guy M. Connors spent a
and Boston.
140 B ro a d St.
B a n go r, M a in e
find out is to come and see it for your
Earl Starkey, George Pennington.
days In Portland last week.
Their* many friends are extending present, representing the 60,000 Grang
self. Comedy, “ A in ’t Lo ve G r a n d ” M u t t
Mr. F. A. Peabody of Houlton was congratulations for a long and happy ers in Maine the 4Sth annual meeting
W a rd -B e lm o n t
& Jeff
a business caller in town last week. wedded life.
Miss Elizabeth Hume.
of
the
Maine
State
Grange
was
held
Mr. Walter Estabrooks of Island
W h eaton
held last week in Portland. The fol- j
....................................................................................................................
Falls was calling on friends in town
Miss Adra Hodgins
lowing officers were elected for the
Saturday.
The R. C. I. students are home for
Mrs. Albert Miller and two children
C astin e N o rm al
ensuing year:
ot Houlton spent the week-end with the Christmas vacation.
Miss Beatrice Currip
Mrs.
Harry
Crandall
of
Oak
field
Master.
W.
J.
Thompson,
South
her parents, Mr. and Mrs F. A.
visited her cousin Mrs. Geo. H. Adams China.
Anthony.
Miss Erma Robertson, daughter of last week.
Overseer. C. O. Purinton. Bowdoin
Mrs Garfield Barton is assisting at
Mr. and Mrs. Niel Robertson, was
ntmii ui<jiiniititHtMmiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiittitmifMiiffftiiiiiiiiiiiittMiiiiiiiiiiiitiiifiiiiiiMiiitMfkMiiitifiimiiiiiiimiifiiimiiiiiiiuiiuiiiiiiiiiMif
G.
W.
Richards
Store,
Houlton,
dur
ham.
taken to the Aroostook Hospital last
ing
the
holidays.
week for treatment.
Lecturer, Merle J. Harriman, ReadA ll carried in stock— W e also take
Miss Carrie Sawyer is spending the
Mr. Earl Anthony, who has been at
field.
holidays
with
her
sister
Mrs.
Blanche
a Government Sanatorium near Den
orders fo r Developing and Printing
W e have a full
Steward. Benj. H. Varney of Jones
ver, Colo, for several months, return Black of Houlton.
Mrs.
Claude
Ruth
returned
home
of Films and Plates
ed home last week much improved in
boro.
l i ne of n e w
the first of the week after a few days
heelth.
Assistant Steward. H. B. Crawford,
Announcements from the Martin visit with relatives in town.
Mrs. W. G. Adams and daughter Houlton.
Theatre are as follows: “Jim the Pen
man*’ by Lionel Barrymore Saturday Jessie spent Monday and Tuesday in
I Chaplain, A. E. Morse, South Paris.
nlfht. “The Tom Boy” by Eileen Houlton with Mrs. Horace Either.
Mrs. Joe Gillis and daughter Anna | Treasurer. E. E. Additon, Greene.
Percy Monday, Dec. 26, matinee. “The
Rood Deamon” by Tom Mix Monday bell of Lewiston who spent the sum- j Secretary, E. H. Libby, Auburn.
mer and Fall in town returned home ■
nisht, Dec. 26.
I
The Colby Glee Club of Waterville last week.
N otice of F ir s t M e e tin g of C re d ito r*
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Welton and
played to an unusually large audience
at the Martin Theatre Thursday night. daughter Marion of Hodgdon werej In the District Court of the United States
The occasion drew many people from Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Byron } for the Northern Division of the Dis
Smyrna Mills and Dyer Brook who McQuarrie.
TiiimimmiiiuMii iiiiMiiiiimiHiiitinimmimiiiiiMHiiiiimlinmmUimiiiiiiiiiimHimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiitmiitmiiiHMmtiimiiimtmimmHniiiiim:
trict of Maine.
In Bankruptcy.
Miss Dorothy Ruth who attends In the matter of
thoroughly enjoyed the musical pro
I
gram presented by the twenty-two school in Patten is spending the holi , Earl Fitzsimmons
; In Bankruptcy
musicians.
Doctor Frank Tarbell, days with her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Bankrupt
i
H.
J.
Ruth.
who is an alumni of Colby College,
To the creditors of said Earl Fitz
Miss Willa Stewart who is a student Jsimmons of Limestone in the county of
entertained the boys in the afternoon
by auto trips over various sections of at Nasson Institute, Springvalo, is Aroostook and District aforesaid, bank
the towns, they making a short stop spending the holidays with her par rupt.
at the large Department Store of J. ents Mr. and Mrs. Dan Stewart.
N o t i c e is hereby given that on the lath
Mrs. Geo. H. Adams and cousin day of " e r „ A. I >. 1921, the .-aid Karl
E. Tarbell & Sons of Smyrna Mills
and giving a concert for several Mrs. Harry Crandall of Oakfield spent Fitzsimmons was duly adjudicated bank
Wednesday, December 14 with their rupt and that the first meeting ot
minutes at that village.
cousin, Mrs. Dan Stewart, It being the creditors will be held at the office of
birthdays of the cousins.
Edwin 1j. Vail in Houlton on the 7th day
A surprise party was tendered Mr. of Jany.. A. D. 1922, at la o ' c l o c k in the
Littleton Grange will entertain
We will send you a brand new
lorenoon at which time the said creditors
Pomona Grange on Wednesday, Jan.
may attend, prove their claims, appoint
* O akfield, M aine
Golumbia Grafonola, and latest Rec
21st.
a trustee, examine the bankrupt
and
ords. delivered direct to your home,
Congratulations are extended to Mr.
transact such other business as may proand Mrs. Albert Suitter on the birth
for
five days’ free trial. It does not
yerly c o m e before said meeting.
of a daughter on Dec. 16th.
cost you a cent nor are you under tho
I >ated at 1h n il t o l l. |Ice, l a th , 1921 .
Lorain Hanning, who recently sun
EDWIN L. VAIL,
slightest obligation to buy.
mitted to an operation, at the Aroos-j
Referee In Bankruptcy
took Hospital, has returned home and
We give you this opportunity to he
is gaining.
your own salesman and save
$40,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Schools
because
the
Golumbia
Grafonola
returned Friday from Portland, Me.
speaks and sings for itself. Hearing
where they attended the session of
the Maine State Grange.
is believing, and you are the sole
Mrs. Waldo Carmichael is staying
judge.
at the Aroostook Hospital with her
Say, yesterday I had the worst Cold you ever
little daughter Marie. They expect to
O n ly $5 a M o n th if You Decide to Buy
saw. Nose run, bones ached, flashes of fever,
be home by the last of the week.
hot
and
cold,
chilly.
But
believe
me,
I
am
all
to keep the ins trmnent.
If you d
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Libby and
pay us at tho rate of $5 a month . If y o u
right today..
Mr. and Jfrs. Ransford Libby of Mars
do not \vi ish t** buy it. notify us and we
Hill were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Do you want to know what did it? One 25c
will call tor ii
J. A. Wolverton on Wednesday, re
box of
turning home Thursday morning.
All the Latest Modern Improvements
Marie, 9 year old daughter of Mr.
Laxitive
Cold
Tablets,
prepared
This $125 ( olumbia Grafonol;a, now
and Mrs. Waldo Carmichael, was
............................................................................. Mimiimim..... iiiimmnmiiiiiiiiii................... miMiuiimmiiimnimii|

Sur r o und i

WHAT RED CROSS
SEALS MEAN

HODGDON

PROMINENT RESIDENT OF
DANFORTH DIES SUDDENLY

BRIDGEWATER

MONTICELLO

LUDLOW

HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS

EAST HODGDON

Week of December 19,1921

Temple Theatre
WEDNESDAY

J

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

LINNEUS

Cameras, Kodaks,Supplies

Horse

Bridgewater Drug Company

B la n k e t s
Lumberman’s
Street and

Save $ 4 0

Stable

5 D a y s Free Tri al

L. A .

LITTLETON

Barker Co.

Feeling Fine, Thank You

Netlee of First Matting of Crsdltor*
In tho District Court of the United States
tor the Northern Division of the Dis
trict o f Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
Fred Qrondin
! In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt.)
To the creditors of s a i d F r e d
Grondin of Woodland In the county
o f Aroostook and District aforesaid
bankrupt.
Notice is hereby given that on the
20th day of December, A. D. 1921 the
said
Fred
Grondin
w as
duly
adjudtebted bankrupt; and that the
first meeting of creditors will
be
held at the ofloe of Edwin L. Vail, In
Houlton, on the 7th day of Jany. A.
D. IMS at 10 o’clock in the forenoon at
which time the said creditors may at
tend. prove their claims, appoint a
trustee, examine the bankrupt and
transact such other business as may
property oome before said mooting.
Dated at Houlton, Dec. 20th. 1921.*
>E D W IN L. V A IL.
Referee in Bankruptcy

Certified
Electric Service

mammtmmmtumu

Telephone the Neighbors
Who Know
Get Their Opinions
In selecting a farm light plant,
performance » what counts most.
You want to know how W illy s Light
is liked by people who already have
plants.
Telephone any of o*r customers
— we w ill give you their names.
They w ill tell you of the W illy s
Light certified electric service— how
all guesswork and uncertainty is
e lim in a t e d .
H o w a dependable,
year-in-and-year-out performance is
assured.
Get the facts,
demonstrate.

then

ask us

VERSTOCKED

o

on the justly

fam ous

R ound

O ak

Coal

Stoves.

33 1-3$) discount and

F ill O u t

paid to any point in Aroostook

iE D

Quiet Knight

M a il

th is C ou pon

T o -D a y

No

M oney

Bridgewater, Maine

$295 up to $595
Bridgewater, Maine

and

Sen d

Note the Coupon.
It mea»s
exactly what it says so plainly,
simply and directly. This best
of modern music reproducing
instruments is offered to you at
a lower price and on easier
terms than you w«uld pay for
an old-fashioned phonograph
without any of these modern
refinements.

A . H. B ra d s tre e t & Son

County

to

A. M. S T A C K P O L E , Jr.

Power andUghtwm

offered f<.r $8,">. has all the e•xclusive
( 'olumbia mod*1
*rn advantages. It s strong
silent, long-running Columbia Spring
.Motor is the model for the motors of all
other phonographs.
Its exclusive Non .Set Automatic Stop
lets you enjoy every record to the last
exquisite note.
Its exclusive Tone Leaves can be instant
ly adjusted to give you any desired
volume of sound.

for L. A . B ark er Co., O akfield, M ain e

J. E. Tarbell & Sons
Smyrna Mills, Maine

i

Send me a new Columbia Grafonola ;
for five days’ free use and inspection
If I keep it I will pay $85 at the rate of
$5 per month. The title to remain with
you until fully paid for.
Name ...........
Address
Telephone No.

J
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